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Abstract
So much research builds on evolutionary histories of species and genes. They are used in
genomics to infer synteny, in ecology to describe and predict biodiversity, and in molecular
biology to transfer knowledge acquired in model organisms to humans and crops. Beyond
downstream applications, expanding our knowledge of life on Earth is important in its own
right. FromNaturalis Historia toOn the Origin of Species, the acquisition of this knowledge
has been a part of human development.
Evolutionary histories are commonly represented as trees, where a common ancestor pro-
gressively splits into descendant species or alleles. Time trees add more information by using
height to represent genetic distance or elapsed time. Species and gene trees can be inferred
frommolecular sequences using methods which are explicitly model-based, or implicitly as-
sume or are statistically consistent with a particular model of evolution. One such model, the
multispecies coalescent (MSC), is the topic of my thesis. Under this model, separate trees are
inferred for the species history and for each gene’s history. Gene trees are embedded within
the species tree according to a coalescent process.
Researchers often avoid the MSC when reconstructing time trees because of claims that
available implementations are too computationally demanding. Instead, the species history is
inferred using a single tree by concatenating the sequences from each gene. I began my thesis
research by evaluating the effect of this approximation. In a realistic simulation based on pa-
rameters inferred from empirical data, concatenation was grossly inaccurate, especially when
estimating recent species divergence times. In a later simulation study I demonstrated that
when using concatenation, credible intervals often excluded the true values.
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To address reluctance towards using the MSC, I developed a faster implementation of the
model. “StarBEAST2” is a Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) method, meaning it char-
acterizes the probability distribution over trees by randomly walking the parameter space. I
improved computational performance by developing more efficient proposals used to traverse
the space, and reducing the number of parameters in the model through analytical integration
of population sizes.
Despite its sophistication, the MSC has theoretical limitations. One is that the substitution
rate is assumed to stay constant, or uncorrelated between lineages of different genes. How-
ever substitution rates do vary and are associated with species traits like body size. I addressed
this assumption in StarBEAST2 by extending the MSC to estimate substitution rates for each
species. Another assumption is that genetic material cannot be transferred “horizontally”, but
a more general model called the multispecies network coalescent (MSNC) permits introgres-
sion of alleles across species boundaries. My collaborators and I have developed and evaluated
anMCMC implementation of the the MSNC.
My final thesis project was to combine the MSC with the fossilized birth-death (FBD) pro-
cess, which models how species are fossilized and sampled through time. To demonstrate the
utility of the FBD-MSCmodel, I used it to reconstruct the evolutionary history of Caninae
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Phylogenetic trees are one of the fundamental structures used to understand biology. They
can represent the evolutionary history of species and genes, where they are dubbed “species
trees” and “gene trees” respectively. Trees can even be used to model the evolution of epi-
demics (Stadler et al., 2012) and languages (Bouckaert et al., 2012). The unifying theme of
my thesis is the inference of species trees, and the more general case of species networks, using
a probabilistic model called the multispecies coalescent or the multispecies network coalescent
respectively.
Each species tree is part of the “tree of life” that connects all life on Earth. In the case of
humans, species trees place us within great apes, great apes within primates, primates within
mammals, and so on through to the origin of life on Earth (Sibley and Ahlquist, 1984; Good-
man et al., 1998; Murphy et al., 2001).
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Knowledge of our origins, and those of other organisms, is something worth striving for
in and of itself. Charles Darwin travelled around South America and the world for five years
to acquire this knowledge (Darwin, 1839). Evolutionary history is the subject of successful
popular science books such as TheMonkey’s Voyage (de Queiroz, 2014), and film and televi-
sion documentaries such as Life on Earth (BBC andWarner Bros., 1979). The coverage of and
interest in evolutionary findings outside academia reveals a deep desire know where species
come from.
Accurate species trees underpin comparative biology and genomics, and inform value judge-
ments in conservation biology. One measure of biodiversity is phylogenetic diversity (PD),
which uses the distance between species in a tree to quantify evolutionary diversity. PD can be
used to map biodiversity across a landscape, which identifies geographic areas most in need of
conservation protection (Rosauer et al., 2017).
Another practical application is to inform research into agronomically important traits.
Species trees reveal that the predisposition to evolving nitrogen-fixing nodulation symbiosis is
limited to the nitrogen-fixing clade of angiosperms (Doyle, 2011). Phylogenomic differences
between this clade and other angiosperms, and between sister species within this clade where
only one species is capable of nodulation symbiosis, may reveal its molecular basis (Geurts
et al., 2012).
0.1 Inferring trees from data
Trees can inferred frommultiple sequence alignments (MSAs) using probabilistic or non-
probabilistic methods. In the past non-probabilistic methods were more common as they
require less computational power or were easier to implement and understand. Maximum
parsimony identifies the tree or trees which minimise the number of mutations necessary to
explain the site patterns observed in anMSA (Fitch, 1971). Neighbor-joining builds a tree
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heuristically from the tips upwards based on the genetic distances between pairs of taxa in an
MSA (Saitou and Nei, 1987).
Phylogenetic likelihood methods are probabilistic methods based on the likelihood of ob-
serving anMSA, conditional on a phylogenetic tree and a substitution model (Felsenstein,
1981). Maximum likelihood methods use a heuristic algorithm to identify the single most
likely tree, and Bayesian likelihood methods characterise the posterior distribution of trees.
Ideally the posterior distribution will include all plausible clades.
All of these methods can be used to estimate the topology of a tree, which for a species tree
corresponds to the taxonomic relationships. Maximum parsimony is a statistically inconsis-
tent estimator of the species tree topology (Felsenstein, 1978), whereas in practice neighbor-
joining appears to be a good estimator of the species tree topology (Rusinko andMcPartlon,
2017).
Likelihood methods are able to estimate time trees by adding one or more clock rate param-
eters. The branch lengths, and the distance from a node to the tips of the tree, of a time tree
are in units of time, making likelihood methods indispensable for inference where absolute or
relative times are important (Drummond et al., 2006). This is the case for many applications,
including molecular epidemiology, historical biogeography and studies of speciation.
The characters used for any of these methods can be phenotypic or molecular. Molecular
characters are extremely popular for phylogenetic inference because the cost of sequencing
DNA has fallen super-exponentially over the past 15 years (Hayden, 2014). It is now possible
for approximately 5,000 USD to sequence and produce a largely complete de novo assembly
of a 722 million base pair genome (Paajanen et al., 2017). In contrast phenotypic data sets are
typically limited to tens or hundreds of characters. Besides their low cost and massive scale,
molecular sequences are a good source of data for phylogenetic inference because time trees
with clock models have been shown to fit empirical molecular data sets (Drummond et al.,
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2006).
0.2 Inferring species trees
Inferring a tree from a single genomic locus (a gene tree), or frommitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
alone, is relatively straightforward. We assume that recombination is rare enough within short
loci that all sites will share a common genealogy, and there is evidence to support at least a
correlation in genealogy within individual exons (Scornavacca and Galtier, 2017). Likewise
mtDNA recombination is thought to be only occasional in plants, and rare to non-existant
in animals (Barr et al., 2005). Therefore the inference of a single tree is likely an appropriate
model for single genes or mitochondrial genomes. Note that protein and mRNA sequences
may include multiple exons spanning megabases of genome, so a single genealogy cannot be
assumed in those cases (Springer and Gatesy, 2016).
Species trees are typically inferred frommultiple genomic loci, and one approach is to con-
catenate the MSAs from each locus to create a supermatrix, and inferring a single tree using
phylogenetic likelihood or other methods. However genomic loci recombine during meiosis,
so for any clade with sexually reproducing species, each genomic locus will have a distinct ge-
nealogy. Therefore concatenating MSAs and inferring a single tree, or “concatenation” for
short, is only an approximation of the truth.
Concatenation is a statistically inconsistent estimator of the species tree topology because of
discordance between the gene and species trees (Mendes and Hahn, 2017). Concatenation also
overestimates species divergence times in proportion to effective population sizes (Arbogast
et al., 2002).
A more sophisticated model is the multispecies coalescent (MSC), where separate gene trees
are estimated for each locus. Each gene tree must be compatible with a proposed species tree
by following the assumption that gene flow cannot occur after speciation, so any coalescent
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event between two individuals of different species must be older than the divergence time of
those two species.
The species tree is estimated from the gene trees using the MSC likelihood. The coalescent
likelihood is the probability of an observed distribution of coalescent times given an initial
number of gene lineages and effective population size (Kingman, 1982). Under the MSC,
each species tree branch has an initial number of gene lineages and a distribution of coalescent
times, and the MSC likelihood is simply the coalescent likelihoods for each branch multiplied
together (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009).
Some BayesianMSCmethods like *BEAST (Heled and Drummond, 2010), StarBEAST2
(Chapter 2) and BPP (Yang, 2015; Rannala and Yang, 2017) jointly estimate gene trees from
MSAs together with the species tree. I will refer to them as “fully Bayesian” methods. The
fully Bayesian species tree probability P (S|D) can be expressed as:
P (S|D) = Πi(P [Di|Gi] · P [Gi|S]) · P (S|θ). (1)
The likelihood of a gene is the phylogenetic likelihood P (Di|Gi)whereDi is the MSA for
the ith gene treeGi. TheMSC likelihood for that gene tree is P (Gi|S)where S is the species
tree. The prior probability of the species tree is P (S|θ), where θ is a vector of parameters (for
example the speciation and extinction rates under a birth-death model).
Other methods have been developed which do not calculate phylogenetic or MSC likeli-
hoods in order to quickly analyse large data sets. MP-EST (Liu et al., 2010) and ASTRAL
(Mirarab et al., 2014a; Mirarab andWarnow, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017) take frequency counts
of gene tree topologies as input instead of MSAs, discarding much of the information con-
tained in the molecular sequences. Another method, SVDquartets (Chifman and Kubatko,
2014), combines the theory of phylogenetic invariants (Cavender and Felsenstein, 1987; Lake,
1987) with a method of quartet reconciliation (e.g. Reaz et al. 2014) to infer species tree topolo-
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gies from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) matricies or concatenatedMSAs.
All these methods are motivated by coalescent theory and are statistically consistent esti-
mators of the species tree topology. However they cannot estimate branch lengths in units
of substitutions, and hence cannot estimate branch lengths or node heights in units of time
either.
0.3 Evaluating and accelerating the multispecies coalescent
The rapid improvement in cost and capabilities of next generation sequencing means it is
now possible to sequence thousands of loci from representative individuals (or a handful of
loci from thousands of individuals) for phylogenetic studies. Researchers are reluctant to use
fully BayesianMSCmethods with data sets this large because such methods are perceived to
be too computationally demanding. This is despite the fact that for dated species trees, the
only options are concatenation or fully BayesianMSCmethods. Objections to running these
methods in the peer reviewed literature have included the following:
“We did not use the methods *BEAST (Heled and Drummond, 2010) or
STEM (Kubatko et al., 2009), because the former has shown poor performance
with phylogenomic-scale data (O’Neill et al., 2013), which was confirmed in this
case by preliminary exploratory analyses.”
— Pyron et al. (2014)
“A true coalescence method such as that implemented in *BEAST (Heled
and Drummond, 2010) is not possible given these data, first because the number
of loci is prohibitive and because we do not have each species represented for
each gene, a requirement1 for these methods.”
—Mandel et al. (2015)
1StarBEAST2 does not have this requirement at all, and neither does *BEAST if blank sequences (where all
sites have a “missing” symbol) are used for the unrepresented species.
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“Species-tree analysis can be problematic for UCE data sets in that the large
number of loci precludes use of many coalescent-based species-tree methods”
— Streicher et al. (2016)
To discover if there was any basis for these concerns in reality, in Chapter 1 my colleagues
and I conducted a study to quantify (1) the computational performance of the fully Bayesian
method *BEAST and (2) the statistical accuracy of *BEAST compared with concatenation. If
*BEAST is slow and concatenation is just as accurate, there is no reason to use fully Bayesian
MSCmethods.
We did find that the computational performance of *BEAST scales poorly as the number
of loci is increased, following a power law. If the number of loci in a given analysis is increased
from 16 to 256, we predict that it would require approximately 2400×more CPU time. Be-
cause of the way *BEAST is implemented it cannot effectively use more than one CPU core so
CPU time will be the same as wall time. This means that an analysis that took 2 weeks with 16
loci would take roughly 92 years with 256.
However we also found that concatenation can be far less accurate than *BEAST when
analysing simulated data designed to resemble an empirical data set from the Sino-Himalayan
plant clade Cyathophora (Eaton and Ree, 2013). For the same number of loci, *BEAST was
more accurate than concatenation at estimating species tree topologies (Figure 1.4E). For any
number of loci we tested (up to 4096), concatenation was less accurate than *BEAST using as
few as 4 loci when estimating branch lengths (Figure 1.4A). The major component of this er-
ror was the length of branches at the tips of the tree; concatenation overestimated the lengths
of tip branches by approximately 350% (Figure 1.4C).
It makes no sense to use concatenation in order to use more loci, given it will never be as
accurate as fully BayesianMSCmethods, no matter howmany more loci are used. Lemmon
and Lemmon (2013) suggested that researchers should focus on locus selection and proper
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model choice in order to increase accuracy. That said, it would be an easier pill to swallow if
fully BayesianMSCmethods were faster, so in Chapter 2 my colleagues and I developed a
replacement for *BEAST with better performance called StarBEAST2.
We improved the computational performance of StarBEAST2 through a combination of
analytical integration, new operators and better defaults. Support for analytical integration
sizes was first introduced in BEST (Liu, 2008), and we added it to StarBEAST2. Because Star-
BEAST2 is a Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) method, it requires operators to traverse
the space of phylogenetic trees. If an operator proposes a change to the species tree that is in-
compatible with a gene tree (or vice versa), the change will be rejected. So we designed new op-
erators that make coordinated changes to the species and gene trees which will not be rejected
because of incompatibility. MCMC operators each have a default weight, and we adjusted
those weights through trial-and-error to improve performance.
The combination of those improvements increased the performance of StarBEAST2 by
more than 13-fold when analysing empirical data sets, relative to *BEAST. StarBEAST2 is al-
ready being used by researchers to infer species trees (Tougard et al., 2017; Laver et al., 2017a,b;
de Magalhães et al., 2017; Perrot-Minnot et al., 2017) and species delimitation (Afonso Silva
et al., 2017), in some cases from previously intractable data sets of many loci and individuals
(e.g. Moritz et al. 2017).
0.4 Extending the multispecies coalescent
While the MSC is a more sophisticated model than concatenation, it still makes some assump-
tions which may be violated in reality or restrict the sources of data used for phylogenetic in-
ference. The latter chapters of my thesis describe extensions to the multispecies coalescent
which relax some assumptions.
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0.4.1 Species tree relaxed clocks
Previous fully Bayesian implementations such as *BEAST and BPP assumed a fixed clock, or
relaxed clocks for gene trees that were uncorrelated with the species tree. However species
traits such as body size, and (arboreal) tree height are known to be associated with molecular
clock rates (Bromham, 2011; Lanfear et al., 2013). So when relaxed clocks are used, it makes
little sense for the rate of a gene tree branch to be uncorrelated with the species tree branches it
is embedded within.
In Chapter 2 my colleagues and I introduced a newmodel where relative clock rates are
estimated for each species tree branch. The rate of each gene tree branch is derived from the
species tree branches it is embedded within, multiplied by a scaling factor to allow for rate
variation between loci. We called this model “species tree relaxed clocks” and implemented it
in StarBEAST2. We demonstrated that concatenation was less accurate than StarBEAST2 at
estimating per-species clock rates simulated under this model, and that using concatenation
with unphased molecular data was acutely bad at estimating those rates.
0.4.2 Multispecies network coalescent
A core assumption of the multispecies coalescent is that gene flow ceases immediately and
irrevocably after a species divergence. This assumption is violated in the case of introgres-
sion where migration/mating occurs between separate lineages of a species tree, or by hy-
brid species where a new species evolves with roughly equal genetic inheritance from parental
species.
More and more examples of introgression and hybrid species in both plants and animals are
being reported. Two North American species of Canis, C. rufus and C. lycaon (red wolf and
great lakes wolf) are the result of hybridisation between the C. lupus (grey wolf) lineage and
C. latrans (coyote) lineage (vonHoldt et al., 2016). Evidence of hybrid origins has been dis-
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covered for six bird species, most recently Branta ruﬁcollis (red-breasted goose; Ottenburghs
et al. 2017). Three species ofHelianthus are the result of hybridisation betweenH. annuus
(common sunflower) andH. petiolaris (prairie sunflower), which are not even sister lineages
(Rieseberg, 1991).
Extending the MSC, the multispecies network coalescent (MSNC) introduces reticulation
nodes which have two parents and a single child, and a γ value indicating the proportion of
inheritance from each parent (Yu et al., 2011, 2012, 2014). These reticulation nodes can model
introgression and hybrid species. In Chapter 3 my colleages and I introduced a fully Bayesian
implementation of the MSNC called “SpeciesNetwork”.
This implementation is the first to use the birth-hybridization prior, which is also the first
process based prior for species networks. We demonstrated its power by confirming that the
purple cone spruce Picea purpurea is a hybrid of P. wilsonii and P. likiangensis. Because it is
a fully Bayesian implementation, the absolute times of the Picea speciation and hybridisation
events could be estimated as well as the network topology.
0.4.3 Fossilized birth-death-multispecies coalescent
Fully Bayesian implementations of the MSC have until now assumed that all the data are col-
lected from present-day organisms. However the fossil record is also a rich source of mor-
phological character data and time calibration. It is also, increasingly, a source of ancient
DNA (Shapiro and Hofreiter, 2014). The fossilized birth-death (FBD) process can be used
to model the evolution of species trees containing fossil data. Bayesian FBD implementations
can be used to estimate species trees containing and calibrated by fossil data (Gavryushkina
et al., 2014; Matzke andWright, 2016). They can also be used with concatenated molecular
sequence data for “total evidence” analyses (Gavryushkina et al., 2017).
These concatenated total evidence studies will of course suffer the same problems as stan-
dalone concatenation, so in Chapter 4 my colleagues and I introduce a new integrative model
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of evolution that combines the FBD andMSCmodels. I implemented this model which we
dubbed the “FBD-MSC” in a new version of StarBEAST2 (version 14). We applied the FBD-
MSC and other models (i.e. without the FBD and/or without the MSC) to a total evidence
data set of the dog and fox subfamily Caninae.
We showed that estimated branch lengths and divergence times within Caninae differ be-
tween concatenation and the MSC, and that these differences are exactly what one expects due
to coalescent processes. Specifically, concatenation estimates of species divergence times were
consistently older thanMSC estimates. The failure to account for coalescent processes quali-
tatively and quantitatively effected lineages-through-time curves of Caninae evolution when




Computational Performance and Statistical
Accuracy of *BEAST and Comparisons with
Other Methods
Abstract
Under the multispecies coalescent model of molecular evolution, gene trees have independent
evolutionary histories within a shared species tree. In comparison, supermatrix concatenation
methods assume that gene trees share a single common genealogical history, thereby equating
gene coalescence with species divergence. The multispecies coalescent is supported by previ-
ous studies which found that its predicted distributions fit empirical data, and that concatena-
tion is not a consistent estimator of the species tree. *BEAST, a fully Bayesian implementation
13
of the multispecies coalescent, is popular but computationally intensive, so the increasing
size of phylogenetic data sets is both a computational challenge and an opportunity for bet-
ter systematics. Using simulation studies, we characterize the scaling behaviour of *BEAST,
and enable quantitative prediction of the impact increasing the number of loci has on both
computational performance and statistical accuracy. Follow-up simulations over a wide range
of parameters show that the statistical performance of *BEAST relative to concatenation im-
proves both as branch length is reduced and as the number of loci is increased. Finally, using
simulations based on estimated parameters from two phylogenomic data sets, we compare the
performance of a range of species tree and concatenation methods to show that using *BEAST
with tens of loci can be preferable to using concatenation with thousands of loci. Our results
provide insight into the practicalities of Bayesian species tree estimation, the number of loci re-
quired to obtain a given level of accuracy and the situations in which supermatrix or summary
methods will be outperformed by the fully Bayesian multispecies coalescent.
1.1 Introduction
In recent years a number of new techniques have applied next-generation sequencing to phy-
logenetics and phylogeography (McCormack et al., 2013). These new methods include target
enrichment strategies (Mamanova et al., 2010) like exon capture (Bi et al., 2012), anchored
phylogenomics (Lemmon et al., 2012) and ultra-conserved elements (Faircloth et al., 2012),
as well as RAD sequencing (Baird et al., 2008; Davey et al., 2011). As a result genome-wide
samples of large numbers of loci frommultiple individuals and multiple species have become
increasingly common. This trend is rapidly shifting themodus operandi of systematic biology
from phylogenetics to phylogenomics. This move to phylogenomics has also heralded a rapid
development and uptake of species tree inference methods that acknowledge and model the
discordance among individual gene trees. As with the field of phylogenetics, there is a broad
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acceptance that probabilistic model-based methods are preferable, however the amount of
data produced by next-generation technologies has also spurred the development of faster
methods that do not utilize all the available data and employ statistical shortcuts such as ad-
mitting no uncertainty in individual gene trees (Kubatko et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009b).
1.1.1 Bayesian species tree estimation
The theory of incomplete lineage sorting and its implications for phylogenetic inference has
been appreciated for some time (Pamilo and Nei, 1988), and early approaches to applying this
theory inferred the species tree that minimizes deep coalescences using gene tree parsimony
(Maddison, 1997; Page and Charleston, 1997; Slowinski and Page, 1999). The fully probabilis-
tic application of the theory to molecular sequence analysis has only begun more recently with
the introduction of Bayesian implementations of the multispecies coalescent (Rannala and
Yang, 2003; Edwards et al., 2007; Liu, 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Heled and Drummond, 2010).
This model embeds gene trees within a birth-death or pure Yule species tree, and within each
lineage (or branch) of the species tree, gene trees are assumed to follow a coalescent process
(Heled and Drummond, 2010). Prior to the development of these methods it was necessary to
assume that the history of each gene is shared and equal to the history of the species tree being
studied.
However, gene trees evolve within a species tree and the approximation of equating them
becomes increasingly problematic as one samples more loci, when in reality each have distinct
gene tree topologies and divergence times. The multispecies coalescent brings together coa-
lescent and birth-death models of time-trees into a single model. It describes the probability
distribution of one or more gene trees that are nested inside a species tree. The species tree de-
scribes the relationship between the sampled species, or sometimes, sampled populations that
have been separated for long periods of time relative to their population sizes. In the latter
case it may be referred to as a population tree instead.
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The initial implementations of the multispecies coalescent made very simple assumptions
including no recombination within each locus and free recombination between loci. While
these simple assumptions can be robust to violation, including some forms of gene flow (Heled
et al., 2013) (but see Leaché et al. (2014)), researchers have begun to acknowledge that addi-
tional processes (such as hybridization) may need to be incorporated (Joly et al., 2009; Ku-
batko, 2009; Chung and Ané, 2011; Yu et al., 2011; Camargo et al., 2012). A number of sim-
ulation studies have also looked at various facets of performance of Bayesian species tree esti-
mation including the influence of missing data (Wiens andMorrill, 2011), the influence of low
rates and rate variation among loci (Lanier et al., 2014) and comparisons of performance with
“supermatrix” concatenation approaches (DeGiorgio and Degnan, 2010; Larget et al., 2010;
Leaché and Rannala, 2011; Bayzid andWarnow, 2013).
Although these modelling advances are exciting, in the face of a next-generation data del-
uge, this study asks and answers the following, heretofore unanswered questions: (i) How do
fully Bayesian multispecies coalescent methods scale to data sets of hundreds of loci? (ii) How
much more accurate will phylogenetic species tree estimates be with more sequence data? (iii)
When should one use a multispecies coalescent approach instead of computationally more ef-
ficient Bayesian supermatrix approaches, or summary methods which do not use all available
data? To address the first of these questions we investigate the computational performance of
the *BEAST implementation of the multispecies coalescent (Heled and Drummond, 2010), so
as to assess the feasibility of conducting phylogenomic analyses using existing computational
tools. To shed light on the second question we investigate how estimation accuracy improves
with increasing loci.
To address the final question, we investigate how the statistical accuracy of the multispecies
coalescent compares with concatenation across a broad range of conditions. We also investi-
gate the statistical accuracy of the multispecies coalescent, supermatrix and summary meth-
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ods using simulations based on two published sequence data sets; RAD tag sequences from a
study of the Sino-Himalayan plant clade Cyathophora (Eaton and Ree, 2013), and RNA-seq
assemblies from a study of primates (Perry et al., 2012). Cyathophora, a section of the genus
Pedicularis originating in the late Miocene or the Pliocene, is probably no older than 8Ma
(Yang andWang, 2007) and is therefore a shallow study system. In contrast primates are a
deep study system, as the oldest split in this order is estimated to have occurred in the Creta-
ceous around 80Ma (Tavaré et al., 2002; Steiper and Young, 2006; Wilkinson et al., 2011).
1.2 Methods
Using simulation, we investigated the trends in computational performance and statistical
accuracy of the multispecies coalescent model as implemented in BEAST 2 (*BEAST), and
its statistical accuracy relative to other methods of species tree inference. In designing these
simulation studies there were a number of parameters to consider. The key parameters that
might determine performance of inference under the multispecies coalescent are:
n : The number of species.
ni : The number of individuals sampled per species.
nl : The number of independent loci.
ns : The number of sites in a single locus.
Ne : The effective population sizes of extant and ancestral species.
τ : The branch lengths in units of time or expected substitutions.
Another factor which may influence *BEAST performance is whether the molecular evo-
lution of each locus has been more or less clock-like. Of all these parameters it is the number
of loci nl, the number of sites in a single locus ns, and the number of individuals per species
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ni that are largely determined by experimental design. In addition, a complete specification
of a multispecies coalescent model requires a speciation model (parameterized model of the
species tree), a substitution model (model of the relative rates and base frequencies) and a
clock model describing the absolute rate of evolution across the branches of each gene tree. In
the following sections we describe the choices of parameters, models and simulation condi-
tions for our computational experiments.
Species and gene trees for all experiments were simulated using biopy1, which simulates
gene trees contained within species trees according to the multispecies coalescent process.
Sequence alignments were also simulated using biopy for experiment 1 and 2, and Seq-Gen
(Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) was used to simulate nucleotide alignments for experiment 3.
1.2.1 Experiment 1: Performance of *BEASTwith increasing numbers of loci
The first set of simulations we performed was primarily aimed at understanding the effect that
increasing the number of loci has on the computational performance and statistical accuracy
of Bayesian species tree estimation. We simulated 100 random (rapidly speciating) species trees
of each of three different sizes, n = 5, 8, 13, using the birth-death process (Kendall, 1948; Nee
et al., 1994; Gernhard, 2008). In all cases the speciation rate was λ = 1 and the extinction rate
was µ = 0.2 (nominally per million years). For 5-species trees we considered ni = 2, 4, 8, for
8-species trees ni = 2, 4 and for 13-species trees ni = 2. For each combination of n and ni we
simulated up to 256 gene trees. Gene alignments were simulated from these gene trees using
an HKY substitution model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) and a strict clock. All sequences were sim-
ulated with a substitution rate of 1% per lineage per million years, a transition/transversion
ratio κ of 4, equal base frequencies and a strict clock. For each *BEAST analysis, the substi-
tution rate was fixed at 1%, and a single κ value and set of base frequencies for all loci was es-
timated. The locus length was 200 sites each to mimic short-read next-generation sequence
1http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/~yhel002/biopy/—accessed 15th December 2017
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data. Finally, we drew successively larger subsets of each group of alignments to form a set of
*BEAST analyses (Heled and Drummond, 2010). We considered increasing numbers of loci
on a logarithmic scale, i.e. nl ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.
If the effective sample size (ESS) of either the log posterior or the age of the species tree
in an analysis was not≥200 after the initial MCMC chain was completed, we used the re-
sume function in BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) to extend the MCMC chain from the final
state of the previous run, until sufficient samples were obtained to achieve a minimum ESS
of 200. For each combination of nl, n and ni, MCMC chains were resumed until at least 90
out of 100 replicates had sufficient ESS values. All statistics and trees were logged at a sam-
pling rate of 1 sample per 25000 states, and the MCMC chains that needed extension were
combined into a single long chain. Pseudocode for the experimental protocol can be found in
Algorithm S1 in supplementary information.
ESS per hour was not calculated using the total CPU time for the combined chain because
resumed runs were not restricted to a single type of CPU and hence were not directly com-
parable. Instead, the initial MCMC chain for each condition and replicate was restricted to a
single type of CPU (Intel E5-2680 @ 2.70 GHz), and million states per hour of CPU time was
calculated based on the number of states and CPU time of the initial chain. To calculate ESS
per million states, the ESS of the age of the species tree was divided by the million post-burnin
states in the combined chain. To calculate ESS per hour, ESS per million states was multiplied
by million states per hour. All replicates were used to calculate average ESS rates, including
those with ESS values<200.
The main measure of error used in this study, “relative species tree error,” incorporates
both topological and branch length error by building on the previously described measure
“rooted branch score” (RBS; Heled and Bouckaert, 2013). Given two trees T1 and T2, the
sets of monophyletic clades c present in each tree are defined asC1 andC2. The length of the
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branch which extends rootward from the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of a clade
is defined as b(c). Given these definitions, the rooted branch score is defined as the sum of all





By convention, the branch length of a clade that is missing from a tree is zero, so the topo-
logical error of absent or erroneous clades will be weighted by the true or estimated branch
length respectively. We define the relative species tree error eT to be the posterior expectation
of the rooted branch score distanceRBS between the estimated species tree Tˆ and the true







This measure summarizes the error over the entire posterior distribution by averaging the
RBS for each i posterior sample Tˆi drawn from the entire set of posterior samples of size k.
We normalize by the length of the true species tree to make the error comparable between
species trees of differing units and/or number of species. Replicates with insufficient ESS val-
ues were excluded when calculating average relative species tree error, because the posterior
distributions of species trees for those replicates might be inadequately sampled.
A post-hoc analysis was performed to investigate the residual variation in ESS rates and rel-
ative species tree error, after accounting for the number of loci, individuals and species in each
replicate. Spearman’s rank correlation was used to calculate correlation coefficients between
the residuals and various tree and alignment parameters. P-values for each correlation were
computed using asymptotic t approximation, and then corrected for multiple comparisons
based on 48 tests per set of residuals (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
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Mean population size was calculated as the mean of all per-branch effective population
sizes. Species tree asymmetry is the variance σ2N in the number of nodes between each tip and
the tree root (Kirkpatrick and Slatkin, 1993). Mean tree height difference is the mean differ-
ence in height between each gene tree and the species tree. Mean deep coalescences is the mean
number of deep coalescences for each gene as calculated by DendroPy 4.0.3 (Sukumaran and
Holder, 2010). The mean parsimonious mutations is the parsimonious (minimum) number
of mutations required per site given the true gene tree, again calculated by DendroPy. Mean
variable site count is the mean number of sites per locus with more than one extant allele, and
mutations per variable site is the total number of parsimonious mutations required divided by
the total number of variable sites.
Experiment 1 was performed using the Pan cluster provided by New Zealand eScience In-
frastructure and hosted at the University of Auckland2. This high performance compute
cluster provides access to Linux compute nodes with 2.7 and 2.8GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, and
approximately 8GB of RAM per CPU core.
1.2.2 Experiment 2: Comparing a Bayesian multispecies coalescent approach
with a Bayesian supermatrix approach
In the second set of simulations we compare the statistical accuracy of the multispecies co-
alescent to partitioned concatenation, both as implemented in BEAST 2. We refer to these
methods as *BEAST and Bayesian supermatrix respectively. Specifically we tested the hypoth-
esis that the comparative accuracy would depend on mean branch length in coalescent units
of τ(2Ne)−1.
For every combination of n = 4, 5, 6, 8 and nl = 1, 2, 4we simulated species trees with a




simulated with expected root heights ofR = 1
2
, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 (nominally in millions of years)
and population sizes chosen fromNe = 14 ,
1
2
, 1 (nominally in units of million individuals),
changing the coalescent branch length unit numerator and denominator respectively. Addi-
tional expected root heights were included where the most accurate method switches from
*BEAST to Bayesian supermatrix, to obtain denser sampling in that part of parameter space.
Species trees were generated under the pure birth Yule model (Yule, 1924). The birth rate






, that is, the birth rate which
generates trees with an expected root height ofR. These settings roughly correspond to mam-
malian nuclear genes of species with an effective population size of one-quarter, one half or
one million individuals.
A single individual per species was simulated for all loci. We used the Jukes-Cantor substi-
tution model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) and a strict clock model for each locus, but with rate
variation between loci. The mutation rate for the first locus was fixed at µ0 = 0.01, and the
rates for other loci drawn from the range [µ0/F, µ0 × F ]. We used F = 3, giving a factor
of 9 between the fastest and slowest possible rates. The rate was drawn in log space, so there
is equal density of slower and faster rates around µ0. The number of sites per alignment (ns)
was fixed at 1000.
We generated 100 replicates for each combination of n, nl,R andNe. For each unique com-
bination of n,R andNe only one set of 100 species trees was generated and used (regardless
of nl) to minimize species tree sampling error when analyzing the effect of increasing nl. Gene
trees and extant sequences were generated separately for each replicate and for each value of
nl.
Both Bayesian supermatrix and *BEAST analyses used a Yule prior on the species tree, with
a uniform prior of [1/100, 100] on λ, and a separate partition per locus each with a strict clock
model, where the clock rate of the first partition was fixed to the truth (µ0) and the other rates
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were estimated. The *BEAST effective population size hyperparameter (popMean) was given
a uniform prior in the range [1
5
, 5], and all population sizes were estimated.
The Bayesian supermatrix analysis used a fixed chain length of 4 million states, sampling
every 1000 states. The *BEAST analysis used a fixed chain length of 40 million states, sam-
pling every 10,000 states. The ESS values of the posterior, likelihood and prior statistics of
each chain were estimated, and replicates where the ESS was<200 for any of those statistics
were discarded. For each combination of n, nl and method there were never more than 4%
of replicates discarded for this reason (Figure S10). As with experiment 1, this experiment was
performed using the NeSI Pan cluster.
1.2.3 Experiment 3: Many-method comparison of species tree inference using
parameters estimated from two phylogenomic data sets
The purpose of the third set of simulations was two-fold: to check that the trends in statistical
accuracy observed for the first two sets of simulations held for empirically derived simulations,
and to compare statistical accuracy across a range of species tree inference methods. To sim-
ulate more realistic trees and sequences, we derived a range of properties and phylogenetic
parameters from two empirical phylogenomic data sets for use as simulation parameters.
The biallelic species tree inference method SNAPP (Bryant et al., 2012) was used to esti-
mate speciation birth rates and effective population sizes because it did not require phasing
the sequence data. To estimate base frequencies, substitution rates, between-site rate variation
and between-locus rate variation we used a Bayesian supermatrix analysis with a Yule prior on
the species tree. A detailed description of sequence data processing and SNAPP and BEAST
settings is given in supplementary information.
We simulated 100 replicates each of “deep” and “shallow” Yule species trees of n = 12
and n = 8 respectively, using the inferred empirical birth rates, with per-branch population
sizes picked from a gamma distribution of shape 2 and a mean equal to the mean inferred
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population sizes. For the deep species trees we simulated 512 gene trees, and for the shallow
species trees we simulated 4096 gene trees within each species tree, each with two individuals
per species.
For each simulated gene tree we chose a strict clock rate from the gamma distribution de-
fined by the inferred shape parameters and scale parameters. Nucleotide sequences were sim-
ulated for every locus using the empirically derived GTR+G base frequencies, substitution
rates and gamma rate variation from the applicable study. As the shallow study used 64nt
RAD tags, we picked that fixed length for sequence simulations based on that study. For sim-
ulations based on the deep study, each simulated alignment length was randomly sampled
(with replacement) from the original alignment lengths of the deep study.
Species trees were reconstructed from simulated sequences using five different multi-locus
inference methods; *BEAST, Bayesian supermatrix, MP-EST (Liu et al., 2010), RAxML ver-
sion 8 (Stamatakis, 2014) and BIONJ (Gascuel, 1997). We tested *BEAST performance given
nl = 1, 2, 4, 8 for the deep study based simulations and nl = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 for the shallow
study based simulations. For all simulations, we tested the performance of Bayesian superma-
trix given nl = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512. For the deep study simulations we tested
RAxML, BIONJ andMP-EST with nl = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 512. For the shallow
study simulations we also analyzed nl = 1024, 2048, 4096. Both *BEAST andMP-EST can
infer species trees utilizing more than one individual per species, and we tested both methods
using ni = 1, 2.
All GTR+G rates were estimated for *BEAST and Bayesian supermatrix analyses. For
RAxML analyses, only GTR+G substitution rates were estimated and empirical base fre-
quencies were used. Clock rate distribution parameters and clock rates for each locus were esti-
mated for *BEAST and Bayesian supermatrix analyses. Loci were not partitioned for RAxML
analyses, so per-locus clock rates could not be estimated for that method. The RAxMLmaxi-
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mum likelihood algorithm used was “new rapid hillclimbing”. Pairwise distances matrices cal-
culated by RAxMLwere used to generate neighbor-joining trees using the BIONJ algorithm
implemented in PAUP* version 4.0a1423. *BEAST and BEAST trees are implicitly rooted
because they are ultrametric, and RAxML and BIONJ trees were midpoint rooted.
MP-EST uses gene trees as input data, which were inferred using RAxML. The same set-
tings used for RAxML species tree inference were used for gene tree inference, and gene trees
were midpoint rooted. For each replicate MP-EST was set to make 10 independent runs, and
the species tree with the highest pseudo-likelihood was retained for further analysis.
The BEAST and *BEAST chains were run on the Raijin cluster provided by the National
Computational Infrastructure4. This cluster provides access to Linux compute nodes with
2.6GHz Intel Xeon Sandy Bridge CPUs, and 4GB of RAMwas requested per run. Further
details of BEAST and *BEAST chains are provided in supplementary information. RAxML
andMP-EST were run on the cluster provided by the Genome Discovery Unit of the Aus-
tralian Cancer Research Foundation Biomolecular Resource Facility. Jobs on this cluster ran
on Linux compute nodes with a variety of Intel Xeon and AMDOpteron CPUs, and 2GB of
RAMwas requested per RAxML orMP-EST job.
1.3 Results
1.3.1 Experiment 1: Performance of *BEASTwith increasing numbers of loci
Computational performance
We evaluated the scaling of computational performance of *BEAST as a function of the num-
ber of loci analyzed. We recorded the elapsed computational time for each replicate analysis
running in a single thread. This was then used to calculate the effective number of samples per
hour (ESS per hour), to measure the computational effort required to produce a sample from
3http://paup.phylosolutions.com/—accessed 15th December 2017
4http://nci.org.au/systems-services/peak-system/raijin/—accessed 15th December 2017
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the posterior for a given number of loci. The ESS per hour relationship (Figure 1.1a,S3) sug-
gests that a power law fits the scaling of computational performance. The linear relationship
in the log-log plot indicates that a power law fits well for the range from 32 to 256 loci. We ex-
trapolate that for n = 5, ni = 2 and nl ≥ 32, ESS per hour follows a power law with a slope
and intercept of−3.06± 0.04 and 16.34± 0.18 respectively.
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Figure 1.1: Trends in ESS per hour and relative species tree error as a function of the number of loci. (a) ESS per hour
for analyses of 5 species each with 2 individuals. Each box-and-whisker shows the variance inmixing across a hundred
replicate data sets for each number of loci. (b) Themedian ESS per hour as a function of number of loci, with trend lines
for each combination of number of species and individuals per species. Solid shapes indicate themedian value for each
category, and regression lines were calculated using all replicates for each category. (c) Relative error for 5 species each
with 2 individuals, with each box-and-whisker showing the variance in relative error between replicates. Numbers above
the graph area indicate howmany replicates were included for each number of loci. (d) The relative error in the estimated
species tree as a function of the number of loci, with trend lines for each combination of number of species and individu-
als per species. Solid shapes indicate themedian value for each category, and regression lines were calculated using all
replicates for each category with sufﬁcient ESS.
Applying this functional relationship, we could estimate the computational cost to analyze
a similar data set with a larger number of loci. For example, given 5 species and 2 individuals
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in the simulation, the predicted ESS per hour is 0.54 for 256 genes, which indicates it would
take approximately 369 CPU hours to attain an ESS of 200. We can therefore estimate that a
similar analysis of 1024 loci would take roughly 1064 CPU days. Nevertheless an analysis this
size might be achieved within two months by parallelizing the problem into 20 independent
MCMC chains for two months each and discarding a few days of burnin from each of them,
to achieve on the order of ten independent samples from each chain.
Variation in ESS per hour between replicates was observed under all tested conditions (Fig-
ure S3). The slowest replicate relative to the median rate for any condition was a 5 species, 2
individuals and 256 genes outlier, 94× slower than the median rate for that combination (Fig-
ure 1.1a). This replicate would require approximately 1500 CPU days to attain an ESS of 200.
However, this was an extreme case as the next slowest replicate for that combination was an-
other outlier only 6.4× slower than the median rate, and would require only 100 CPU days to
attain the same ESS value.
The slope of the expected computational performance as a function of number of loci does
not vary with the number of species or the number of individuals (Figure 1.1b), although a
larger range of n and ni would need to be examined to understand the scaling relationship
of computational performance with those quantities. For analyses larger than 5 species and
2 individuals, the power law range appears to begin at nl ≥ 16. Combining all simulation
results, a multiple linear regression describing a response variable Y (e.g. ESS per hour) as a
function of three explanatory variables: number of loci nl, number of species n, and number
of individuals per species ni, can be constructed as follows:
log(Y ) = β1log(nl) + β2n+ β3ni + α (1.3)
Taking the ESS per hour as the response variable, the linear regression estimates of the coef-
ficients are β1 = −2.81± 0.02, β2 = −0.42± 0.01, β3 = −0.46± 0.01, and the intercept is
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α = 17.98 ± 0.13. At least within the range of parameters examined here, it appears that the
β1 coefficient is not greatly influenced by n and ni (Figure 1.1b).
We also considered the scaling of the number of effective samples per million states (ESS per
million states) in the MCMC analyses. This quantity is complementary to our first result; it
is easier to investigate as it does not require running all simulations on identical and dedicated
hardware. Computational time for methods like *BEAST is dominated by the phylogenetic
likelihood, which is calculated for all site patterns given a proposed tree (Yang et al., 1994).
Because *BEAST infers a separate gene tree for each locus, the time per state will be linear with
the number of loci assuming the average number of site patterns per locus is independent of
the total number of loci. This assumption of independence holds for experiment 1 because
loci were subsetted uniformly.
Adapting the terminology of Equation 1.3, the slope of ESS per hour (β1h) will be simply
related to the slope of ESS per million states (β1s): β1h = β1s + 1. However because CPU
time per site pattern depends on the specific hardware employed, the intercept of ESS per
hour (αh) cannot be predicted from that of ESS per million states (αs).
As expected, ESS per million states also exhibits a power law in the number of loci (Fig-
ure S4). By assigning the ESS per million states to Y in the multiple linear regression in Equa-
tion 1.3, the estimated coefficients are β1 = −1.87 ± 0.02, β2 = −0.28 ± 0.01, β3 =
−0.24 ± 0.01, and the estimated intercept is α = 9.07 ± 0.12. The difference in slope be-
tween ESS per million states and ESS per hour is (−1.87) − (−2.81) = 0.94, very close to 1
as predicted. As with ESS per hour, observations used for the linear regression were restricted
to nl ≥ 32 for the 5 species, 2 individual case and nl ≥ 16 for other cases.
Using the example of 5 species and 2 individuals, the slope and intercept are−1.97 ± 0.04
and 7.86 ± 0.18 respectively, so the predicted ESS per million states for 256 individuals is
0.047 (Figure S4a). It would therefore take approximately 4.3 billion states to obtain an ESS
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of 200. We can extrapolate that a similar analysis of 1024 loci would require anMCMC chain
of roughly 4.3× (1024
256
)1.97 ≈ 66 billion states.
Statistical accuracy
We also calculated the relative error in the species tree estimate for each replicate. For some
larger analyses it was challenging to achieve acceptable ESS values for every replicate, even with
chain lengths of several billion states and access to high performance computational infrastruc-
ture. To retain the larger analyses without biasing statistical accuracy, we excluded replicates
in which the ESS of either the log posterior or the species tree age was smaller than 200. All
remaining replicates were used for a linear regression analysis of the contribution of the num-
ber of loci to relative species tree error. This analysis revealed a power law relationship from
2 to 256 loci (Figure 1.1c,S5). Given 5 species and 2 individuals, the slope and intercept are
−0.435 ± 0.007 and−0.889 ± 0.026 respectively, so the relative species tree error predicted
by the power law for 256 loci is 0.037. By extrapolation we would therefore estimate that the
relative error of a 1024 loci analysis would decrease to 0.037× (1024
256
)−0.435 ≈ 0.020.
Linear regression analysis of relative species tree error for all combinations of n and nl
showed little variation in the trend line slope between conditions (Figure 1.1d). By assigning
the relative species tree error to Y in the multiple linear regression in Equation 1.3, the esti-
mated coefficients are β1 = −0.433± 0.003, β2 = −0.066± 0.002, β3 = −0.070± 0.002,
and the estimated intercept is α = −0.481 ± 0.022. More details for all multiple linear
regression models are available in supplementary information. Trends in topology-only accu-
racy inferred using rooted Robinson-Foulds (rRF) scores are also presented in supplementary
information (Figure S9, Table S12).
Finally, we also analyzed the number of species tree topologies sampled in each posterior
distribution. It appears that for the analyses involving 8 and 13 species there is a rapid reduc-
tion in the number of topologies in the 95% credible set with increasing numbers of loci, but
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it does not follow a power law (Figure S7).
Post-hoc analysis of convergence and species tree error
Experiment 1 was designed to investigate the relationship between the number of loci nl,
number of species n and number of individuals ni on ESS rates and statistical accuracy. While
these variables explained most of the variation in ESS rates and accuracy, residual variation
was present between the 100 replicates of each combination of nl, n and ni (Figure 1.1a,c).
The correlations between this residual variation and a collection of phylogenetic statistics that
could be extracted from the simulated trees and alignments were studied in a post-hoc analy-
sis.
Table 1.1: Spearman correlation of tree and alignment parameters with ESS per hour.
5n, 2ni 5n, 4ni 5n, 8ni 8n, 2ni 8n, 4ni 13n, 2ni
Species tree height 0.068 0.222∗∗∗ 0.362∗∗∗ −0.036 0.180∗∗∗ 0.120
Mean population size 0.075 −0.048 −0.086 −0.020 −0.101 0.121
Species tree asymmetry −0.238∗∗∗ −0.088 −0.045 −0.125∗ 0.013 −0.068
Mean deep coalescences −0.122∗∗ −0.225∗∗∗ −0.295∗∗∗ 0.020 −0.079 0.044
Mean parsimonious mutations 0.099 0.148∗∗∗ 0.122∗ −0.013 0.124∗ 0.074
Mean variable site count 0.088 0.228∗∗∗ 0.294∗∗∗ −0.045 0.146∗∗ 0.042
Mean tree height difference 0.246∗∗∗ 0.355∗∗∗ 0.315∗∗∗ 0.421∗∗∗ 0.340∗∗∗ 0.398∗∗∗
Mutations per variable site 0.030 −0.066 −0.123∗ 0.046 0.016 0.057
*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
The only tree or alignment statistic that was significantly correlated with ESS per hour con-
sistently across all conditions was mean tree height difference (Table 1.1). This statistic is the
mean difference in height between each gene tree and the species tree. The positive correlation
observed for this parameter suggests that when gene trees are taller relative to the species tree,
the ESS rate will be higher and *BEAST will converge more quickly.
In contrast to ESS per hour, several statistics were consistently significantly correlated with
relative species tree error (Table 1.2). The height of the species tree and the number of variable
sites per locus were negatively correlated with relative error. This result is somewhat intuitive,
as taller species trees will have longer branches which are easier to resolve, and the number of
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Table 1.2: Spearman correlation of tree and alignment parameters with species tree error.
5n, 2ni 5n, 4ni 5n, 8ni 8n, 2ni 8n, 4ni 13n, 2ni
Species tree height −0.734∗∗∗ −0.582∗∗∗ −0.330∗∗∗ −0.702∗∗∗ −0.537∗∗∗ −0.580∗∗∗
Mean population size 0.103∗ 0.078 0.006 0.118∗ 0.004 0.076
Species tree asymmetry 0.041 0.011 0.035 −0.170∗∗∗ −0.181∗∗∗ −0.050
Mean deep coalescences 0.665∗∗∗ 0.573∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.647∗∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗ 0.591∗∗∗
Mean parsimonious mutations −0.387∗∗∗ −0.199∗∗∗ −0.025 −0.372∗∗∗ −0.184∗∗∗ −0.378∗∗∗
Mean variable site count −0.587∗∗∗ −0.494∗∗∗ −0.242∗∗∗ −0.607∗∗∗ −0.530∗∗∗ −0.642∗∗∗
Mean tree height difference 0.194∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗ 0.196∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗ 0.207∗∗∗ 0.127∗
Mutations per variable site 0.416∗∗∗ 0.306∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗ 0.333∗∗∗ 0.220∗∗∗ 0.148∗
*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
variable sites is an obvious proxy for the amount of information in each locus. Relative er-
ror was positively correlated with the mean number of deep coalescences and the number of
mutations per variable site. Those correlations suggest that data sets with more incomplete
lineage sorting will be more difficult to resolve, and that saturated sites may increase uncer-
tainty.
1.3.2 Experiment 2: Statistical accuracy of *BEAST relative to
Bayesian supermatrix
To assess the statistical accuracy of the *BEAST relative to the standard Bayesian supermatrix
approach, we conducted a simulation study where we simulated species trees with a broad
range of mean branch lengths for varying numbers of species and loci. Gene coalescences
occur prior to species divergence times, and the severity of this discrepancy will depend on
species tree branch lengths in units of coalescent time. Because the multispecies coalescent ac-
counts for this phenomenon but the Bayesian supermatrix approach does not, we expected
the multispecies coalescent to outperform the Bayesian supermatrix approach for trees with
shorter branch lengths.
The “species tree error ratio” eTa/eTb is a measure of the comparative accuracy and is speci-
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Values below 1 indicate lower error, or equivalently superior accuracy, when using *BEAST
instead of Bayesian supermatrix. For all numbers of species tested, the statistical accuracy of
*BEAST was superior to Bayesian supermatrix for trees with shorter mean branch lengths (Fig-
ure 1.2). Using LOESS regression, it is clear that as the number of loci increases, *BEAST per-
formance improves relative to Bayesian supermatrix because for a given mean branch length,
the species tree error ratio decreases as the number of loci increases (Figure 1.2).
For all numbers of species and loci tested, there is a mean branch length crossover point
where for shorter mean branch lengths, *BEAST is expected to outperform Bayesian superma-
trix, and vice versa for longer mean branch lengths. The crossover point depends on the num-
ber of loci; as the number of loci increases, the point shifts right (Figure 1.2), indicating that
*BEAST is expected to outperform Bayesian supermatrix for a larger range of mean branch
lengths, consistent with the general trend of improved performance of *BEAST when increas-
ing the number of loci.
Within the parameter region explored in this experiment, depending on the number of
species, loci and the effective population sizes, the crossover point was found in the range
0.382τ(2Ne)
−1 to 5.416τ(2Ne)−1 (Figure S11). For mean branch lengths shorter than
0.382τ(2Ne)
−1, *BEAST was preferred regardless of the parameters explored, even when
using a single locus (Figure 1.2). The crossover point given a single locus was always below
0.5τ(2Ne)
−1 (Figure S11) and given longer mean branch lengths the relative performance of
Bayesian supermatrix was higher than for multi-locus inference (Figure 1.2). This implies that
*BEAST is still useful for single-locus studies of species trees with short branches, but should
be applied with caution.
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Figure 1.2: Species tree error ratio (*BEAST/BEAST) as a function of the average species tree branch length (in coalescent
units) for trees of 4, 5, 6 and 8 species. Data points are below 1 (black line) where the *BEAST error is lower than the
BEAST error, indicating that *BEASTwasmore accurate than BEAST. Data points above 1 show the opposite. Only results
with bothmean branch lengths and error ratios between 0.1 and 10.0 are included. The red, green and blue lines show
the local regression for one, two and four locus estimates respectively. The shaded region indicates where the crossover
point depended on the combination of simulation parameters chosen— *BEASTwas always preferred for average branch
lengths shorter than this zone.
1.3.3 Experiment 3: Inferred parameters of phylogenomic data sets and multi-
method comparison
Sequence data sets from two published studies were realigned and reanalyzed to calculate their
empirical properties and phylogenetic parameters. Besides the expected difference in specia-
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tion rate (which for the shallow study rate was over six times faster, corresponding to much
shorter branch lengths), the shallow plant study sequences were very AT rich, whereas the
deep primate study sequences were moderately GC rich (Table 1.3). C ⇆ T substitutions
were a greater proportion of all substitutions for the deep study, but the between-site gamma
rate variation was flatter. The mean effective population sizeNe of the deep study was esti-
mated to be only 2.4% that of the shallow study.
Table 1.3: Experiment 3 data set properties andmean values of inferred parameters.
Phylogenetic depth Shallow Deep
Clade name Cyathophora Primates
Taxonomic rank Section Order
Sequence data RAD tag RNA-seq
In-group nS 8 12
Base frequency: A 0.290 0.266
Base frequency: C 0.212 0.240
Base frequency: G 0.204 0.263
Base frequency: T 0.294 0.231
A⇆ C rate 0.367 0.152
A⇆ G rate 0.940 0.694
A⇆ T rate 0.246 0.100
C ⇆ G rate 0.305 0.155
C ⇆ T rate 1.000 1.000
G⇆ T rate 0.353 0.127
Gamma rate variation 0.0383 0.233
Speciation birth rate 125.3 20.7
Per-branchNe 6.35×10-3 1.53×10-4
Locus length 64nt 110–3511nt
Clock variation shape 6.22 5.15
Clock variation scale 0.173 0.195
All inferred parameters are rounded to three significant
figures or one decimal place, whichever is more precise.
The original publication of Cyathophora sequences and phylogeny suggested that P. rex
subsp. rockii is sister to subsp. rex and subsp. lipskyana (Eaton and Ree, 2013). The most
common species tree topology seen in both SNAPP and Bayesian supermatrix posterior dis-
tributions supports this placement (Figure S16,S17). The original study left open the question
of P. thamnophilamonophyly but raised the possibility that the apparent paraphyly of this
species, as replicated by our reanalysis, is an artifact of introgression (Eaton and Ree, 2013).
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Species trees inferred by SNAPP and Bayesian supermatrix from reanalysis of the deep phylo-
genetic study (Figure S18,S19) agreed with the accepted primate phylogeny (Perry et al., 2012).
Analysis of empirical-based simulations
We simulated species trees, gene trees and sequences based on the estimated parameters of
both data sets (Table 1.3), and refer to these simulations as shallow and deep phylogenetic
simulations respectively. The mean branch length of the simulated shallow species trees was
0.539τ(2Ne)−1, compared to 159.8τ(2Ne)−1 for the simulated deep species trees. We com-
puted the relative species tree error for all *BEAST analyses of these simulations.
The relative species tree errors for all values of nl and ni considered were computed for
both simulation types. A power law appeared to fit the relationship between relative error and
number of loci for values of nl ≥ 2, so log-log linear regression analyses were restricted to
nl ≥ 2. The log-log slope connecting relative error and the number of loci appears mostly
independent of ni for shallow phylogenetic simulations. For deep simulations, the trend lines
for ni = 1 and ni = 2were very close, implying that multiple individuals did not improve
accuracy for those simulations (Figure 1.3).
This result is consistent with the initial set of simulations reported in “Statistical accu-
racy”. However, the log-log slopes varied substantially between *BEAST inference of shal-
low and deep phylogenetic simulations. The difference in power law exponents inferred
using multiple linear regression (Table S13,S14) between shallow and deep simulations was
(−0.365)− (−0.568) = 0.203.
Results from the initial simulation study, detailed in “Computational performance,” sug-
gest that a power law relationship of ESS and number of loci only applies to *BEAST analyses
of 16 to 32 loci and above. As we only inferred deep phylogenetic trees utilizing up to 8 loci
and shallow phylogenetic trees up to 32 loci using *BEAST, we cannot make firm conclusions
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Figure 1.3: The relative species tree error as a function of the number of loci for empirical-based simulations. Both shal-
low and deep phylogenetic simulation results are presented. Solid and hollow shapes are themedian value for each cate-
gory, and regression lines were calculated using all replicates for each category.
Alternative methods for multi-locus phylogenetic inference
The second analysis we conducted based on the empirically derived shallow and deep phylo-
genetic simulations was a comparison of commonmulti-locus methods of species tree infer-
ence. This encompassed the Bayesian multispecies coalescent (*BEAST), Bayesian superma-
trix (BEAST), Maximum-likelihood supermatrix (RAxML), neighbor-joining (BIONJ) and
summary coalescent (MP-EST) methods. As some methods provide only a single best tree es-
timate in place of a posterior distribution of trees, we used common ancestor summary trees
(CAT; Heled and Bouckaert, 2013) for *BEAST and Bayesian supermatrix analyses in this
comparison.
Based on relative species tree error, *BEAST outperformed all other methods for any given
number of loci for the shallow simulations. The statistical accuracy of Bayesian superma-
trix, RAxML and BIONJ all plateaued beyond 64 loci for the shallow simulations, whereas
*BEAST appears to follow a power law as previously suggested (Figure 1.4a). The statistical
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accuracy of all methods improves with increasing numbers of loci for the deep simulations,
however we limited the simulations to a maximum of 8 loci when running *BEAST. The sta-
tistical accuracy of all methods tested was similar up to 8 loci, but for larger numbers of loci

















































































































































✳BEAST BEAST BIONJ RAxML MP-EST 1 individual 2 individuals
Figure 1.4: Statistical accuracy of multiple species tree inferencemethods as a function of the number of loci. Shallow
phylogenetic simulation results (a, c, e) and deep results (b, d, f) are both presented. Measures of statistical accuracy used
here are relative species tree error (a, b) which incorporates branch length and topological error, pendant edge length
bias (c, d) which highlights biased branch lengths inferred by non-coalescent methods at the tips of the tree, and rooted
Robinson-Foulds scores (e, f) which are a purely topological measure. All solid shapes in subﬁgures a-d show trimmed
means (25% trim to reduce the inﬂuence of outliers), or untrimmedmeans for subﬁgures e and f. Vertical range lines show
95% conﬁdence intervals for eachmean, calculated by bootstrapping.
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Amajor factor causing the poor performance of methods other than *BEAST for the shal-
low simulations is a bias when estimating pendant edge (also known as leaf or tip) length.
While the mean bias of estimated pendant edge length trends towards zero for *BEAST, other
methods converge on a bias of approximately 350%, meaning estimated pendant edges are on
average 4.5× the true length (Figure 1.4c). In contrast, there is only a small positive bias using
methods other than *BEAST for the deep simulations (Figure 1.4d).
Relative species tree error incorporates both topological error and branch length error. To
separate these two components we calculated the mean rRF score as a measure of purely topo-
logical error — estimated topologies more distant from the truth will have higher rRF scores.
For shallow simulations, *BEAST was the best-performing method, and the topological ac-
curacy of both *BEAST andMP-EST was improved given two individuals per species (Fig-
ure 1.4e). For deep simulations, all methods other than *BEAST andMP-EST converged at
near-zero topological error given 512 loci (Figure 1.4f). *BEAST was limited to a maximum of
8 loci, but its performance for a given number of loci was very close to Bayesian supermatrix.
The topological accuracy of MP-EST was inferior to all other methods analyzed.
1.4 Discussion and conclusions
We have demonstrated by simulation that the multispecies coalescent (as implemented in
*BEAST) can be applied to some problems involving hundreds of loci. In order to analyze the
performance of *BEAST with hundreds of loci under various conditions, with 100 replicates
per condition and given finite computational resources, we made choices partly based on com-
putational expediency. These included relatively limited numbers of species and individuals,
and assuming a strict molecular clock. More complexity in the sense of more parameters to
estimate, for example denser taxon sampling or relaxed clocks, would be expected to require
more computational time than the analyses reported here.
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Researchers studying the evolutionary histories of organisms are not burdened by the need
to test hundreds of replicates across many conditions, and can therefore conduct larger anal-
yses using *BEAST. For example, a recent study of Neotropical cotingas (Cotingidae: Aves)
applied *BEAST to resolve a species tree of 67 extant bird lineages, and used a lognormal re-
laxed clock for each locus with molecular rate calibrations to infer absolute divergence times.
ESS rates for all logged statistics were greater than 200 and convergence was also confirmed
graphically, demonstrating that *BEAST can be applied to real phylogenetic data sets with
many taxa, and may also be used with a relaxed clock (Berv and Prum, 2014).
1.4.1 Power laws describe *BEAST scaling behaviour
For the various numbers of species, individuals and loci analyzed in this study, power laws
could be used to describe the observed trends in computational performance of *BEAST,
and in the statistical accuracy of the fully Bayesian multispecies coalescent. In terms of com-
putational performance, this provides a benchmark for the efficiency of BayesianMCMC
approaches to inference under the multispecies coalescent. Our results are a product of the
particular algorithm design decisions that the authors of *BEAST have made, and we hope
that power law exponents can be improved upon by subsequent efforts to produce more effi-
cient algorithms for inference under the multispecies coalescent model.
In contrast, the power law that describes the decrease in estimation uncertainty associated
with inference of the species tree with increasing number of loci is a fundamental property of
the model itself, and will hold regardless of the details of the algorithmic approach to infer-
ence under this model. It therefore represents a fundamental feature of the problem of species
tree inference. With these results it is possible to extrapolate what one might expect to achieve
by expanding data from a small pilot study to a more comprehensive sample of the genomic
material of a set of study species or individuals.
The decrease in relative species tree error given different numbers of species and individ-
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uals was investigated in experiment 1. Other phylogenetic parameters were fixed, including
the locus length, substitution model and population size distributions. Possibly because of
this, the variation in power law exponents was minimal. Experiment 3 by contrast compared
shallow and deep phylogenies with larger and smaller population sizes respectively, and asso-
ciated alignments of short fixed-length loci and longer variable-length loci respectively. Clock
rate variation and substitution model rates also differed between conditions. Power law expo-
nents did vary between experiment 1 and both the shallow and deep inferences in experiment
3; exponents were -0.433, -0.365 and -0.568 respectively. This is important because larger ex-
ponents imply a greater decrease in relative species tree error, so additional loci will lead to a
larger improvement in accuracy of inferred species trees than with a smaller exponent.
Given a hypothetical pilot study of 16 loci, it may be of interest what the decrease in error
would be for a full study of 256 loci. Because the number of loci in this scenario is increased 16
times, the reduction in relative species tree error of the full study compared to the pilot study
would be 1.0− 16−0.433 ≈ 70% if the study is similar to experiment 1, 1.0− 16−0.365 ≈ 64%
if it is similar to the shallow phylogenetic simulations, or 1.0 − 16−0.568 ≈ 79% if it similar
to the deep phylogenetic simulations. What these calculations should remind us about the
power law relationship is that expanding data from 1 to 16 loci provides as great an increase in
statistical accuracy as expanding from 16 to 256 loci. That is, for each subsequent locus added
there is a diminishing return with regards to statistical accuracy.
The power laws describing computational performance can also be used to predict the in-
crease in computational time and chain length required to achieve sufficient sampling of the
posterior distribution. In experiment 1, the power law coefficient for the log number of loci
was -2.81 for ESS per hour and -1.87 for ESS per million states. Given the previous example
going from 16 to 256 loci, the amount of time required for sufficient sampling of data sets sim-
ilar to experiment 1 would increase by 162.81 ≈ 2408 times. The chain length (number of
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states) required would increase by 161.87 ≈ 180 times.
Some residual variation in ESS rates was observed after accounting for the number of in-
dividuals, species and loci in each analysis. This was unsurprising as the operators used by
*BEAST are stochastic (Höhna and Drummond, 2012), so even when applied to the same
data ESS rates are expected to vary between runs. Consistent with this expectation, the only
non-stochastic contribution identified in our post-hoc analysis was a moderate correlation
between residual ESS per hour and the average gene and species tree height difference.
It is possible that the parameters which were kept constant in our analysis (e.g. the substitu-
tion rate, or the number of sites per loci, or the choice of a strict molecular clock) may change
the relationship between the number of loci and computational performance or statistical ac-
curacy. Given a sequence data set with substantially different properties from experiment 1,
increasing the number of loci might have a smaller or larger effect on computational perfor-
mance.
1.4.2 *BEAST comparedwith other methods
A previous simulation study which analyzed the scaling behaviour of *BEAST and other
methods used just two species trees to report on topological accuracy given a range (5, 10, 25
and 50) of number of loci, and produced ambiguous results (Bayzid andWarnow, 2013). Be-
cause we simulated a new species tree for each replicate, we are able to make more general ob-
servations regarding relative performance. As expected, the relative performance of *BEAST is
higher when branch lengths are shorter. The relative performance of *BEAST is also higher as
the number of loci is increased (Figure 1.2).
The primary measure we chose to explore statistical accuracy, relative species tree error, in-
corporates both branch length and topological error. This measure is particularly relevant
for molecular dating and downstream analyses of macroevolution and ecology. For example,
the PDC measure of phylogenetic diversity and the BiSSE model of binary character influence
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on birth and death rates both assume accurate tree topologies and branch lengths (Maddison
et al., 2007; Cadotte et al., 2008). When inferring species trees with shorter branch lengths,
*BEAST using tens of loci outperformed supermatrix methods by this measure, even when
other methods were able to utilize thousands of loci (Figure 1.4a).
If instead branch lengths are irrelevant for a study, *BEAST still outperformed other meth-
ods for a given number of loci when inferring the topology of shallow species trees (Figure 1.4e).
However, when using thousands of loci, other methods were able to outperform *BEAST be-
cause *BEAST was restricted to tens of loci.
For certain species trees concatenation is statistically inconsistent (Roch and Steel, 2015)
and might not outperform *BEAST even when using thousands of loci. For deeper phyloge-
netic trees, *BEAST performed similarly to the Bayesian supermatrix method, which in turn
was superior to RAxML given larger numbers of loci (Figure 1.4b,f). Unpartitioned concate-
nation is known to potentially change the branch lengths and topology of estimated trees
relative to partitioned concatenation (Kainer and Lanfear, 2015), so this difference may be due
to method configuration rather than a quality of the statistical method employed (maximum
likelihood). Regardless, as *BEAST requires substantially more computational time, concate-
nation methods may be preferable in this case.
Multispecies coalescent methods assume free recombination between loci, and no recombi-
nation within loci. Short sequences dispersed throughout a genome, including RAD tags, can
be justifiably used with coalescent methods as violations of both assumptions are likely to be
limited. However shortcut coalescence methods like MP-EST suffer from high gene tree esti-
mation error when applied to these short sequences (Mirarab et al., 2016; Springer and Gatesy,
2016). In our studyMP-EST was inferior to *BEAST and similar to concatenation when infer-
ring shallow phylogenies using short, RAD tag-like sequences (Figure 1.4e). When inferring
deep phylogenies MP-EST was inferior to both *BEAST and concatenation (Figure 1.4f), de-
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spite the longer loci used for those simulations.
Newer fast multispecies coalescent methods such as ASTRAL (Mirarab et al., 2014a) and
SVDquartets (Chifman and Kubatko, 2014) may perform better at inferring species tree
topology— the latest iteration of ASTRAL is both faster and less sensitive to gene tree er-
ror thanMP-EST (Mirarab andWarnow, 2015). However because these methods compute
unrooted species trees without branch lengths, they cannot be compared with other methods
using relative species tree error or rRF scores.
1.4.3 Practical implications for applied phylogenetics
Systematists can use the results of this study as a guide to choosing an appropriate phyloge-
netic method. If both a priori estimates or boundaries of root height (clade age) and extant
effective population sizes are available for a particular study system, and the Yule process is a
good fit for that system, an approximate estimate of branch length in coalescent units can be
made before selecting a particular method.
Previous work has shown that the expected mean branch length of a Yule tree is equal to
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whereR is the expected root height andHn is the nth harmonic number (where n is the num-














The mean root height of the shallow simulations was 0.01315, and the mean of the recip-
rocal extant population sizes 1/Ne was 302.05. The approximate branch length in coalescent
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Hn − 1 · 302.05 = 0.578 (1.7)
This approximate value is quite close to the sample mean of simulated branch lengths;
0.539τ(2Ne)−1. Based on the results of experiment 2, this value of b¯ is towards the lower
bound of the crossover zone, and *BEAST will be preferred under most conditions (Fig-
ure 1.2). As with experiment 1, parameters which were kept constant may move this crossover
point to be more or less favorable to *BEAST.
The results of experiment 3 will inform researchers with access to phylogenomic data in the
order of hundreds or thousands of loci on how to select an appropriate inference method. If
branch lengths are at all important, either for reporting divergence times or for downstream
analyses which require a species tree, using a subset of loci with *BEAST will be superior to
using all loci with other methods tested for shallow phylogenies (Figure 1.4a). If instead only
the topology of the species tree is of interest, concatenation methods may be superior to fully
Bayesian multispecies coalescent methods like *BEAST until improvements can be made to
their computational performance (Figure 1.4e,f).
1.4.4 Open questions in phylogenomic inference
Our results point to a number of areas for further research into the performance of species
tree inference.
When using a single locus for species tree inference, experiment 2 shows Bayesian superma-
trix analysis outperforming *BEAST for trees with longer branch lengths. This may be due to
the population size priors used in *BEAST. However our many-method comparison shows
similar performance for both methods given species trees with long branch lengths. Because
deep phylogenetic trees from experiment 3 were longer than the longest trees from experi-
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ment 2, this may point to a zone of intermediate branch lengths where *BEAST performs
poorly given a single locus.
For all simulations we assumed a constant rate of speciation, however many lineages of life
have undergone rapid radiations. It may be that when inferring species trees of clades contain-
ing ancient rapid radiations the performance of phylogenetic methods is closer to the shallow
simulations than the deep simulations, and hence *BEAST becomes the preferred method.
Sequence alignments were generated and subsetted uniformly for all simulations regardless
of the number of loci used for each analysis. In practice, researchers may reasonably choose
longer, more informative loci when subsetting phylogenomic data sets for use with meth-
ods like *BEAST which are computationally intensive. This may improve the relative per-
formance of *BEAST given a subset of the most informative loci relative to supermatrix or
summary methods using thousands of loci.
However, whole proteins and transcripts can span genomic regions hundreds of thousands
of nucleotides long, so recombination within loci will be common. The use of whole proteins
or transcripts with coalescent methods has been dubbed “concatalescence” to reflect this vi-
olation (Gatesy and Springer, 2013, 2014). If these long sequences are instead split into their
constituent exons, the assumption of free recombination between loci may be violated due to
short intronic distances. Further studies are needed to resolve which violation is less harmful
to statistical accuracy.
1.4.5 Conclusion and future directions
The multispecies coalescent is applicable to a wider range of conditions than has been sug-
gested by more limited simulation studies. Our results confirm that the multispecies coales-
cent is especially suited to the estimation of shallower evolutionary relationships. We have
also demonstrated that scaling of *BEAST to problems involving hundreds of loci is feasible,
however very long chains and/or crude parallelization approaches need to be employed.
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We anticipate that the increasing availability of phylogenomic sequence data will motivate
further improvements to the computational efficiency of fully Bayesian inference under the
multispecies coalescent model, which should allow for analysis of hundreds or even thousands
of loci across tens or hundreds of species. These improvements will need to scale efficiently on
many-core systems such as cluster supercomputers, as such systems offer vastly greater com-
puting power than any desktop workstation.
1.5 Supplementary information and data
Supplementary information and data are available at the Dryad Digital Repository. 5
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2
StarBEAST2 Brings Faster Species Tree
Inference and Accurate Estimates of
Substitution Rates
Abstract
Fully Bayesian multispecies coalescent (MSC) methods like *BEAST estimate species trees
frommultiple sequence alignments. Today thousands of genes can be sequenced for a given
study, but using that many genes with *BEAST is intractably slow. An alternative is to use
heuristic methods which compromise accuracy or completeness in return for speed. A com-
mon heuristic is concatenation, which assumes that the evolutionary history of each gene
tree is identical to the species tree. This is an inconsistent estimator of species tree topology, a
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worse estimator of divergence times, and induces spurious substitution rate variation when in-
complete lineage sorting is present. Another class of heuristics directly motivated by the MSC
avoids many of the pitfalls of concatenation but cannot be used to estimate divergence times.
To enable fuller use of available data and more accurate inference of species tree topologies,
divergence times, and substitution rates, we have developed a new version of *BEAST called
StarBEAST2. To improve convergence rates we add analytical integration of population sizes,
novel MCMC operators and other optimisations. Computational performance improved by
13.5× and 13.8× respectively when analysing two empirical data sets, and an average of 33.1×
across 30 simulated data sets. To enable accurate estimates of per-species substitution rates
we introduce species tree relaxed clocks, and show that StarBEAST2 is a more powerful and
robust estimator of rate variation than concatenation. StarBEAST2 is available through the
BEAUTi package manager in BEAST 2.4 and above.
2.1 Introduction
The throughput of sequencing technologies has improved remarkably over the past two
decades culminating in next generation sequencing (NGS), and it is now feasible to sequence
whole or partial genomes or transcriptomes for phylogenetic studies (Lemmon and Lemmon,
2013). NGS produces hundreds or thousands of phylogenetically useful loci (see for exam-
ple Blom et al., 2016) with potentially millions of sites spread across a data set of multiple
sequence alignments.
While NGS offers hundreds or thousands of loci at relatively low cost, making accurate
inferences from the enormous amount of data produced is particularly challenging. In the
case of *BEAST, a fully Bayesian method of species tree inference which implements a realis-
tic and robust evolutionary model in the multispecies coalescent (MSC; Degnan and Rosen-
berg, 2009; Heled and Drummond, 2010), it becomes exponentially slower as the number of
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loci in an analysis is increased. This scaling behaviour causes *BEAST to become intractably
slow after a certain number of loci (the exact number will depend on other parameters of the
data set, see Chapter 1). Given the current challenges of using large phylogenomic data sets
with *BEAST there have been three broad alternatives available to researchers; concatenate
sequences frommultiple loci, use heuristic methods statistically consistent with the MSC, or
choose a tractable subset of loci to use with a fully Bayesian method like *BEAST, BEST (Liu,
2008), or BPP (Yang, 2015).
Using maximum likelihood phylogenetic methods to infer a species tree based on concate-
nated sequences will return the single tree that best fits the combined sequence alignment
according to the phylogenetic likelihood function (Felsenstein, 1981). Popular maximum-
likelihood concatenation methods include RAxML, PAML and PhyML (Stamatakis, 2014;
Yang, 2007; Guindon et al., 2010). Bayesian methods, such as ExaBayes and BEAST (Aberer
et al., 2014; Drummond and Rambaut, 2007), will instead return a distribution of trees which
are probable given the combined sequence alignment, a set of priors, and the same likelihood
function. Recent results show that likelihood-based concatenation can be counterproductive,
producing statistically inconsistent results which assign high confidence to incorrect nodes
due to model misspecification (Liu et al., 2015). In the so-called “anomaly zone” of short
branch lengths, the most probable gene tree topology will be different from the species tree,
and estimated tree topologies will likely differ from the true species tree topology (Degnan
and Rosenberg, 2006; Kubatko and Degnan, 2007).
Likelihood-based concatenation has been shown to produce systematic errors when es-
timating branch lengths, including overestimation of divergence times. Because some time
is required for genes to coalesce looking backwards from a speciation event, the expected
molecular distance between two species is greater than if coalescent events occurred simulta-
neously with the speciation event. This leads concatenation to overestimate the divergence
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times across a species tree in proportion to effective population size (Arbogast et al. 2002, see
also Chapter 1).
Incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) also causes systematic errors in estimated branch lengths
when using concatenation. When a gene tree topology is discordant with the species tree
topology, then the gene tree will contain one or more branches that define splits not occur-
ring in the species tree. If a substitution occurs on one of these discordant gene tree branches,
the resulting site pattern would define a homoplasy on the species tree, implying multiple sub-
stitutions. This effect has been termed “substitutions produced by ILS” (SPILS) and causes
concatenation to overestimate the lengths of specific branches and underestimate the lengths
of others, which produces apparent substitution rate variation where none exists (Mendes and
Hahn, 2016). For all the above reasons, trees inferred using concatenation are therefore not a
reliable approximation of the species tree in terms of branch lengths or topology.
As an alternative to concatenation for use with phylogenomic data, heuristic methods
which do not perform phylogenetic likelihood calculations but are statistically consistent
with the MSC have been developed. These include summary methods which utilise distri-
butions of estimated gene tree topologies as input, such as the rooted triplet methodMP-EST
(Liu et al., 2010) and the quartet method ASTRAL (Mirarab et al., 2014a). Another quartet
method is SVDquartets, which utilises single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) matrices (Chif-
man and Kubatko, 2014). Recent results show that MP-EST should be used with caution as
it is sensitive to gene tree errors (Mirarab andWarnow, 2015; Xi et al., 2015). At low levels
of ILS, MP-EST is less accurate than likelihood-based or neighbour-joining concatenation at
inferring topologies, and even at high levels of ILS it may be no more accurate than concate-
nation (see Chapter 1). No available heuristic method is both statistically consistent and can
infer branch lengths in expected substitutions or calendar units. Therefore heuristic meth-
ods cannot be reliably used to estimate divergence times. If concatenation is used to estimate
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branch lengths or divergence times for a species tree topology estimated by another heuristic
method, then those estimates will be unreliable for the same reasons as pure concatenation.
An issue specific to summary methods occurs when the assumption of no recombination
within loci is substantially violated because overly long loci are used (Gatesy and Springer,
2013). To resolve larger and deeper species trees using summary methods, longer and more
informative loci may be required to infer more accurate gene trees. However the larger and
deeper a tree, the more recombination events will have occurred. The use of longer loci and
the higher incidence of recombination will both increase the risk of recombination occurring
within loci, which has been dubbed the “recombination ratchet” (Springer and Gatesy, 2016).
As an alternative to increasing locus length, fully BayesianMSCmethods like *BEAST infer
more accurate gene trees by sharing information between loci through the species tree (Szöl-
lősi et al., 2015). In this way very accurate species trees can be estimated using only weakly
informative loci, which may not be possible using MP-EST (Xu and Yang, 2016). To avoid
the recombination ratchet summary methods can use naïvely binned subsets of gene trees es-
timated by *BEAST (Zimmermann et al., 2014), or statistically binned subsets of genes trees
estimated by concatenation (Mirarab et al., 2014b). Statistical binning has been criticised as
statistically inconsistent (Liu and Edwards, 2015), and for either binning method the resulting
species trees still cannot be used for molecular dating.
With the aim of improving the computational performance of fully BayesianMSC infer-
ence of species trees, we have developed an upgrade to *BEAST— StarBEAST2—which
is available as a package for BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014). By improving computational
performance StarBEAST2 enables the use of more loci, which will improve the precision of
estimated parameters and provide an alternative to concatenation. We have also developed




2.2.1 Analytical integration of population sizes
Markov ChainMonte Carlo (MCMC) methods like *BEAST jointly integrate over many pa-
rameters by proposing small changes at each step to eventually produce a probability distribu-
tion over all random variables. From a researcher’s perspective, some random variables may be
“nuisance” parameters not of scientific interest. For example species tree topology and diver-
gence times may be of interest, but not effective population sizes. For tractable parameters, an
analytic solution will integrate over the entire range of values at eachMCMC step, and may
be faster thanMCMC integration. However explicit estimates will not be produced so this
approach is suitable only for nuisance parameters. Among-site rate variation is already inte-
grated out at each step; the likelihood of each site is calculated for all possible discrete gamma
rate categories at each step, so individual site rates are not estimated (Yang, 1994).
Analytical integration of constant per-branch population sizes was first implemented as
part of BEST (Liu et al., 2008), and is described in detail by Jones (2017). The analytic solu-
tion, which we have added to StarBEAST2, uses an inverse gamma conjugate prior for pop-
ulation sizes. By default StarBEAST2 fixes the shape of the distribution α = 3 and only



















The coefficient of variation cv = σ/µ of the prior distribution for effective population sizes
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is therefore 1.
2.2.2 Coordinated tree topology changing operators
One approach to improving the performance of MSC analyses which simultaneously estimate
gene and species trees (such as *BEAST) is to developMCMC operators which propose coor-
dinated changes to both the species tree and the gene trees in the same step. Yang and Rannala
(2014) introduced a Metropolis-Hastings (MH;Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) oper-
ator which makes nearest-neighbour interchange (NNI) changes to the species tree topology,
and simultaneously makes changes to gene tree topologies which preserve compatibility of
the gene trees within the proposed species tree. Later, both Jones (2017) and Rannala and
Yang (2017) introduced more general coordinated operators which make subtree prune and
regraft (SPR) changes to the species tree. We have reimplemented these coordinated NNI and
SPRmoves in StarBEAST2 as a single new operator called “CoordinatedExchange”. Rannala
and Yang (2017) also describe a proposal distribution which favours topological changes on
shorter branches as well as less radical changes in topology. StarBEAST2 implements a sim-
pler proposal distribution but still favours less radical changes by applying adjustable proposal
probability weights to (less radical) NNI moves and (more radical) SPRmoves.
2.2.3 Coordinated node height changing operators
A novel class of coordinatedMetropolis operators was introduced by Jones (2017), which
pick at random a non-root non-leaf species tree node S with an existing height of t(S). A
new height t′(S) is chosen from a uniform distribution with lower and upper boundsD and
U . The height of the species tree node and the heights of subtrees of gene tree nodes (termed
“connected components”) are all shifted by the amount η = t′(S)− t(S).
TheD and U bounds limit the minimum and maximum values of η to those which do
not require modifying the topology of the gene tree or of the species tree, and the algorithm
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to determine those bounds is given by Jones (2017). The species tree root node is excluded
because there is no natural upper bound in that case. As long as the connected components
are chosen with reference only to the topology of the species tree, the topology of the gene
trees, and the mapping of sampled individuals to species, operators of this class are symmetric.
We have developed a new operator called “CoordinatedUniform” that belongs to this gen-
eral class but has not been implemented before. Individuals from extant species which de-
scend from a species tree node, or are directly descended from a gene tree node, are referred to
here as “descendant individuals”. The gene tree nodes s selected by this operator to be shifted
in height are all those for which:
1. at least one descendant individual of s is also a descendant individual of the left child of
S
2. at least one descendant individual of s is also a descendant individual of the right child
of S
3. all descendent individuals of s are also descendent individuals of S
An example of how gene tree nodes are selected and node heights shifted is given in Supple-
mentary Material.
We have also developed a new adaptive MH (Andrieu and Thoms, 2008) operator called
“CoordinatedExponential” which changes the height of the species tree root node and the
height of connected components by an amount η. The gene trees nodes to be shifted are cho-
sen using identical criteria as for CoordinatedUniform. Because this operator changes the
height of the root node, a different method must be used to pick η compared to Coordinate-
dUniform.
First the lower boundD is identified in the same way as for CoordinatedUniform and as
described in Jones (2017). The difference betweenD and the current root height is referred
to as x, and a new random value x′ is chosen from an exponential distribution. The value of
x′ − x is then used for η. The median of the exponential distribution is adaptively modified
over the course of anMCMC chain to equal the posterior expectation of x.
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Because the proposal distribution for a new species tree root height is independent of the
current height, the Hastings ratio which is usually q(x′,x)/q(x,x′) (Hastings, 1970) can be simpli-
fied to pi(x)/pi(x′). The natural logarithm of the Hastings ratio may then be derived from the




















= λx′ · ln (e)− λx · ln (e) (2.5)
= λ (x′ − x) = λη (2.6)
2.2.4 Species tree relaxed clocks
The overall rate of evolution occurring at a given locus within a species will be influenced
by the nature of the particular gene and also by the natural history of the particular species.
For a given gene, the average substitution rate may depend on the effects of selection such
as the accelerated molecular evolution of sex-biased genes inArabidopsis thaliana (Goss-
mann et al., 2014), and on within-genome variation in mutation rate (Baer et al., 2007). For
a given species, the average substitution rate is correlated with a multitude of traits includ-
ing metabolic rate, body size, and fecundity, although causal relationships are difficult to pin
down (Bromham, 2011). Unsurprisingly in light of the above, empirical analysis has shown
that two major factors contributing to rate variation among gene branches are the per-gene
rate and the per-species rate (Rasmussen and Kellis, 2007).
Because variation is expected in the nature of different genes and species, and therefore
variation is also expected in the average substitution rate of different genes and species, mul-
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tispecies coalescent models should take both per-gene and per-species rate variation into ac-
count. *BEAST can accommodate both types of rate variation using gene tree relaxed clock
models (for examples see Berv and Prum, 2014; Lambert et al., 2015). This involves estimat-
ing per-branch substitution rates separately for each branch of each gene tree. While gene tree
relaxed clocks may accommodate variation in substitution rates between species, they do not
produce estimates of species branch rates. To enable accurate inference of species branch rates,
we have developed a new species tree relaxed clock model.
The challenge of applying a relaxed clock to the species tree is that phylogenetic likelihood
calculations require branch rates for each branch of each gene tree. Our clock model computes
those rates using the total expected number of substitutionsΣE(S) accumulated along the
entire length of a gene tree branch. In each species tree branch, substitutions are expected to
be accumulated at the mean clock rate of the gene tree c, multiplied by the length of time L
spent traversing the species tree branch, multiplied by the ratesR of the corresponding species
tree branch. Typical nuclear substitution rates for mammals are around 10-3 substitutions per
site per million years (Phillips et al., 2009).
The gene tree branch rates r can then be derived by dividing the total expected number of
substitutions by the total length of that branch l. The gene tree branch rates for the illustrated















The new species tree relaxed clock model is available in StarBEAST2. Branch rate models









Figure 2.1: Two-species phylogeny used to illustrate species tree relaxed clocks. There are two extant species “A” and
“B”, and one ancestral species “AB”.Within the species tree there is a single gene tree with extant individuals “a” and “b”.
The single speciation event occurs at time T1, and the single coalescence event occurs at time t1. Gene tree rates are
computed according to Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Expected number of substitutionsΣE(S) for gene branches a, b under a species tree relaxed clock
Gene Gene Length2 L Species rate3 R E(S) = c · L ·R
ΣE(S)branch rate1 c A B AB A B AB A B AB
a 0.001 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.3 0.00070 0.00000 0.00065 0.00135b 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.00000 0.00100 0.00065 0.00165
1 The overall substitution rate at a given locus.
2 The length of a given gene tree branch within species tree branch A, B or AB.
3 The substitution rate of species tree branch A, B or AB.
correlated log-normal (UCLN) and uncorrelated exponential (UCED) models (Drummond
et al., 2006), as well as the newer random local clock model (Drummond and Suchard, 2010).
The current species tree relaxed clock implementation estimates — separately for each species
tree branch— a single relative rate. However it is possible to imagine a further relaxed model
that estimates — again separately for each species tree branch— hyperparameters for a prior
distribution on substitution rates. This would enable gene tree branch rates to be guided by
the species tree, but still allow some difference in response between genes.
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 StarBEAST2 correctly implements the multispecies coalescent
Newmethods must be shown to be correct implementations of the target model. One way to
accomplish this for MCMCmethods is to estimate parameters from a prior distribution us-
ing the MCMC kernel, and to also draw independent samples from the same distribution by
simulation. The resulting parameter distributions should be identical if the implementation
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is correct. We used this method to test the correctness of the novel features in StarBEAST2;
analytical population size integration, coordinated operators, and species tree relaxed clocks.
Simulated and StarBEAST2 distributions were identical for species and gene tree topologies
(Figure S1,S2), species and gene tree node heights (Figure S3,S4), and for gene tree branch
rates (Figure S5,S6). This combination of results supports the correctness of the StarBEAST2
implementation.
2.3.2 Species tree relaxed clocks prevent SPILS
When using concatenation to infer a species tree, SPILS causes apparent substitution rate vari-
ation. However in an ultrametric (time tree) framework like BEAST, branch lengths are con-
strained so that terminal species begin at time zero. We hypothesised that if a relaxed clock is
used with concatenation in an ultrametric framework, SPILS will be absorbed as faster substi-
tution rates for lineages that would be lengthened by SPILS in a non-ultrametric framework.
In an ultrametric framework with a strict clock and no external (e.g. fossil, biogeographical
or known clock rate) calibrations, the substitution rate of each branch is set to 1. This ensures
that 1 unit of time is equivalent to 1 expected substitution. Using a relaxed clock with no exter-
nal calibrations the substitution rate of each branch can vary, but the expectation of the mean
rate of all branches is 1, preserving the relationship of 1 unit of time = 1 expected substitution.
Therefore when SPILS causes the rates of some branches to be faster than 1, the rates of some
other branches will be slower than 1 to keep the expected mean constant.
We used BEAST concatenation and StarBEAST2 with a species tree relaxed clock to in-
fer the branch lengths and substitution rates of simulated species trees with the topology
((((A,B),C),D),E), using sequence alignments simulated using a strict clock. Gene tree discor-
dance will increase the estimated length of A, B and C branches for these species trees (Mendes
and Hahn, 2016), and as hypothesised substitution rates for A and B branches inferred using
concatenation were biased towards being faster than the true rate of 1 (Figure 2.2). Estimated
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substitution rates for the C branch were more variable, and could be faster or slower than 1.
Substitution rates estimated for the D and E branches were biased towards being slower than
1, presumably to balance the mean rate. Concatenation also overestimated the lengths of tip
branches, another known bias when using concatenation to infer a species tree (Chapter 1).
No biases were observed for the branch rates or lengths estimated using StarBEAST2 (Fig-
ure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Accuracy of branch substitution rates and lengths inferred by BEAST concatenation and StarBEAST2. Devia-
tion is the difference of each estimated rate and length from the true value. Estimated rates and lengths are the posterior
expectation of the overall substitution rate and length for each species tree branch. Black crosses in each panel indicate
the point of perfect accuracy. Each panel shows the distributions for the labelled extant or ancestral branch. N = 96.
A number of estimated branch rates had 95% credible intervals that excluded the true rate
of 1 when using concatenation. If a study is testing whether substitution rates vary across a
species tree, those branch rates could be erroneously interpreted as faster or slower than av-
erage. In our simulations, the clock rate of the D branch would be inferred as slower than
average in 37 out of 96 replicates (Figure S7), despite the sequence data being simulated us-
ing a strict clock. When applying the same 95% credible intervals to branch lengths, the true
simulated length was excluded with just two exceptions for all tip branches across all repli-
cates using concatenation (Figure S8). In contrast, no erroneous results would be inferred for
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branch rates given the same data using StarBEAST2, and out of the 768 total simulated non-
root branch lengths, only five erroneous results would be inferred (Figure S7,S8).
Mendes and Hahn (2016) demonstrated that SPILS causes systematic bias when estimating
branch lengths, and we show that this translates into systematic bias when estimating per-
branch substitution rates. Because the bias is caused by ILS which is a function of population
sizes and branch lengths, there is no reason to expect that large trees with varying population
sizes and branch lengths would be any less biased.
2.3.3 Datasets used to characterise the newmethodological approaches
To characterise the performance of coordinated operators, methods of population size integra-
tion and relaxed clocks, we tested StarBEAST2 using empirical and simulated sequence data.
The empirical data set used for this analysis is from the North American chorus frog genus
Pseudacris, and was originally collected and analysed by Barrow et al. (2014). This data set
has sequences from 26 nuclear loci across 44 sampled individuals. The individuals belong to
19 extant Pseudacris lineages and two outgroup species. Barrow et al. (2014) reported phased
haplotypes but to avoid wasting computational resources we used a single haplotype per indi-
vidual.
A key metric of phylogenies that can be used to judge whether it is necessary to employ
MSCmodels is the average branch length in coalescent units b = τ(2Ne)−1. In this studyNe
will always refer to the effective population size of diploid individuals. Given short branch
lengths, likelihood-based or neighbour-joining concatenation is unable to infer accurate
species trees regardless of the number of loci used, but for long branch lengths, concatena-
tion is approximately as accurate as *BEAST (see Chapter 1). Indeed concatenation can be
considered a special case of the MSC as the models converge when gene trees are identical to
the species tree (Liu et al., 2015). Using StarBEAST2, the average branch length within this
genus was estimated to be 2.81 coalescent units. This is an intermediate average length com-
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pared to the shallow simulations analysed in Chapter 1 which had a shorter average length of
1.08 coalescent units.
Each replicate of each Pseudacris empirical analysis used the same sequence data, and the
true species tree topology, dates and rates were not known with certainty. For performance
results more generally applicable than a single empirical system, and to measure the coverage
and accuracy of StarBEAST2 inference, we created a simulated data set of 30 replicates. A
unique species tree was simulated for each replicate, and gene trees and locus sequences were
simulated according to the MSC.
We simulated 26 nuclear loci from 21 extant species with two individual haplotypes per
species, very similar to the empirical data set size. The simulation parameters, including the
birth rate, death rate and population sizes, were also chosen to be similar to estimated Pseu-
dacris parameters. The simulated data set had an average branch length of 2.99 coalescent
units, so the relative accuracy of MSCmodels compared to concatenation should be compara-
ble with empirical systems like Pseudacris.
2.3.4 Coordinated height changing operators and analytical integration im-
prove performance
To determine which configuration of new features would achieve the best performance, we
ran StarBEAST2 using different combinations of operators, methods of population size inte-
gration and clock models. To measure convergence both effective sample size (ESS) per hour
and ESS per million states were computed for each independent chain. ESS per hour can be
used to calculate the total time required for a converged chain (nominally where ESS equals or
exceeds 200), and reflects how effectively operators explore the space of trees and parameters,
as well as the computational time required by each operator proposal and likelihood calcu-
lation. In contrast, ESS per million states reflects only the exploration of tree and parameter
space independently of calculation times. A variety of statistics were recorded for each analysis
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(Table S2-S7), and for each replicate the slowest ESS rate out of all statistics recorded for that
individual chain was used for all subsequent analyses.
Multiple linear regressions with log transformed ESS rates as the response variables were
used to measure the effect of coordinated topology changing operators, coordinated node
height changing operators, and the method of population size integration. Each additional
feature was treated as a binary indicator variable so that we could quantify the relative perfor-
mance as a percentage by exponentiating the coefficient for each addition (Table 2.2).
Table 2.2: Relative performance of operators, population size integration and clockmodels.
Clock model ESS rate per Topology3 Height4 Analytical5
Pseudacris reanalysis
Strict hour 73%*** 120%*** 130%***
Strict million states 101% 129%*** 143%***
GT-UCLN1 hour 72%*** 289%*** 100%
GT-UCLN million states 100% 310%*** 108%
ST-UCLN2 hour 78%** 499%*** 154%***
ST-UCLN million states 95% 484%*** 163%***
Simulated data
Strict hour 70%*** 137%*** 208%***
Strict million states 100% 148%*** 225%***
GT-UCLN hour 68%*** 231%*** 228%***
GT-UCLN million states 98% 248%*** 248%***
ST-UCLN hour 72%* 927%*** 135%*
ST-UCLN million states 86% 907%*** 144%**
1 Gene Tree Uncorrelated Log-Normal relaxed clock
2 Species Tree Uncorrelated Log-Normal relaxed clock
3 Coordinated topology changing operators relative to naïve operators
4 Addition of coordinated height changing operators
5 Analytical integration of population sizes relative to MCMC integration
Values higher than 100% indicate faster convergence, lower than 100%
indicate slower.
*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001. N = 30.
Coordinated topology operators consistently and significantly reduced ESS per hour, but
had no significant effect on ESS per million states (Table 2.2), suggesting that coordinated
topology operators are no more effective than naïve operators at proposing new states. A de-
crease in the number of states per hour (Figure S9) shows that they are more computationally
expensive than naïve operators, and explains the negative effect on ESS per hour.
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MCMC population size integration Analytical population size integration
Figure 2.3: Impact of operators, population size integration and clockmodels on convergence. The estimated sample size
(ESS) per hour for a given replicate used the smallest ESS out of all recorded statistics. Topology refers to the replacement
of naïve nearest-neighbour interchange and subtree prune and regraft operators with coordinated operators. Height
refers to the addition of operators whichmake coordinated changes to node heights. Uncorrelated log-normal relaxed
clocks were applied to each gene tree (GT-UCLN) or to the species tree (ST-UCLN). N = 30.
Coordinated height changing operators consistently and significantly increased ESS per
hour and per million states, however the degree of improvement depended on the clock model
(Figure 2.3). For strict clock analyses the increase in ESS per hour was modest at 1.2 times and
1.37 times for empirical and simulated data respectively, whereas for species tree relaxed clocks
the increase was 4.99 times and 9.27 times respectively (Table 2.2). The difference in species
tree relaxed clock performance suggests that coordinated height changing operators are neces-
sary for practical implementations of that model.
Analytical population size integration significantly improved ESS per hour and per million
states performance in all cases, with the exception of gene tree relaxed clocks applied to the
Pseudacris data set (Table 2.2).
Even with new operators and analytical population size integration, the ESS per hour rates
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for species tree relaxed clocks were slower than for other clock models (Figure 2.3). One rea-
son is that changing a species tree branch rate requires updating the phylogenetic likelihood
for all gene trees, so the computational cost is much higher than for strict or gene tree relaxed
clocks (Figure S9).
2.3.5 StarBEAST2 is an order of magnitude faster than *BEAST
StarBEAST2 also optimises the core multispecies coalescent algorithms by caching intermedi-
ate values and by using fast data structures. Operator weights have also been refined by man-
ual iteration for better performance. Building on our results, by default StarBEAST2 enables
coordinated height changing operators and analytical population size integration, but keeps
naïve topology operators. To measure the combined improvement when StarBEAST2 is ap-
plied to Pseudacris data we compared the performance of StarBEAST2 with default settings
to *BEAST. For the simulation data set, we compare StarBEAST2 with *BEAST and also
with concatenation.
NGS data sets may have hundreds or thousands of loci. To gauge the performance of Star-
BEAST2 applied to these data sets we tested an empirical NGS data set; ultraconserved ele-
ment (UCE; Faircloth et al., 2012) sequences from Philippine shrews of the genus Crocidura
(Giarla and Esselstyn, 2015). This data set consists of 1112 loci sampled from a total of 19 indi-
viduals, which belong to 9 extant lineages. Again multiple statistics were recorded to compute
ESS rates for each replicate.
Our simulation study confirmed that StarBEAST2 is many times faster than *BEAST
(Figure 2.4). For simulated data the average log convergence rate of StarBEAST2 with gene
tree relaxed clocks was 5.54 ln(ESS/hour). This compares to 2.04 using *BEAST, an increase
in performance of exp(5.54 − 2.04) = 33.1 times (Table S2). In fact, StarBEAST2 was
exp(4.18 − 2.04) = 8.5 times faster at analysing 52 loci than *BEAST was when analysing
26.
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StarBEAST2 was an order of magnitude faster when analysing either empirical data set. For
gene tree relaxed clock reanalyses of Pseudacris the difference was exp(3.98 − 1.38) = 13.5
times. For 50-locus Crocidura reanalyses it was exp(2.79− 0.17) = 13.8 times (Table S4,S6).
The ESS per hour convergence of species tree relaxed clocks was lower than for gene tree
relaxed clocks. When applying StarBEAST2 to simulated data, gene tree relaxed clocks were
exp(5.54− 3.71) = 6.2 times faster than using species tree relaxed clocks (Table S2). The dif-
ference was much smaller for empirical data; for Pseudacris reanalyses gene tree relaxed clocks
were exp(3.98 − 3.44) = 1.7 times faster, and for Crocidura they were exp(2.79 − 2.12) =
2.0 times faster (Table S4,S6). In all three cases species tree relaxed clocks using StarBEAST2
were still faster than gene tree relaxed clocks using *BEAST (Figure 2.4).






















































































Figure 2.4: Convergence of different methods applied to simulated and empirical data sets. The estimated sample size
(ESS) per hour for a given replicate used the slowest ESS rate out of all recorded statistics. Methods are BEAST concatena-
tion, *BEAST, and StarBEAST2with uncorrelated log-normal relaxed clocks applied to each gene tree (GT-UCLN) or to the
species tree (ST-UCLN). Two Pseudacris *BEAST outliers with ESS rates below 0.1 are not shown. N = 30.
The increased performance of StarBEAST2 will enable researchers to analyse sequence data
more quickly and disseminate their findings sooner; a large MCMC analysis which would
currently take three months may now be performed in one week. In the case of phylogenomic
data which has been subsetted for use with *BEAST, StarBEAST2 can be used to analyse more
data for more precise estimates of species trees and other parameters in the same amount of
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time as a more limited *BEAST analysis.
2.3.6 Species tree branch length coverage and accuracy
Bayesian methods like StarBEAST2 produce both point estimates and credible intervals of
inferred parameters. Ideally the point estimates will have low error, and the credible intervals
will cover the corresponding true values. For well calibrated Bayesian methods, a 95% credible
interval will include the true value 95% of the time.
Using a species tree relaxed clock with StarBEAST2 improved the coverage of branch length
credible intervals (Figure 2.5A,B), but even when using a strict clock most simulated tip and
internal branch lengths were within the corresponding credible intervals. This suggests that
a strict clock model may be sufficient for studies using StarBEAST2 where substitution rate
variation is not of direct interest. When using a strict clock with concatenation most inter-
nal branch lengths were outside the credible interval, but when using a relaxed clock were
usually within the credible interval (Figure 2.5B). However even when using a relaxed clock,
tip branch lengths were usually outside the credible intervals inferred by concatenation (Fig-
ure 2.5A).
Point estimates made by *BEAST and StarBEAST2 of both tip and internal branch lengths
were more accurate than those made by concatenation (Figure 2.5C,D). The inaccuracy of tip
branch lengths inferred using concatenation was driven by a strong bias towards overestimat-
ing tip branch lengths. For some replicates the sum of estimated tip branch lengths was more
than double the sum of simulated tip branches lengths (Figure 2.5E). Relatively little overesti-
mation of internal branch lengths was observed when using concatenation (Figure 2.5F).
Biased tip branch lengths are important because many published phylogenies show evi-
dence of a slowdown in diversification rate (Moen andMorlon, 2014). If the ages of extant
species are overestimated, this will artificially reduce the number of recent speciation events,
mimicking a slowdown. We suggest that accurate inference of changing diversification rates
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requires species trees inferred by fully BayesianMSCmethods like StarBEAST2.
















































































































































































Figure 2.5: Coverage and accuracy of species branch lengths using different methods. Methods are StarBEAST2, *BEAST
and BEAST concatenation with uncorrelated log-normal relaxed clocks applied to each gene tree (GT-UCLN) or to the
species tree (ST-UCLN). (A,B) The percentages of true branch lengths present within the corresponding 95% highest pos-
terior density (HPD) credible intervals. (C,D) The difference between the sum of estimated branch lengths and the sum
of true branch lengths as a percentage of the sum of true branch lengths. (E,F) The sum of absolute differences between
estimated and simulated branch lengths as a percentage of true tree length. N = 30.
Using unphased sequences with ambiguity codes for heterozygous sites improved the accu-
racy of concatenation by reducing the bias in tip lengths to less than 40% (Figure S10). Am-
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biguity codes are treated by most phylogenetic methods (including BEAST) as base call un-
certainty, indicating the nucleotide at a given site could be one of several possibilities. When
used with unphased sequences, they actually indicate the presence of two nucleotides simul-
taneously, which is therefore a model violation. Using concatenation to analyse unlinked loci
is also a model violation, but in the region of parameter space investigated by this simulation
study the two errors may partially cancel out.
2.3.7 Species tree topology coverage and accuracy
Wemeasured the coverage of species tree topologies and used the rooted Robinson-Foulds
distance metric to measure the error associated with the maximum clade credibility (MCC)
topology point estimates. As with branch lengths, using a relaxed clock with concatenation or
a species tree relaxed clock with StarBEAST2 improved coverage. Regardless of clock model
the coverage of concatenation was low; in less than 50% of replicates was the simulated topol-
ogy in the credible set (Figure 2.6A).
In terms of error rates, using 130 loci was similar to StarBEAST2 using 26 loci (Figure 2.6B).
Using species tree relaxed clocks with StarBEAST2 was slightly more accurate than using strict
clocks, but relaxed clocks did not improve the accuracy of concatenation (Figure 2.6B). Unlike
branch lengths, topological accuracy was not improved by using unphased sequences (Fig-
ure S11).
2.3.8 StarBEAST2 is superior at inferring substitution rates
While the convergence of species tree relaxed clock analyses took longer than for gene tree re-
laxed clocks in StarBEAST2, species tree relaxed clocks enable inference of species branch rates
within anMSC framework. To gauge the accuracy of estimated branch rates, we used sim-
ple linear regressions with the true rate of each simulated branch as the explanatory variable,














































































Figure 2.6: Coverage and accuracy of species tree topologies using different methods. Methods are StarBEAST2, *BEAST
and BEAST concatenation with uncorrelated log-normal relaxed clocks applied to each gene tree (GT-UCLN) or to the
species tree (ST-UCLN). (A) The percentage of true species tree topologies within the 95% credible set of topologies. (B)
The average rooted Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance between themaximum clade credibility (MCC) species tree topology
and the simulated true topology. Error bars are 95% conﬁdence intervals calculated by bootstrapping. N = 30.
clade being monophyletic in the posterior samples) as the response variable. If all estimates are
equally proportional to the truth, then theR2 coefficient of determination will equal 1. There
are intrinsic limits to our ability to estimate substitution rates, namely that branch length is
confounded with substitution rate (Thorne and Kishino, 2002).
For analyses of simulated data using 26 loci theR2 using StarBEAST2 was 0.39 and by dou-
bling the number of loci to 52 was increased to 0.43. In contrast theR2 when using concate-
nation with 26 loci was 0.26 and even after increasing the number of loci to 130 it was only
0.33, in either case worse than StarBEAST2 using 26 loci (Figure 2.7). StarBEAST2 is clearly
superior to concatenation at inferring branch rates.
Concatenation is an even worse estimator of branch rates when using unphased sequences
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with ambiguity codes for heterozygous sites. When applying concatenation to either 26 or 130

































Figure 2.7: Estimates of species tree branch rates using BEAST concatenation versus StarBEAST2. Estimated rates are
the posterior expectations of each branch rate from each replicate. Root branch rates, which were ﬁxed at 1, were ex-
cluded. In blue are simple linear regression lines of best ﬁt, and in red are the y = x lines showing a perfect relationship
between estimates and truth. N = 30.
2.4 Conclusions
When estimating divergence dates and substitution rates, the choice is often between using a
subset of available loci with a fully BayesianMSCmethod, or all available loci with concatena-
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tion. Researchers have often opted for the second choice, but we have shown that concatena-
tion may not accurately estimate species ages or per-species substitution rates, even for trees of
intermediate branch lengths. The increased performance of StarBEAST2 should further en-
courage the adoption of fully BayesianMSCmethods for estimating divergence times, and the
new species tree relaxed clock will enable accurate inference of species branch rates despite ILS.
StarBEAST2 is free and open source software; source code, development history and multiple
tutorials are available on GitHub1.
2.5 Materials and methods
For all StarBEAST2, *BEAST and concatenation analyses, the version of BEAST used was
2.4.4. For all simulations, the version of biopy (Heled, 2013) used was 0.1.9. Scripts used to
perform all analyses will be available on GitHub2.
2.5.1 Mathematical correctness of StarBEAST2
Simulated trees were generated using biopy, and trees sampled from a prior distribution were
generated using StarBEAST2 with all new features enabled. This included analytical integra-
tion of population sizes, coordinated tree topology and node height changing operators, and
a species tree relaxed clock. 100,000 species trees were simulated, one gene tree was simulated
per species tree with a rate of 0.5, and a second gene tree was simulated per species tree with a
rate of 2.0.
100,000 species trees, 100,000 half rate gene trees and 100,000 double rate gene trees were
sampled from the prior at a rate of one every 1000 after a 10% burn-in period.
Identical parameters were used for the simulation and for the StarBEAST2 run including
the prior distributions. We fixed the number of species at 5 and the number of sampled haplo-
1https://github.com/genomescale/starbeast2—accessed 15th December 2017
2https://github.com/genomescale/starbeast2-manuscript/tree/master/scripts—ac-
cessed 15th December 2017
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types per species at 1. The birth and death rates were fixed at 200 and 100 per substitution per
site respectively. Haploid population sizes were drawn from an inverse gamma distribution
with shape α = 3 and scale β = 0.004.
This procedure was repeated for both UCLN and for UCED species branch rates. Branch
rates were sampled from a lognormal or exponential distribution, in either case with a mean
of 1, discretised into 100 bins.
2.5.2 Reanalysis of Pseudacris sequence data
Phased and aligned Pseudacris sequence data were retrieved fromDryad3. Replicating the
original analysis we applied the HKY nucleotide substitution model (Hasegawa et al., 1985)
to 22 out of 26 nuclear loci and the GTRmodel (Tavaré, 1986) to the remaining 4. For all
models we used four discrete gamma categories to accommodate among-site rate variation
(Yang, 1994). Transition/transversion rates and ratios and rate variation shape parameters
were estimated, and empirical base frequencies used, all separately for each locus. The relative
substitution rate of each locus was estimated using a lognormal prior with a mean µ in real
space of 1 and a standard deviation σ of 0.6. We used a single haplotype sequence per individ-
ual per locus, halving the total number of sampled sequences to avoid wasting computational
resources.
For inference of Pseudacris trees, we ran 30 independent StarBEAST2 chains for all 24 con-
ditions for a total of 720 chains. The conditions were each possible combination of strict,
species tree relaxed or gene tree relaxed clocks, analytical or MCMC population size integra-
tion, coordinated or naïve topology changing operators, and the inclusion or exclusion of
coordinated height changing operators. Each chain used the same sequence data but was an
independent estimate of convergence because a different random seed was used to initialise
each chain.
3http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.23rc0—accessed 15th December 2017
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A birth-death prior was used for the species tree and both the net diversification and extinc-
tion fraction hyperparameters were estimated. A gamma prior was used for MCMC estimated
population sizes with a shape fixed at 2 and an estimated mean population size hyperparam-
eter, matching the original *BEASTmodel (Heled and Drummond, 2010). The number of
branch rate categories was equal to the number of estimated branch rates (as is the default in
BEAST 2), and the standard deviation of the UCLN clock model was fixed at 0.3.
To ensure convergence of all chains, we ran each chain for an initial length of 224 = 16,777,216
states, sampling every 211 = 2,048 states. Initial chain lengths and sampling rates for all other
analyses are in Table S8. ESS values were computed for all recorded statistics after discarding
12.5% of state samples as burn-in. Recorded statistics included (1) the posterior probability,
(2) the coalescent probabilities of gene trees, (3) the overall prior probability, (4) the birth
death prior probability of the species tree, (5) the phylogenetic likelihood, (6) the net diversifi-
cation rate, (7) the extinction fraction, (8) the mean population size, and (9) the height of the
species tree.
If any recorded statistic had an ESS below 200, the chain was resumed until the length of
the chain had doubled. ESS values were then re-evaluated, again after discarding 12.5% of state
samples. The length of a chain was continually doubled and ESS values re-evaluated until the
ESS values of all recorded statistics were above 200. The rate at which trees and statistics were
sampled was halved with every chain doubling so that the total number of samples remained
constant. Two *BEAST GT-UCLN chains still had insufficient ESS values after running for
234 = 17,179,869,184 states, but all other chains had converged. Estimated ESS values for all
chains were used for analyses of computational performance.
ESS per hour was calculated by dividing the final ESS value for a given statistic by 87.5%
of the total CPU time used by that chain to account for burn-in. Likewise ESS per million
states was calculated by dividing the final ESS value by 87.5% of the total number of the states
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in the chain, then multiplied by one million. For all analyses of computational performance
including graphs and linear models, the ESS rate for any given chain was that of the slowest
converging statistic for that particular chain.
Average branch length in coalescent units was calculated by concatenating the output (af-
ter discarding the first 12.5% of states as burn-in from each chain) of all 30 chains which used
the combination of MCMC population size integration, naïve topology operators, coordi-
nated node height operators and species tree branch rates. For every sample in the combined
posterior distribution, the coalescent length of each branch τ(2Ne)−1 was calculated from
its length in substitution units τ and its effective population sizeNe. The mean coalescent
length of all branches across all samples was taken as the average.
2.5.3 Testing the effects of SPILS on estimated substitution rates
To test how SPILS affected estimates of per-species branch substitution rates, 96 fully asym-
metric species trees were simulated with the topology ((((A,B),C),D),E). All species trees were
simulated according to a pure birth Yule process (Yule, 1924) with a speciation rate of 10 per
substitution.
Haploid population sizes for each branch were chosen independently from an inverse
gamma distribution with a shape of 3 and a scale of 0.2. 100 gene trees with one individual per
extant species were then simulated for each species tree according to the MSC process using
biopy. Finally 1000nt sequence alignments were then simulated for each gene tree according
to the Jukes-Cantor substitution model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), no among-site rate varia-
tion, a strict molecular clock, and a substitution rate of 1 for each locus. Sequence alignments
were simulated using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997).
BEAST concatenation and StarBEAST2 were then used to estimate the branch rates and di-
vergence times with the species tree topology fixed to the truth. The same substitution model
used for simulating sequences (i.e. Jukes-Cantor, no rate variation among sites or loci) was
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also used for inference. UCLN relaxed clocks were applied to the tree inferred by concatena-
tion and to the StarBEAST2 species tree.
The same strategy as applied to Pseudacriswas used to ensure convergence of StarBEAST2,
but for concatenation mean population sizes and coalescent probabilities are not part of the
model and so were not recorded.
For every converged chain, the posterior expectation and 95% credibility intervals of per-
species branch rates were calculated using the TreeAnnotator program supplied with BEAST.
2.5.4 Simulations to measure computational and statistical performance
All simulation parameters were chosen to be broadly similar to those observed in or estimated
from the Pseudacris data set.
First, 30 species trees were simulated according to a birth-death process (Gernhard, 2008)
using biopy with 21 extant species, a speciation rate of 100 and a death rate of 30. This cor-
responds to a net diversification rate of 70 and an extinction fraction of 0.3. Haploid pop-
ulation sizes for each branch were chosen independently from a gamma distribution with a
shape of 2 and a scale of 0.002. For a species with annual generation times, as is the case for
at least some Pseudacris species (Caldwell, 1987), and a substitution rate of 10-9 per year this
corresponds to an effective population sizeNe of around 2 million individuals per generation.
Species branch rates were chosen from a log-normal distribution with a mean in real space of
1 and a standard deviation of 0.3, then scaled so that the mean of the branch rates for a given
species tree was exactly 1. This ensured that per-branch rates always reflected relative differ-
ences in substitution rates.
For each species tree, 130 gene trees with two sampled haplotype sequences per species were
simulated according to the MSC process using biopy. The mean clock rate for each locus was
chosen from a log-normal distribution with a mean in real space of 1 and a standard deviation
of 0.6.
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For each gene tree, 600nt long sequence alignments were simulated using Seq-Gen (Ram-
baut and Grassly, 1997). An HKYmodel was used for all sequence alignments with equal base
frequencies, a κ value of 3, and a four rate category discretised gamma model of among-site
rate variation with a shape α value of 0.2. Hence all inference based on simulated data applied
the HKY+Γ substitution model to all loci.
The same combinations of clock models, population size integration and new operators
were explored using the simulated data as for Pseudacris to provide more generally applicable
results regarding those new techniques. The same number of loci, convergence strategy and
calculations of ESS rates were used for both. Both haplotype sequences were used for each
species for *BEAST and StarBEAST2. One concatenation chain using phased haplotypes and
a relaxed clock still had insufficient ESS values after running for 233 = 8,589,934,592 states, but
all other chains had converged. Estimated ESS values for all chains were used for analyses of
computational performance and statistical coverage and accuracy.
2.5.5 Comparison of StarBEAST2with *BEAST and concatenation
To compare the performance of StarBEAST2 with *BEAST, we ran 30 strict clock and 30 gene
tree relaxed clock replicates of the Pseudacris reanalysis using the *BEAST package built into
BEAST 2. We also reran each simulation replicate using *BEAST with a strict clock and gene
tree relaxed clocks. The same priors, substitution models, and convergence strategies as used
for StarBEAST2 were used with *BEAST.
For both data sets we reused the StarBEAST2 results for the combination of analytical pop-
ulation size integration, coordinated height-changing operators and naïve topology operators,
which are all enabled by default in StarBEAST2. To demonstrate the scaling of StarBEAST2,
we also reran each simulation replicate with an additional 26 loci (for a total of 52 loci) for all
three clock models.
To compare concatenation with StarBEAST2, we reran each simulation replicate for each
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combination of either unphased ambiguity coded sequences or a single haplotype sequence
per species, either a strict clock or species tree relaxed clock, and either the original 26 loci or
with an additional 104 loci (for a total of 130 loci). We estimated the per-locus rates in the
same way as for StarBEAST2, and applied the same convergence strategy as for SPILS con-
catenation. For species tree clock rates we used the same UCLN parameters as StarBEAST2
but applied to the concatenated tree, a model equivalent to that described by Rasmussen and
Kellis (2007).
We also generated 30 replicates from a UCE data set of Crocidura shrews to show that Star-
BEAST2 can scale to 100 loci. For 1020 out of 1112 loci, the best fitting substitution model
was either HKY or a nested model (Giarla and Esselstyn, 2015). To simplify configuring sub-
stitution models, we chose 100 unique loci at random, and separately for each replicate, from
the set of loci which best fit HKY or a nested model. For each replicate we ran *BEAST with a
strict clock or gene tree relaxed clock and a subset of 50 loci, StarBEAST2 with all three clock
models and the same subset, and StarBEAST2 with all three clock models and all 100 loci.
The same priors, substitution model and convergence strategies were used as for the simulated
data set. All CrociduraMCMC chains converged.
2.5.6 Measurements of species tree coverage and accuracy
Branch length error is defined as
∑
b |lˆb−lb|/∑b lb where lb is the true simulated branch length,
and lˆb is the point estimate of the branch length, for a given species tree branch b in a set of




b lb/∑b lb. In this study,B is
either the set of tip branches, or the set of internal branches excluding the root branch. Point
estimates of branch lengths were calculated using the common ancestor method conditioned
on the true simulated topology (Heled and Bouckaert, 2013). Highest posterior density re-
gions were used for all credible intervals.
In this study, the rooted Robinson-Foulds distance (Robinson and Foulds, 1981) is the
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number of clades present in only one of the true tree T1 or the maximum clade credibility
tree T2. The 95% credible set contains tree topologies selected from topologies present in the
posterior sample, in order from high to low posterior probability, until the cumulative proba-
bility reached or exceeded 95%.
2.6 Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online. 4
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3
Bayesian Inference of Species Networks from
Multilocus Sequence Data
Abstract
Reticulate species evolution, such as hybridization or introgression, is relatively common in
nature. In the presence of reticulation, species relationships can be captured by a rooted phy-
logenetic network, and orthologous gene evolution can be modeled as bifurcating gene trees
embedded in the species network. We present a Bayesian approach to jointly infer species net-
works and gene trees frommultilocus sequence data. A novel birth-hybridization process is
used as the prior for the species network, and we assume a multispecies network coalescent
(MSNC) prior for the embedded gene trees. We verify the ability of our method to correctly
sample from the posterior distribution, and thus to infer a species network, through simula-
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tions. To quantify the power of our method, we reanalyze two large datasets of genes from
spruces and yeasts. For the three closely related spruces, we verify the previously suggested ho-
moploid hybridization event in this clade; for the yeast data, we find extensive hybridization
events. Our method is available within the BEAST 2 add-on SpeciesNetwork, and thus
provides an extensible framework for Bayesian inference of reticulate evolution.
3.1 Introduction
Hybridization during speciation is relatively common in animals and plants (Mallet, 2005,
2007). However, when reconstructing the evolutionary history of species, typically non-
reticulating species trees are inferred (Guindon et al., 2010; Stamatakis, 2014; Drummond and
Bouckaert, 2015; Ronquist et al., 2012a), and the potential for hybridization events is ignored.
To account for the distribution of evolutionary histories of genes inherited frommulti-
ple ancestral species, the multispecies coalescent model (Rannala and Yang, 2003; Liu et al.,
2009a) was extended to allow reticulations among species, named multispecies network coales-
cent (MSNC) model (Yu et al., 2014). Orthologous genes are modeled as gene trees embedded
in the species network. TheMSNCmodel accounts for gene tree discordance due to incom-
plete lineage sorting and reticulate species evolution events, such as hybridization or introgres-
sion. There have been computational methods developed based on the MSNC to infer species
networks using maximum likelihood (Yu et al., 2014; Yu and Nakhleh, 2015; Solís-Lemus and
Ané, 2016) and Bayesian inference (Wen et al., 2016). These methods use gene trees inferred
from other resources as input. Due to the model complexity, applying the MSNCmodel in a
full Bayesian framework, i.e., to infer the posterior distribution of species network and gene
trees directly from the multilocus sequence data, is challenging. Recently Wen and Nakhleh
(2017) have developed a Bayesian method that can co-estimate species networks and gene trees
frommultilocus sequence data, but a process-based prior for the species network is still lack-
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ing. Their method also integrates over all possible gene tree embeddings at eachMCMC step,
which means that the estimated histories of individual gene trees within the species network
are not available for subsequent analysis, and the method does not co-estimate base frequen-
cies or substitution (transition and transversion) rates.
In this paper, we present a Bayesian method to infer ultrametric species networks jointly
with gene trees and their embeddings frommultilocus sequence data. Our method assumes a
birth-hybridization model for the species network, the MSNCmodel for the embedded gene
trees with analytical integration of population sizes, and employs novel MCMC operators
to sample the species network and gene trees along with associated parameters. It is able to
use the full range of substitution models implemented in BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014),
including models with gamma rate variation across sites (Yang, 1994).
3.2 NewApproaches
In this section, we specify our approach to sample from the posterior distribution of species
networks and gene trees, given a multilocus sequence alignment. First we derive the unnor-
malized posterior distribution. Then we introduce operators to move through the space
of species networks, the space of gene trees, and finally to update the gene tree embeddings
within species networks.
3.2.1 The posterior distribution of species networks and gene trees
The probability density of a species network
The birth-hybridization process provides a prior probability for a given species networkΨ
(Figure 3.1). The process starts from t0 (time of origin) in the past with a single species. A
species gives birth to a new species with a constant rate λ (speciation rate), and two species
merge into one with a constant rate ν (hybridization rate). That is, at the moment of k species,
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ν, and the waiting time to the next event


























Figure 3.1: a) A species network with 3 tips, 3 bifurcations, and 1 reticulation. The inheritance probability at branch
S1H1 is γ , and that atS2H1 is 1 − γ . b) Another network with 4 tips and 2 reticulations, with γ1 and γ2 associated
withS1H1 andS3H2, respectively.
The probability density of a species networkΨwith n extant species descending from n −
1 + m speciation events andm hybridization events, and these events happening at time
t1 > t2 > . . . > tn+2m−1, conditioned on t0, λ and ν, is,






where ki is the number of lineages within time interval (ti, ti+1) and tn+2m = 0 is the present
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time. For the network shown in Figure 3.1a, the probability density of the species network is





In our Bayesian analysis, the parameters λ, ν, and t0 can be assigned hyperpriors.
Hybridizations or gene flow are modeled by reticulations in the species network. γ =
{γ1, . . . , γh} are the inheritance probabilities, one per reticulation node inΨ (Figure 3.1).
The inheritance probability measures the average proportion of genetic material inherited
from the corresponding parent (or donor) (Long, 1991; Yu et al., 2014; Wen and Nakhleh,
2017). While the prior for γ can be any distribution on [0, 1], in this study we use f(γh) ∼
U(0, 1) throughout.
The probability of the sequence data given the gene trees
Assuming complete linkage within each locus, the probability of the data
D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dl} given gene treesG = {G1, G2, . . . , Gl} is the product of phylo-
genetic likelihoods (Felsenstein, 1981) at individual loci:
Pr(D | G,µ,ϕ) =
l∏
i=1
Pr(Di | Gi, µi, ϕi), (3.2)
whereGi is the gene tree with coalescent times, µi is the substitution rate per site per time
unit, and ϕi represents the parameters in the substitution model (e.g., the transition-
transversion rate ratio κ in the HKY85 model (Hasegawa et al., 1985)), at locus
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i (i = 1, . . . , l).
There are two sources of evolutionary rate variation: across gene tree lineages at the same lo-
cus and across different gene loci. In the strict molecular clock model (Zuckerkandl and Paul-
ing, 1965), µ is the global clock rate, i.e., no rate variation across gene lineages at each locus.
To extend to a relaxed molecular clock model (e.g., Thorne and Kishino, 2002; Drummond
et al., 2006; Lepage et al., 2007; Rannala and Yang, 2007), the molecular clock rate is variable
across gene lineages following certain distributions with µ as the mean. To account for rate
variation across genes, gene-rate multipliers {m1,m2, . . . ,ml} are constrained to average to
1.0 (
∑l
i=1mixi = 1, where xi is the proportion of sites in locus i to the total number of sites).
Then the substitution rate at locus i is µi = µmi. Thus, when multiplying the gene tree lin-
eages inGi by µi, all the branch lengths are then measured in units of expected substitutions
per site.
The gene-rate multipliers are assigned a flat Dirichlet prior. The average substitution rate
(clock rate) µ can be either fixed to 1.0 such that branch lengths are measured by expected
substitutions per site, or assigned an informative prior to infer branch lengths measured in
absolute time.
The probability density of the gene trees given a species network
The gene treesG = {G1, G2, . . . , Gl} are embedded in the species networkΨ under the
multispecies network coalescent (MSNC) model (Yu et al., 2014) (Figure 3.2). The effective
population sizesN = {N1, N2, . . . , Nb} are assumed to be identically and independently dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) for each of the b branches inΨ, while each locus has the same effective popula-
tion sizeNi at branch i (i = 1, . . . , b). For each locus j, the number of coalescences of gene
treeGj within branch b ofΨ is denoted by kjb, and the number of lineages at the tipward end
of b is denoted by njb, thus the number of lineages at the rootward end of b is njb − kjb. The
kjb+1 coalescent time intervals between the tipward and rootward of branch b are denoted by
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cjbi (0 ≤ i ≤ kjb). pj is the gene ploidy of locus j (e.g., 2 for autosomal nuclear genes and 0.5
for mitochondrial genes in diploid species). For each lineage ofGj traversing the reticulation
nodeHh backward in time, with probability γh it goes to the parent branch associated with
that inheritance probability, and to the alternate parent branch with probability 1 − γh. The







Figure 3.2: Two gene trees embedded in the species network of Figure 3.1a. There are 2 samples from speciesA, 3 sam-
ples fromB, and either 1 or 2 samples fromC . For each gene tree lineage traversing the reticulation nodeH1 backward
in time, it goes to the left population with probability γ , and to the right with probability 1− γ .
The coalescent probability of the gene treesG in species networkΨwith time being mea-
sured in calendar units is thus:
























−qb exp(−σbN−1b ), (3.3)
where qb =
∑






















h (1 − γh)vjh . When there is no reticulation in the species network (i.e., it
is a species tree), thenΛ = 1 and Equation 3.3 is equivalent to Equation 2 in Jones (2017).
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Note here, when time is measured by expected substitutions per site, we use θb = Nbµ as
the population size parameter of branch b, and τi = tiµ as the height of node i. In the next
section, we discuss how to integrate out the population sizes, which will improve computa-
tional speed.
Integrating out the population sizes analytically
Equation 3.3 has the form of unnormalized inverse gamma densities. The population sizes
N can be integrated out through the use of i.i.d. inverse-gamma IG(α, β) conjugate prior
distributions (Jones, 2017; Hey and Nielsen, 2007), that is,
f(G | Ψ, γ) =
∫




















The symbolic notations follow Equation 3.3.
The joint posterior distribution
The joint posterior distribution of the parameters is
f(Ψ, G,Θ | D) ∝ Pr(D | G,µ,ϕ)f(G | Ψ, γ)f(Ψ | λ, ν, t0)
f(µ)f(ϕ)f(γ)f(λ, ν)f(t0). (3.5)
HereΘ represents (µ,ϕ,γ, λ, ν, t0).
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3.2.2 MCMC operators for the species network
Node slider
The node-slider operator only changes the node heights of the species network, not the topol-
ogy. It selects an internal node or the origin randomly, then proposes a new height centered
at the current height according to a normal distribution: t′ | t ∼ N(t, σ2), where σ is a
tuning parameter controlling the step size. The lower bound is the oldest child-node height,
the upper bound is the youngest parent-node height (except for the origin, Figure 3.3). If the
proposed value is outside this range, the excess is reflected back into the interval. Note that
for the origin, if the proposed height is outside the range of its prior, this move is aborted. A
variation of this operator can use a uniform proposal instead of the normal proposal: t′ | t ∼
U(t− w/2, t+ w/2), wherew is the window size. The proposal ratio is 1.0 in both cases.







Figure 3.3: Three cases when the node-slider operator is applied: a) a bifurcation nodeS2 is selected; b) the reticulation
nodeH1 is selected; c) the origin is selected. The dashed lines are the lower and upper bounds for changing its height
(only the lower bound is applicable in c)). For the node-uniform operator, a) and b) apply but c) does not.
Node uniform
The node-uniform operator also changes the internal-node heights of the species network
while keeping the topology. It selects an internal node randomly, then proposes a new height
uniformly between the lower and upper bounds (Figure 3.3ab). The lower bound is the old-
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est child-node height, the upper bound is the youngest parent-node height. The proposal ra-
tio is 1.0. Unlike node slider, this operator does not change the time of origin. A separate oper-
ator for the origin, such as multiplier or scaler, can be coupled to update all the node heights.
Relocate Branch
The relocate-branch operator can change the topology, but keeps the number of reticula-
tions in the species network constant. It first selects an internal node at random. If the se-
lected node is a bifurcation node, the rootward end of either its child branches is selected
(Figure 3.4a); if the selected node is a reticulation node, the tipward end of either its parent
branches is selected (Figure 3.4b). Then the selected branch is detached at the side of the se-
lected node, and a destination branch to be attached is chosen randomly from all possible
candidate branches (including the original position). A new height of the selected node is pro-
posed uniformly between the heights of the two ends of the destination branch (v′ and u′ in
Figure 3.4). When the relocated branch has a bifurcation node at one end and a reticulation
node at the other end, the candidate branches include all the remaining branches, and the
reticulation direction can be changed depending on the proposed new height (Figure 3.4b).
When the relocated branch has the same type of nodes at both ends and the resulted network
is invalid, the move is aborted. For example, moving the rootward end lower than the tipward
end if the two ends are both bifurcation nodes, or moving the tipward end higher than the
rootward end if the two ends are both reticulation nodes, will result in an invalid network. We
denote with v and u the lower and upper bounds of the backward move. The proposal ratio
is (u′ − v′)/(u− v).
Add- and delete-reticulation
The add-reticulation and delete-reticulation operators are reversible-jumpMCMC (rjMCMC)































Figure 3.4: Two cases when the relocate-branch operator is applied. a) A bifurcation nodeS1 is selected, and branch
S1H1 is relocated to attach toRS2. b) A reticulation nodeH1 is selected, and branchS1H1 is still attaching toS2B
with ﬂipped reticulation direction. The lower and upper bounds of proposing the new attaching point are v′ andu′, and
the corresponding bounds of the backwardmove are v andu.
In the add-reticulation operator, a new branch is added by connecting two randomly se-
lected branches with length l1 and l2 (Figure 3.5). The same branch can be selected twice so
that l1 = l2 (Figure 3.5b). Then three values ω1, ω2 and ω3 are drawn from U(0, 1). One
attaching point cuts the branch length l1 to l11 = l1ω1 (and thus l12 = l1(1 − ω1)); the
other attaching point cuts the branch length l2 to l21 = l2ω2 (and thus l22 = l2(1 − ω2)).
Analogously, if we select the same branch twice, the attachment times of the new branch are
l1ω1 and l1ω2. An inheritance probability γ = ω3 is associated to the new branch. We will
operate on the inheritance probability γ of this added branch, while the inheritance proba-
bility of the second reticulation branch (i.e., 1 − γ) changes accordingly. We denote k as the
number of branches in the current network, andm as the number of reticulation branches
(parent branches of the reticulation nodes) in the proposed network. The Hastings ratio is
then (1/m)/[(1/k)(1/k) × 1 × 1 × 1] = k2/m. The Jacobian is | ∂(l11,l21,γ)
∂(ω1,ω2,ω3)
| = l1l2. Thus
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the proposal ratio of add-reticulation is l1l2k2/m.
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Figure 3.5: Three cases when the add-reticulation operator is applied. The number of branches in the current network
(i.e., the network without the red branch) is k = 8. The probability of selecting the illustrated branches (in blue) is 1/k2.
The number of reticulation branches in the proposed network ism = 4. In the reversemove, delete-reticulation, the
probability of selecting the added branch (in red) is 1/m. a) BranchesS1H1 andRS2 are selected and a new branch
S3H2 is added together with γ2. The length ofS1H1 is l1 = lS1H1 , and that ofRS2 is l2 = lRS2 . In the delete-
reticulationmove, ifH1H2 is selected, the operator is aborted. b) The same branchS2C is selected twice. l1 = l2 =
lS2C , l11 = lS2S3 , l21 = lS2H2 . c) The root branch andS2C are selected. S3 becomes the new root.
In the delete-reticulation operator, a random reticulation branch together with the inher-
itance probability γ is deleted (Figure 3.5). Joining the singleton branches at each end of
the deleted branch, resulting in two branches with length l1 and l2 completes the operator
(l1 = l2 when forming a single branch, Figure 3.5b). If there is no reticulation, or the selected
branch is connecting two reticulation nodes, the move is aborted. For example in Figure 3.5a,
deleting reticulation branchH1H2 will result in an invalid network. We denote k as the num-
ber of branches in the proposed network, andm as the number of reticulation branches in the
current network. The proposal ratio of delete-reticulation ism/(k2l1l2).
Inheritance-probability uniform
The inheritance-probability uniform operator selects a reticulation node randomly, and pro-
poses a new value of the inheritance probability γ′ ∼ U(0, 1). The proposal ratio is 1.0.
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Inheritance-probability random-walk
The inheritance-probability random-walk operator selects a reticulation node randomly, and
applies a uniform sliding window to the logit of the inheritance probability γ, that is y′ | y ∼
U(y − w/2, y + w/2), where y = logit(γ) = log(γ)− log(1− γ). Since the proposal ratio




[ey/(1 + ey)] = ey/(1 + ey)2, the proposal




= e(y′−y)(1 + ey)2/(1 + ey
′
)2.
3.2.3 MCMC operators for gene trees
The standard tree operators in BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) are applied to update the
gene trees, including the scale, uniform, subtree-slide, narrow- and wide-exchange, andWilson-
Balding (Wilson and Balding, 1998). The scale and uniform operators only update the node
heights without changing the tree topology, while the other operators can change the topol-
ogy (Drummond and Bouckaert, 2015). The species network is kept unchanged when operat-
ing on the gene trees, and vice versa.
3.2.4 MCMC operator for the gene tree embedding
The gene trees must be compatibly embedded in the species network (Figure 3.2). When a
new gene tree is proposed using one of the tree operators, the rebuild-embedding operator
proposes a new embedding for that gene tree. When a new species network is proposed, the
rebuild-embedding operator proposes a new embedding for each gene tree in the species net-
work. If there is no valid embedding for any gene tree, the gene tree or species network pro-
posal is rejected.
The rebuild-embedding operator proposes a new embedding proportional to the product
of traversal probabilities across all traversed reticulation nodes. Specifically, we define the (un-




h (1 − γh)vxh , where
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h is the number of reticulation nodes in the species network, uxh is the number of lineages
traversing nodeHh to the branch associated with γh, and vxh is the number of lineages travers-
ing nodeHh to the alternative branch associated with 1 − γh. If there is no reticulation in
the species network (i.e., it is a species tree),wx = 1. For example in Figure 3.2, there are two
possible embeddings for one gene tree (orange) while the likelihoods are γ2(1 − γ) (current)
and (1 − γ)3 respectively, and four possible embeddings for the other gene tree (blue) while
the likelihoods are γ2, γ(1− γ), (1− γ)γ, and (1− γ)2 (current), respectively.






where e and e′ are the number of possible embeddings in the current and new states respec-
tively. If e′ = 0 (no valid embedding), the move is aborted. This proposal distribution is
chosen to have a superior acceptance ratio than if a new embedding is proposed randomly
from all possible embeddings.
3.2.5 Summarizing posterior distribution of species networks
Reducing many hundreds of posterior or bootstrap samples to a summary result is essential
in order to describe the underlying distribution. For phylogenetic trees, many summary meth-
ods have been developed such as “majority rule consensus” and “maximum clade credibility”
trees (Heled and Bouckaert, 2013). By comparison, methods to summarize samples of phy-
logenetic networks are underdeveloped. As part of the SpeciesNetwork package, we have
implemented a basic method for summarizing networks, where unique network topologies
are reported in descending order of their posterior probabilities. For each unique topology,
each subnetwork is annotated with its posterior probability and node age credible interval.
To facilitate the calculation of posterior probabilities and credible intervals, we have de-
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veloped an algorithm to enumerate each unique subnetwork, and label all occurrences of a
unique subnetwork in a sample of phylogenetic networks. After running this algorithm, the
label of a network’s root node uniquely identifies its topology, and the generation of a sorted
summary of posterior topologies becomes trivial. Details of the algorithm are given in Ap-
pendix A. The default setting of our summary tool eliminates all parallel branches (e.g., S3H2
in Figure 3.5b) from all samples in the posterior before summarizing, which simplifies the
posterior distribution of networks and reduces the number of unique topologies.
Alternatively, users may generate a summary network using the “major displayed tree”
method as implemented in the PhyloNetworks package (Solís-Lemus et al., 2017).
3.3 Simulations
The components from the last section, i.e., the unnormalized posterior density and the op-
erators, allow us to implement a Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) procedure to sample
species networks and gene trees from the posterior distribution, given a multilocus sequence
alignment. The implementation is available within BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) as an
add-on SpeciesNetwork. A convenient format for the species networks, and a link to our
source code, is presented in Appendix A.
We investigate the performance of the implementation using simulations in this section.
Time is measured by expected substitutions per site throughout the simulations, so that θ =
Nµ is used for all population sizes and τi = tiµ for the time of node i. The substitution rate
µ is fixed to 1.0 across all gene lineages (strict molecular clock) and all loci (no rate variation).
3.3.1 Simulation andMCMC samplingwithout sequence data
To verify the implementation of our BayesianMCMCmethod, we compared stochastic sim-
ulation toMCMC sampling of species networks and gene trees. We first generated networks
under the birth-hybridization process. The simulator starts from the time of origin (t0) with
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one species. A species splits into two (speciation) with rate λ, and two species merge into one






ν. We generate a waiting time∼ exp(rtot) and a random variable u ∼ U(0, 1).
If u < kλ/rtot, we randomly select a branch to split; otherwise, we randomly select two
branches to join, and generate an inheritance probability γ ∼ U(0, 1). The simulator stops
at time 0 (cf. Figure 1). In this simulation, τ0 = 0.1, λ = 20, ν = 10, and we kept 200,000
networks with exactly three tips. All the population sizes were fixed to θ = 0.01. Given each
simulated species network, we then simulated a gene tree with two samples from each species
(2, 2, 2) under the backward-in-timeMSNC, resulting in 200,000 gene trees.
In the MCMC, we used all the operators for the species network (with 3 tips), gene tree
(with 2 samples per species), and embedding (see above). The parameters τ0, λ, ν and θ were
fixed to the truth. The likelihood of data was set to be constant (no data). The chain was run
500 million steps and sampled every 2000 steps. The last 200,000 sampled species networks
and gene trees were kept (i.e., the burn-in was 20%).
Theoretically, we expect the distributions of species network and gene trees to be identical
from both simulation andMCMC sampling. Indeed, the networks obtained from the sim-
ulator andMCMCmatch when comparing the network length, root height, number of hy-
bridizations, and time of the youngest hybridization (Figure 3.6). The tree sets fromMSNC
andMCMC also give rise to the same distributions of tree length, the gamma-statistic (Pybus
and Harvey, 2000), and Colless index (Blum et al., 2006) as expected (Figure 3.7).
3.3.2 Inference of species networks from sequences
We simulated sequence alignments of multiple loci to reveal the ability of our method to re-
cover the true species network frommultilocus sequence data. The true network is shown in
Figure 3.1a, with τ1 = 0.05, τ2 = 0.03, τ3 = 0.02, τ4 = 0.01, γ = 0.3, and population sizes
































Time of youngest hybridization
Figure 3.6: Beanplot of network summary statistics comparing 3-tips networks simulated under the birth-hybridization
process (left, light gray) with those sampled using theMCMCoperators (right, dark gray). The horizontal bar is themean.
sequences of length 200 bp were simulated under JC69 model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) along
each tree. The sample configurations were (2, 4, 2) (meaning speciesA has 2,B has 4, and
C has 2 sampled sequences) and (5, 10, 5), and the number of loci was 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, respec-
tively. Under each setting, the simulation was repeated 100 times. In the inference, the priors
were τ0 ∼ exp(10) with mean 0.1, d = λ − ν ∼ exp(0.1) with mean 10, r = ν/λ ∼ U(0, 1),
and γ ∼ U(0, 1). The population sizes were integrated out analytically using inverse-gamma
N ∼ IG(5, 0.05) (Eq. 3.4). The substitution model was set to JC69 (the true model). We
fixed µ = 1.0 for all genes as in the simulation (strict molecular clock and no rate variation).
TheMCMC chain was run for 50 million steps and sampled every 2000 steps. The first 35%
of samples were discarded as burn-in. The results are shown in Figure 3.8.






























Figure 3.7: Beanplot of three tree summary statistics comparing gene trees simulated underMSNC (left, light gray) with
those sampled using theMCMCoperators (right, dark gray). The sample conﬁguration was (2, 2, 2).
distribution of species network topologies is sensitive to the prior (Figure 3.8a). The HPD
intervals of the network height are also very wide (Figure 3.8b). As sample size increases, the
posterior estimates become increasingly accurate. Conditional on the true species network
topology inferred (i.e., Figure 3.1a), the estimates of inheritance probability γ and time of
hybridization become increasingly accurate as the number of loci increases (Figure 3.8cd). We
also observe that adding loci increases the accuracy of inference more than adding individuals.
For example, by comparing (5, 10, 5) individuals× 5 loci with (2, 4, 2) individuals× 10 loci,
the latter has higher probability of recovering the true species network (Figure 3.8a).
To reveal the power of our method to detect both ancient and recent hybridization events,
we simulated gene trees and sequences subsequently under the true species network shown
in Figure 3.1b, with τR = 0.05, τH1 = 0.03, γ1 = 0.6, τH2 = 0.01, γ2 = 0.7, τS1 =
0.035, τS2 = 0.04, τS3 = 0.012, τS4 = 0.015, and population sizes θ = 0.01. The sample
configurations were (2, 2, 2, 2) and (5, 5, 5, 5) respectively. The other settings were kept the
same as in the previous simulation. The results are shown in Figure 3.9.
We find that an ancient hybridization close to the root is much harder to detect than a re-
cent hybridization. With up to 8 samples and 20 loci, the posterior probabilities of the true






































































































Figure 3.8: Posterior estimates of a) probability of the true network (black) and species trees (gray), b) network height,
c) γ in the true network topology, and d)H1 height in the true network topology, when the data were simulated under
the network in Figure 3.1a with sample conﬁguration (2, 4, 2) or (5, 10, 5), and 2, 5, 10, 20, or 40 loci, respectively. For
each setting in a), the dot/circle with error bars are themedian and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the percentages of 100
replicates. For each setting in b), c) and d), the black dot with error bars are themedian and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the
posterior medians of 100 replicates, the gray circles with error bars are the same summaries for the 95%HPD intervals.
The dashed lines indicate the true values.
loci or more (Figure 3.9a). The difficulty is mainly due to the fact that there are few gene-tree
lineages close to the root of the network, making it hard to distinguish the true hybridization
event from incomplete lineage sorting in the ancestral populations. However, the recent hy-
bridization event is inferred with high probability using 10 to 40 loci (Figure 3.9a). More
specifically, we looked at the posterior probability of networks having theBCDH2 subnet-
work structure (cf. Figure 3.1b). Conditional on having this subnetwork inferred, the esti-
mates of inheritance probability γ2 become increasingly accurate as the number of loci in-






































































































Figure 3.9: Posterior estimates of a) probability of the true network (black), networks with 1 or 2 hybridizations (light
gray), and networks with theBCDH2 subnetwork (dark gray), b) network height, c) γ2 in theBCDH2 subnetwork,
and d)H2 height in theBCDH2 subnetwork, when the data were simulated under the network in Figure 3.1bwith sam-
ple conﬁguration (2, 2, 2, 2) or (5, 5, 5, 5), and 2, 5, 10, 20, or 40 loci, respectively. For each setting in a), the dot/circle with
error bars are themedian and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the percentages of 100 replicates. For each setting in b), c) and
d), the black dot with error bars are themedian and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the posterior medians of 100 replicates,
the gray circles with error bars are the same summaries for the 95%HPD intervals. The dashed lines indicate the true
values.
ure 3.9d). It is not feasible to perform larger scale simulations, e.g., using 100 loci or more, to
investigate the power of recovering the ancient hybridization (thus the true species network).
Further studies need to be carried out after the efficiency of the operators is improved (see
Discussion).
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3.4 Analysis of biological data
3.4.1 Three closely related spruce species
We analyzed a dataset of three spruce species (Picea purpurea, P. likiangensis and P. wilsonii)
in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau (Sun et al., 2014). P. purpureawas inferred to be a homoploid
hybrid of P. likiangensis and P. wilsonii (Sun et al., 2014). The original data has 11 nuclear loci
and 166 diploid individuals (50 from P. wilsonii, 56 from P. purpurea, 60 from P. likiangensis,
and two phased haplotype sequences per individual per locus).
To achieve proper mixing and convergence in a reasonable time, the data was truncated
into two non-overlapping datasets by randomly selecting individuals, resulting in 20 indi-
viduals from P. purpurea, 15 from P. likiangensis, and 15 from P. wilsonii (100 sequences per
locus) for each. The priors for the species network were τ0 ∼ exp(500) with mean 0.002,
d = λ − ν ∼ exp(0.01) with mean 100, r = ν/λ ∼ U(0, 1), and γ ∼ U(0, 1). The popula-
tion sizes were integrated out analytically (Eq. 3.4) using IG(3, 0.003)with mean 0.0015 and
mode 0.00075. The substitution model was HKY85 (Hasegawa et al., 1985), with indepen-
dent κ (transition-transversion rate ratio) and state frequencies at each locus. The clock rate
was fixed to 1.0 (strict molecular clock across branches) and gene-rate multipliers were used to
account for rate variation across loci. TheMCMC chain was run for 1 billion steps and sam-
pled every 20,000 steps. The first 35% of samples were discarded as burn-in. For each dataset
we obtained two independent runs, and the two runs were checked for effective sample sizes
(ESS) and the consistency of trace plots of inferred parameters. TheMCMC samples from the
two runs were combined.
The species network shown in Figure 3.10 has a posterior probability> 0.95 for both
datasets. This confirms that P. purpurea is a hybrid species of P. likiangensis and P. wilsonii.
The estimates of γ are 0.33 (0.18, 0.52) and 0.37 (0.17, 0.57) respectively (median and 95%
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HPD interval). To investigate the impact of prior on population sizes, we fixed the species net-
work topology to the one in Figure 3.10, and used three priors for the population size param-
eter: IG(3, 0.0003)with mean 0.00015 (small), IG(3, 0.003)with mean 0.0015 (medium),
and IG(3, 0.03)with mean 0.015 (large), respectively. The population sizes were either in-



































Figure 3.10: The species network with highest posterior probability (> 95%) inferred from the spruce data. Themedians
and 95%HPD intervals of node heights (black dots with error bars) are in unit of million years. From left to right, they
are for dataset 1 with population sizes inferred and integrated out, and dataset 2 with population sizes inferred and inte-
grated out, under the inverse-gamma IG(3, 0.003) prior. The numbers beside the branches are themedians of effective
population sizes inferred from dataset 1 (above) and 2 (below). See also Table S1 and S2.
The posterior estimates of γ, node heights, and population sizes are summarized in Sup-
plemental Table S1 and S2. The estimates are similar for both datasets regardless of whether
the population sizes were inferred or integrated out under the same prior, but some estimates
vary slightly across different priors. Below we summarize the results from the IG(3, 0.003)
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prior (mediummean) for population sizes (Figure 3.10, and middle column of Table S1 &
S2). Around 31–37% of the nuclear genome of P. purpureawas derived from P. wilsonii (and
thus 63–69% from P. likiangensis). This estimate is concordant with the original estimate
of 31%made using approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) (Sun et al., 2014). Assuming
an average substitution rate µ = 2 × 10−4 per site per million years (Sun et al., 2014), and
dividing the node heights (τ ’s in Table S1 & S2) by µ, we get the times measured by million
years (Figure 3.10). The time of hybridization is inferred to be around 1Ma. The estimate was
1.3 (0.73, 2.2) Ma in the original analysis assuming the same height for nodesD,E, andH .
Moreover, we get an older and narrower estimate for the root age (Figure 3.10), compared to
2.7 (1.4, 6.5) Ma in the original analysis. Similarly, dividing estimates of θ’s (Table S1 & S2) by
µ = 1 × 10−8 per site per generation, we get the effective population sizes (Figure 3.10). The
inferred population sizes of P. purpurea, P. wilsonii, and P. likiangensis are smaller than those
estimated using ABC (cf. Table 4 in Sun et al., 2014).
3.4.2 Seven yeast species (Saccharomyces)
We re-analyzed another dataset of seven yeast species, including S. cerevisiae (Scer), S. para-
doxus (Spar), S. mikatae (Smik), S. kudriavzevii (Skud), S. bayanus (Sbay), S. castellii (Scas),
and S. kluyveri (Sklu). There are in total 106 orthologous gene loci and one sequence per
species per locus (Rokas et al., 2003). This data analyzed using concatenation under maxi-
mum likelihood yielded a single tree (Figure 3.11a) with 100% bootstrap values at every branch
(Rokas et al., 2003). The analysis using BEST (Liu, 2008) showed two main species trees in
the posterior (Figure 3.11ab)(Edwards et al., 2007). Both studies discovered extensive incon-
gruent phylogenies from individual genes, with phylogenetic conflict often involving Scas
and Sklu. Recently, the full dataset was also analyzed using a Bayesian method co-estimating
species networks and gene trees. Extensive hybridization events were found, usually involving



























































































Figure 3.11: The species networks inferred from the yeast data. a) The species tree estimated using concatenation under
maximum likelihood (Rokas et al., 2003). a) and b) are the twomain species trees in the posterior analyzed using BEST
(Edwards et al., 2007). c) The representative species network inferred using ourmethod on all seven species and 106 loci.
The dashed lines indicate possible hybridization events. d) and e) are two species networks in the 95% posterior credible
set using ﬁve species and 106 loci (excluding Scas and Sklu). The posterior probabilities are labelled at the root. f) The
species network inferred using seven species and 28 loci with the strongest phylogenetic signal. The larger inheritance
probabilities are labelled beside the corresponding branches.
For the inference using our method, the priors for the species network were τ0 ∼ exp(10)
with mean 0.1, d = λ − ν ∼ exp(0.2) with mean 5, r = ν/λ ∼ U(0, 1), and γ ∼ U(0, 1).
The population sizes were integrated out analytically with the prior IG(3, 2θ), while the
mean population size θ was assigned a Γ(2, 100) prior, which has a mean of 0.02. We still
used the HKY85 substitution model (Hasegawa et al., 1985), gene-rate multipliers for rate
variation across loci, and the sameMCMC chain settings as in the spruce data analysis.
Similarly, we observed extensive hybridizations among Scas, Sklu, and the remaining five
species (Figure 3.11c) in the posterior estimates from independent runs. The incongruence
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among gene tree phylogenies are well captured and explained by the hybridization events.
These patterns are similar to the results in Wen and Nakhleh (2017). The backbone tree (by
removing the reticulation branches with smaller inheritance probabilities from the networks)
is consistent with the species tree in Figure 3.11b. However, the complexity of hybridizations
caused difficulty and poor mixing of MCMC using the full data. The species network topol-
ogy may stay unchanged for long durations of the MCMC chain and independent runs give
different numbers and directions of hybridizations, although the hybridization pattern and
the backbone tree are the same across runs.
Using only five species by excluding Scas and Sklu produced consistent results across runs,
and the posterior samples from the three runs are combined. About half of the samples in the
95% posterior credible set are species trees (Figure 3.11d) and another half are species networks
with one reticulation leading to Skud (Figure 3.11e). The result of Wen and Nakhleh (2017,
Figure 22e) showed only one species network in the 95% posterior credible set with opposite
hybridization direction (from Skud to Sbay) and smaller γ then ours (0.75 vs. 0.94). But both
analyses have the same backbone tree as in Figure 3.11d. The difference is probably due to the
different priors and evolutionary models we used (see Discussion). The inheritance probabil-
ity of 0.94 is fairly high, such that only a small amount of genes in Skud are horizontally trans-
ferred from the ancestral species of Smik. Thus we do not interpret Skud as a hybrid species
between Sbay and the ancestral species of Smik. Further investigations are needed to fully
understand the underlining biological mechanism. The root heights are both 0.094 (0.092,
0.096) (median and 95%HPD interval) in Figure 3.11de. The branch lengths are measured by
the mean substitutions per site. The posterior estimate of mean population sizes θ is 0.00086
(0.00015, 0.0018). The rate multipliers range from 0.55 to 1.5 for the 106 loci, indicating small
amount of evolutionary rate variation among loci.
We further investigated the 28 loci with the strongest phylogenetic signal. The gene trees
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inferred from these loci under maximum likelihood have at least four internal branches with
bootstrap support> 70% (Luay Nakhleh, personal communications). The priors andMCMC
settings are the same as for the 106 loci. Using all the seven species, the species network with
highest posterior probability (0.895) is shown in Figure 3.11f. Three hybridization events are
recovered, two from an ancestor of Saccharomyces sensu stricto (Scer, Spar, Smik, Skud and
Sbay) into Scas and Sklu. In addition, we found a hybridization event deriving from an ances-
tral species of sampled extant Saccharomyces. When using only five species by excluding Scas
and Sklu in a separate run, the species tree with the same topology as the subtree in Figure
3.11f was inferred with highest posterior probability (0.98). This is different from the back-
bone tree using all 106 loci (cf. Figure 3.11d), indicating conflicting phylogenetic signal among
loci.
3.5 Discussion
We use species networks to model reticulate evolution. Although our method is motivated by
species hybridization, species networks can also be applied to studies of migration and lateral
(or horizontal) gene transfer. Rates of migration between taxa have been modeled previously
using isolation-with-migration (IM) models (Nielsen andWakeley, 2001; Hey and Nielsen,
2004, 2007; Wilkinson-Herbots, 2008; Hey, 2010; Zhu and Yang, 2012; Dalquen et al., 2017).
Reticulation branches in species networks can also model migration, and may be a more nat-
ural fit when migration is not constant as in the case of secondary contact. The proportion
of genetic material inherited through a reticulation event can come from a high rate of mi-
gration over a short period of time, or a lower rate of migration over a longer period of time.
Lateral gene transfer has been modeled previously using gene duplication, transfer and loss
(DTL) models (Tofigh et al., 2011; Szöllősi et al., 2012, 2013; Sjöstrand et al., 2014; Szöllősi
et al., 2015). These models account for discordance between species tree and gene trees by any
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discordance to DTL events, but ignore incomplete lineage sorting. Our implementation of
species networks explicitly models the embedding of gene trees within a species network, and
so can be used to infer lateral gene transfer events without confounding them with incom-
plete lineage sorting.
Methods to build a species network (e.g., Wu, 2010; Park et al., 2010; Albrecht et al., 2012)
traditionally use inferred gene trees from each locus without accounting for their uncertain-
ties, and employ nonparametric criteria such as parsimony. For population level data, the
sequences are similar and the signal in gene tree topologies is typically low, so using fixed
gene trees is assigning too much certainty to the data. These methods typically assume that
gene tree discordance is solely due to reticulation, thus may suffer in the presence of incom-
plete lineage sorting (Yu et al., 2011). TheMSNCmodel (Yu et al., 2014) provides a statistical
framework to account for both incomplete lineage sorting and reticulate evolution. But prop-
erly analyzing genetic data to infer species networks under the MSNCmodel is a challenging
task. There have been methods using only the gene tree topologies frommultiple loci un-
der MSNC (Yu et al., 2012, 2014; Wen et al., 2016). However, gene trees with branch lengths
are more informative for inferring species tree or network topology than gene tree topolo-
gies alone. Accounting for branch lengths can improve distinguishability of species networks
(Pardi and Scornavacca, 2015; Zhu and Degnan, 2017). Although methods using estimated
gene trees (with branch lengths) from bootstrap or posterior samples as input take into ac-
count gene tree uncertainty (Yu et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2016), directly using sequence data
to co-estimate species networks and gene trees in a Bayesian framework showed improved
accuracy (Wen and Nakhleh, 2017). Pseudo-likelihood approaches (Yu and Nakhleh, 2015;
Solís-Lemus and Ané, 2016) compute faster than full likelihood or Bayesian approaches, but
have severe distinguishability issues and require more data to achieve good accuracy.
At the time of writing, another Bayesian method inferring species networks and gene trees
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simultaneously frommultilocus sequence data was released (Wen and Nakhleh, 2017). The
general framework here is similar, but we highlight four major differences. We use a birth-
hybridization prior for the species network which naturally models the process of speciation
and hybridization. The prior is extendable to account for extinction, incomplete sampling,
and rate variation over time, as we outline below. Wen and Nakhleh (2017) used a descriptive
prior combining a Poisson distributed number of reticulations with exponential distributed
branch lengths. Secondly, we allow parallel branches in the network. This is biologically pos-
sible. Even if the true species history has no parallel branches, the observed species network
can still contain such features due to incomplete sampling. Note though that a very large
number of individuals and loci are required to detect such parallel branches. To prevent the
species network from growing arbitrarily big, such that it becomes indistinguishable by the
gene trees (Pardi and Scornavacca, 2015; Zhu and Degnan, 2017), we typically assign an infor-
mative prior to ensure the hybridization rate is lower than the birth rate. A similar strategy
was used inWen et al. (2016); Wen and Nakhleh (2017) by restricting the rate of the Poisson
distribution. Third, we account for the uncertainty in the embedding of a gene tree within a
species network by estimating the MSNC probability conditional on a proposed embedding
at eachMCMC step. This provides a posterior distribution of gene trees and their embed-
dings within a species network, enabling analysis of which alleles are derived from which an-
cestral species. The cost instead is additional MCMC operations compared to integrating over
all embeddings at each step (Wen et al., 2016; Wen and Nakhleh, 2017). Last but not least,
we implement analytical integration over population sizes in the species network (Eq. 3.4).
This reduces the number of parameters for the rjMCMC operators to deal with, and should
improve convergence and mixing. Finally, our implementation in SpeciesNetwork is an
extension to BEAST 2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014), to take advantage of many standard phyloge-
netic models, such as different substitution models, relaxed molecular clock models, and the
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BEAUTi graphical interface.
In our approach, we employ a simple prior for the species network based on a birth-
hybridization model. Analogous to birth-death priors for species trees (e.g., Stadler, 2010;
Heath et al., 2014), the birth-hybridization prior could be extended to account for extinction
and incomplete sampling, to model networks containing both extant and fossil taxa. The
rates could also be allowed to vary over time, to model the diversification patterns during
speciation (the skyline model for trees, Stadler et al., 2013). When considering networks in-
stead of trees, techniques to derive the probability density of trees cannot be directly applied
as the hybridization rate depends on pairs of lineages rather than individual lineages. This
non-linearity necessitates solving differential equations to derive the species network probabil-
ity densities, a task which we defer to a later study.
Our approach is limited in computational speed. The empirical analysis was done, e.g.,
on only three species with 50 individuals and 11 loci, or up to seven species and 106 loci but
one individual per species. The main bottleneck is the MCMC operators. Due to hard con-
straints between the species network and embedded gene trees (Figure 3.2), MCMC operators
changing them separately limit the ability to analyze genomic scale data frommany individu-
als. More specifically, updating the species network will likely violate a gene tree embedding,
resulting in very low acceptance rate of the operator. Thus it will be essential to design more
efficient MCMC operators. There have been coordinated operators that can change species
tree and gene trees simultaneously (Rannala and Yang, 2017; Jones, 2017). Such operators
could possibly be extended to species networks, and will potentially improve efficiency of the
MCMC algorithm. Proposing new embeddings of gene trees in species network is also costly.
Thus it might be worthwhile to integrate over the embeddings (Wen et al., 2016; Wen and
Nakhleh, 2017) if they are not of interest. Moreover, there are methods to integrate out the
gene trees under the multispecies coalescent model when analyzing biallelic genetic markers
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(RoyChoudhury et al., 2008; Bryant et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2017). However, it is not yet feasi-
ble to apply this strategy to multilocus sequence alignment. Computationally, implementing
Metropolis-coupledMCMC (MC3, Geyer, 1991) will help to overcome multiple local peaks in
the posterior, and further parallelizing the cold and hot chains will gain speed.
In summary, we developed a Bayesian method for inferring species networks together with
gene trees and evolutionary parameters frommultilocus sequence data. The method is imple-
mented within a general Bayesian framework, with potential future extensions to the theoreti-
cal model and to the practical implementation.
3.6 Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online.1
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4
Inferring Species Trees Using Integrative
Models of Species Evolution
Abstract
Bayesian methods can be used to accurately estimate species tree topologies, times and other
parameters, but only when the models of evolution which are available and utilized suffi-
ciently account for the underlying evolutionary processes. Multispecies coalescent (MSC)
models have been shown to accurately account for the evolution of genes within species in the
absence of strong gene flow between lineages, and fossilized birth-death (FBD) models have
been shown to estimate divergence times from fossil data in good agreement with expert opin-
ion. Until now dating analyses using the MSC have been based on informally derived node
priors instead of the FBD. On the other hand, dating analyses using an FBD process have con-
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catenated all gene sequences and ignored coalescence processes. To address these mirror-image
deficiencies in evolutionary models, we have developed an integrative model of evolution
which combines both the FBD andMSCmodels. Using an exemplar data set consisting of
molecular sequence data and morphological characters from the dog and fox subfamily Can-
inae, we show that concatenation causes predictable biases in estimated branch lengths, and
the same biases are also observed when the FBD is used with concatenation. These biases can
be avoided by using the FBD-MSCmodel, which we have implemented in a new version of
StarBEAST2, a package developed for the BEAST2 phylogenetic software.
4.1 Introduction
We have vastly more data on biological organisms than at any point in the past; whole genome
sequences, ancient DNA, morphological characters and fossil occurrences all contain a fin-
gerprint of past evolutionary processes. With this wealth of data, we should expect coherent
estimates of the pattern and timing of evolutionary events. Yet the story told by genomes
and molecular clocks is often difficult to reconcile with morphological data (Paterson et al.
2014) and the fossil record (Meyer et al. 2012; O’Leary et al. 2013; dos Reis et al. 2014; Jarvis
et al. 2014; Mitchell et al. 2015). These debates are often described as “rocks versus clocks”
(Donoghue and Benton 2007) with famous examples including the timing of the origin of
placental mammals (O’Leary et al. 2013; dos Reis et al. 2014), birds (Jarvis et al. 2014; Mitchell
et al. 2015), flowering plants (Beaulieu et al. 2015), and the Cambrian Explosion (Lee et al.
2013). Most disturbingly, these debates persist even for evolutionarily recent and intensively
studied questions like the timing of the human-chimp split, where fossils (Brunet et al. 2002;
White et al. 2009; Wood and Harrison 2011; White et al. 2015) give different results than ge-
nomic data (Meyer et al. 2012; Patterson et al. 2006; Langergraber et al. 2012; Scally et al.
2012; Scally and Durbin 2012; Callaway 2015; Lipson et al. 2015).
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Bayesian inference, the gold-standard in estimating evolutionary history (Huelsenbeck
et al. 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003; Nylander et al. 2004; Drummond et al. 2012;
Bouckaert et al. 2014; Höhna et al. 2016), provides a theoretical framework that supports the
integration of multiple data sources. So called “total-evidence” analyses integrate molecular
sequence and morphological character data. Where a fossil record is available, total-evidence
data sets can be used with “tip-dating” methods to estimate time-calibrated species trees
(Gavryushkina et al. 2017; Ronquist et al. 2012b; Zhang et al. 2016).
Tip-dating makes an advance over previous methods such as node-dating or a fixed clock by
treating fossils as data. Node-dating, where researchers propose parametric prior distributions
for the dates of particular nodes based on expert opinion and intuition, has been shown to
infer misleading node ages (Gavryushkina et al. 2017). An alternative to tip- or node-dating
is a fixed molecular clock. Fixing the molecular clock at 1 means that only relative divergence
times can be estimated, while using a value from a previous study assumes that the a priori
rate is accurate for the species and loci in the new study.
Previous implementations of tip-dating have so far made the assumption of a single phy-
logeny for all molecular loci and for the morphological characters. This assumption is known
as “concatenation” because it is equivalent to concatenating several multiple sequence align-
ments into a single alignment, and it has been demonstrated to cause biases and overestimated
precision when inferring species trees frommolecular data (Liu et al. 2015, see also Chap-
ters 1 and 2).
To enable the combined use of molecular, morphological and fossil data without the known
problems of concatenation, we propose combining models of genealogical evolution, mor-
phological evolution, and of speciation, extinction and fossilization.
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The Fossilized Birth-Death Process
Explicitly including fossils in stochastic models of phylogenies became possible with the birth-
death-serial-sampling model (Stadler 2010), which added a fossil sampling rate (ψ) to specia-
tion and extinction rates (λ and µ). This model was later re-named the fossilized birth-death
(FBD) process (Heath et al. 2014). The “skyline” extension to the FBD (Stadler et al. 2013) al-
lows all three parameters to vary through time in an arbitrary and independent fashion while
the sampled ancestor extension (Gavryushkina et al. 2014) correctly treats fossil placement on
the tree as a random variable where each fossil may be either a direct ancestor of other samples,
or a tip branch if no descendants have been sampled.
TheMultispecies Coalescent
Modern phylogenetic inference distinguishes between high level phylogenetic relationships
across species described by a species tree and relationships between individual specimens de-
scribed by gene trees. It is now well understood that failure to take this into account can sig-
nificantly bias results due to the effects of incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) and other processes
(Liu et al. 2015; Linkem et al. 2016; Mendes and Hahn 2016, 2017).
StarBEAST2 (Chapter 2), BEST (Liu 2008) and BPP (Yang 2015; Rannala and Yang 2017)
are all examples of Bayesian software that explicitly sample the joint posterior distribution
over both species and gene trees under the multispecies coalescent (MSC) model, as described
byMaddison 1997 and Degnan and Rosenberg 2009. These methods account for the hier-
archical nature of the evolutionary process and explicitly model ILS. However none of these
implementations allow fossils or other ancestral samples to be placed directly on the species
tree.
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IntegrativeModels Of Species Evolution
Integrative models are desirable because they can integrate over uncertainty rather than as-
suming fixed parameters, and they can also directly utilise more sources of data than simpler
models. In this paper we describe an integrative Bayesian phylogenetic model for estimating
species trees and divergence times, capable of analyzing multilocus genetic data, fossil occur-
rence data and morphological data in a coherent probabilistic inference framework.
The model reconciles molecular and fossil evidence by explicitly distinguishing two evolu-
tionary processes. The species tree is modeled using the FBD process, with the morphology of
all species arising from a stochastic process of evolution that proceeds down the branches of
this species tree. The molecular sequence data (sampled from extant individuals or as ancient
DNA) are related by multiple independent gene trees, which may differ from each other due
to processes such as ILS, but must be consistent with the shared species tree that they have all
evolved within (Fig. 4.1).
The core of our work is combining two recent advances in phylogenetic modeling into a
single coherent inference method. One the one hand we have the MSC, which has become
the standard model for describing the relationship between molecular genealogies and species
trees. On the other hand we have the FBD branching model of macroevolution, which de-
scribes speciation, extinction and fossilization processes. Conceptually these models have a
natural hierarchical relationship, with the FBDmodel describing the distribution over species
trees and the MSCmodel describing the probability distribution of molecular genealogies
conditional on the species trees.
The BEAST2 phylogenetic software features “StarBEAST2”— a recent implementation of
the MSC— and a implementation of the FBD prior with sampled ancestors (SA; Gavryushk-
ina et al. 2014). We have updated StarBEAST2 to combine the MSCmodel with the FBD










Figure 4.1: A species tree with a single sampled ancestor and its relationship tomorphological data (top) andmultilocus
sequence alignments (middle and bottom) in a uniﬁedmodel.
we applied the latest version of StarBEAST2 to an exemplar data set of the dog and fox sub-
family Caninae.
Estimates made under the FBD-MSCmodel are compared with estimates made using FBD
with concatenation (henceforth “FBD-concatenation”), the MSC with a fixed molecular clock
instead of an FBD prior, and concatenation with a fixed clock. FBD-MSC results were gener-
ally in agreement with fixed clock MSC estimates. Concatenation overestimated tip branch
lengths, species divergence times, and the timing of diversification leading to extant Caninae,




The integrative model combining the MSC, the FBD process, and morphological evolution
can be expressed by combining the component likelihoods. The likelihood of a gene is the
phylogenetic likelihood (Felsenstein 1981) P (Di|Gi)whereDi is the multiple sequence align-
ment for the ith gene treeGi. TheMSC probability for that gene tree is P (Gi|S)where S
is the species tree. The likelihood of a morphological character is the phylogenetic likelihood
P (Cj|S)whereCj is the vector of states for the jth character. The prior probability of the
species tree under the FBD process is P (S|θ), where θ is a vector of FBD parameters as de-
scribed by Gavryushkina et al. 2014. Combining the likelihoods for the integrative model we
get the probability of the species tree given the molecular, morphological and fossil data:
P (S|D) = Πi(P [Di|Gi] · P [Gi|S]) · ΠjP (Cj|S) · P (S|θ) (4.1)
Sampling And Simulating Trees From The Prior
We tested our implementation of FBD-MSC by jointly sampling SA trees with a single embed-
ded gene tree from the prior, and comparing those distributions with independently sampled
SA trees and simulated gene trees.
Three and four-taxon SA trees were sampled from the prior using the SA package in BEAST2
(Gavryushkina et al. 2014). Following the parameterization in Gavryushkina et al. 2014, these
trees were conditioned on an origin time tor of 3, a birth rate λ of 1, a death rate µ of 0.5, a
sampling rate ψ of 0.1, a removal probability r of 0 and a present-day sampling probability ρ
of 0.1.
The sampled taxa for three-taxon SA trees were termed A, B and C, and had fixed ages of 0,
1, and 1.5 respectively. The sampled taxa for the four-taxon SA trees were termed A, B, C and
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D, and had fixed ages of 0, 0, 0.5 and 2 respectively.
MCMC chains to sample SA trees were run for 100 million steps, and 100,000 trees sam-
pled at a rate of 1 per 1,000 steps. One gene tree was simulated for each sample using custom
Java code available as part of the StarBEAST2 package, assuming effective population sizes
fixed at 1 for each branch.
When jointly sampling SA trees with an embedded gene tree from the prior using Star-
BEAST2, identical parameters were used but MCMC chains were run for 500 million steps.
Species and gene trees were sampled at a rate of 1 per 5,000 steps for 100,000 species trees and
the same number of gene trees.
Compiling Caninae Data
Unphased molecular sequences were retrieved fromNCBI GenBank. Sequences from Bardeleben
et al. 2005a had accession numbers AY609082–AY609158. Sequences from Bardeleben et al.
2005b had accession numbers AY885308–AY885426. Sequences from Lindblad-Toh et al.
2005 had accession numbers DQ239439–DQ239486 and DQ240289–DQ240817. Out-
group (non-Caninae) and domestic dog sequences were discarded. Canis aureuswas renamed
Canis anthus following Koepfli et al. 2015. For each locus, we aligned those sequences to pro-
duce a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) using PRANK (Löytynoja and Goldman 2005).
PhasedMSAs were generated by duplicating each aligned sequence and randomly phasing
heterozygous sites.
Coded morphological data, character names, character state names and tip dates from Slater
2015 were retrieved fromDryad1. This data set built on monographs fromWang 1994, Wang
et al. 1999 and Tedford et al. 2009.
Outgroup characters and characters invariable within Caninae were discarded. Canis aureus
was again renamed Canis anthus, and Cuon javanicuswas renamed Cuon alpinus, a synonym
1https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.9qd51—accessed 15th December 2017
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used in the molecular sequence data. For species with molecular sequences but no morpholog-
ical data, all characters were treated as missing data. An extant-only data set was produced by
discarding fossil taxon characters, and characters invariable within extant Caninae. BEAST2-
compatible NEXUS files were generated containing the coded data and names.
MSC And Concatenation Analyses
TheMSC (in practice, StarBEAST2) was configured to estimate a constant population size
separately for each branch, with a maximum effective population size of 2, and a 1/X prior
on the mean population size. Phased sequences were used with StarBEAST2, and unphased
sequences with concatenation. For both StarBEAST2 and concatenation we set uniform pri-
ors on λ and µ.
The mean substitution rate was either fixed at 8×10-4, or estimated with a lognormal prior
which had a mean of 7.5×10-4 and a standard deviation of 0.6. Substitution rates among loci
were allowed to vary with a flat Dirichlet prior. The HKY substitution model was used for
molecular data (Hasegawa et al. 1985), and transition/transversion ratios estimated separately
for each locus. TheMkv model (Lewis 2001) was used to model the evolution of morpho-
logical characters, assuming character state frequencies and transition rates are all equal. A
morphological clock was estimated with a 1/X prior and a maximum rate of 1.
FBD analyses were conditioned on tor which was estimated with a uniform prior. The sam-
pling rate ψ was also estimated with a uniform prior. The other FBD parameters r and ρwere
fixed at 0 and 1 respectively.
For each fixed clock analysis, we ran 20 independent MCMC chains of 400 million states
each, sampling once every 200,000 states. For each fossilized birth-death analysis, we ran 20
independent MCMC chains of 10 billion states each, sampling once every 2 million states.
After discarding the first 10% of samples from each chain as burnin, independent chains were
concatenated and subsampled for a combined sample of 2,000 states.
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Posterior Predictive Simulations
For half (1,000) of the fixed clock StarBEAST2 posterior samples, we resimulated molecular
and morphological data. For each locus a gene tree was simulated according to the MSC using
DendroPy (Sukumaran and Holder 2010), embedded within the species tree (topology, times
and per-branch population sizes) for that sample, with two individuals per extant species. An
MSA was simulated for each gene tree using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly 1997), using the
HKYmodel with the estimated κ ratio and substitution rate of the locus from the sample,
and of the same length as the original locus. Unphased per-species sequences were generated
using ambiguity codes for heterozygous sites.
Morphological data was resimulated by simulating a 1,000 character MSA along a sampled
species tree with 20 states per character, again using Seq-Gen. Base frequencies and transition
rates were all equal, and the substitution rate set to 0.03. Then for each morphological char-
acter in the original data set, we sampled without replacement one of the simulated characters
with a matching number of observed states.
Each simulation was reanalyzed using concatenation with the same model and priors as for
the original data set. However only one chain of 200 million states was run for each simula-
tion, sampling once every 80,000 states, and 20% of samples were discarded as burnin.
Calculating Summary Statistics
Summary statistics were calculated for each estimated distribution of trees using DendroPy.
These included the maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree, branch lengths, node heights,
branch support and node support. In this study, a node is defined as the root of a subtree con-
taining all of, and only, a given set of extant taxa. A branch is defined as the direct connection
between parent and child nodes as defined above. Lineages-through-time (LTT) curves for
FBD analyses were calculated using a custom script. Summary statistics and LTT plots were
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visualized using ggplot2 (Wickham 2016) and ggtree (Yu et al. 2017).
4.3 Results
FBD-MSC Implementation Correctness
To test the correctness of our FBD-MSC implementation, we first compared distributions of
three and four-taxon FBD with SA trees drawn from the prior using BEAST2 without the
MSC, to distributions drawn from the prior using the FBD-MSCmodel in StarBEAST2.
The marginal divergence time (Fig. B.1,B.2) and topology (Fig. B.3,B.4) distributions thus
generated were found to be identical between implementations. As the BEAST2 implementa-
tion of the FBDmodel has been previously verified (Gavryushkina et al. 2014), this is strong
evidence that the new implementation is also correct.
Gene trees were also sampled from the prior under the FBD-MSCmodel in StarBEAST2,
and were compared to a distribution of gene trees simulated evolving within the FBD with
SA trees that were drawn from the prior absent StarBEAST2. The distributions of gene tree
coalescent times (Fig. B.5,B.6) and topologies (Fig. B.7,B.8) were identical for either method,
further supporting the mathematical correctness of our implementation.
Compiling An Exemplar Dataset
To demonstrate the effects of estimating species divergence times without accounting for co-
alescent processes, as when using concatenation, we compiled a data set by combining 19 pre-
viously published Caninae nuclear locus sequences from extant Caninae taxa (Table 4.1) with
morphological characters and times from extant and fossil Caninae (Slater 2015).
The combined data set included 21 extant taxa with molecular data only, 9 extant taxa with
molecular and morphological data, and 31 fossil taxa with tip dates and morphological data.
After removing characters with no variation within Caninae, there were 72 morphological
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Table 4.1: Nineteen nuclear loci used in this study.
Locus name MSA length* Publication
APOBS1 702 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
BDNF 489 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
BRCA1S2 741 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
Ch14 921 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
Ch21 601 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
Ch24 730 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
CHRNA1 376 Bardeleben et al. 2005a
CHST12 705 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
CMKOR1 735 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
CYPIA1 619 Bardeleben et al. 2005a
FES 483 Bardeleben et al. 2005a
FGFR3 503 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
GHR 821 Bardeleben et al. 2005a
RAG1 741 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
TMEM20 615 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
TRSP 722 Bardeleben et al. 2005b
VANGL2 546 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
VTN 487 Bardeleben et al. 2005a
VWF 732 Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005
*the number of sites in the multiple sequence alignment
characters remaining for FBD analyses. After further removing characters with no variation
among the 9 taxa with both molecular and morphological data, there were 55 remaining for
fixed clock analyses.
Calibrating Species Trees Using A Fixed Clock
In the absence of a fossil record for a clade of interest, divergence times can be estimated us-
ing a fixed molecular clock. This scales the tree by an a priori chosen substitution rate, or a
set of substitution rates for a set of genes. Substitution rates have been previously estimated
for the nuclear RAG1 gene across multiple tetrapod clades, and for mammals the rate is ap-
proximately 1×10-3 substitutions per site per million years (Hugall et al. 2007). Exploratory
analyses suggested that RAG1 evolves around 25%more quickly than the mean rate for all
genes in our study, so we used a substitution rate fixed at 8×10-4 for analyses calibrated with a
fixed clock.
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We compared the posterior distribution of species trees inferred under the MSC and con-
catenation without any fossil data, including nuclear loci and morphological characters only
from extant taxa, and using a birth-death prior for the species tree. The estimated lengths of
all tip branches and some internal branches were longer when using concatenation (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Branch length changes resulting from concatenation using a ﬁxed clock. The color shows how branch length
estimates differ when using concentration rather than themultispecies coalescent (MSC). The tree is a maximum clade
credibility (MCC) summary tree withmean node ages, generated from theMSC posterior distribution of species trees,
inferred usingmolecular and extant morphological data with a ﬁxed clock. The difference in branch lengths is themean
among concatenation samples including that branch, less theMSCmean. Dashed lines represent branches with less than
0.5% support using concatenation.
To understand whether failing to account for neutral coalescent processes could cause the
observed branch length differences, we used posterior predictive simulations to model the
expected differences. For 1,000 species tree samples in the fixed clock MSC posterior distri-
bution, we resimulated gene trees according to the MSC. For each simulated gene tree, we
simulated a multiple sequence alignment based on that sample’s substitution rates and tran-
sition/transversion ratios. A set of morphological characters were also simulated along the
species tree for each sample. Posterior distributions of species trees using concatenation were
then inferred from the simulated data.
For a given branch, we calculated the distribution of differences in branch length∆(lb − l¯b)
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between the assumed true length l of a branch b, and the concatenation estimate l¯b. This cal-
culation was based on the replicates where the species tree used for simulation contained b. l¯b
is the expectation marginalized over all samples containing b. In the case of phylogenetic cher-
ries, only one branch was included, because their lengths are always equal in an ultrametric
tree.
All observed differences in branch lengths fell within expectations (Fig. 4.3). This suggests
that the failure to account for neutral coalescent processes, as modeled by the MSC, is respon-
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Figure 4.3: The expected and observed effects of concatenation on branch lengths. Branches correspond to those in
Figure 4.2 and 4.4. Violin densities represent the distribution of differences between the posterior predictive simulations
and corresponding concatenation estimates. Diamonds pinpoint the differences betweenmultispecies coalescent and
concatenation estimates usingmolecular and extant morphological data. Diamonds aremissing where the support for a
branch using concatenation is less than 0.5%. Estimates to the right of zero line (red) are longer when using concatenation,
estimates to the left are shorter.
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Calibrating Species Trees Using Fossil Data
Using a fixed molecular clock conditions the estimated divergence times on the accuracy of the
a priori chosen substitution rate. The rate of molecular evolution is inversely associated with
body size in mammals (Bromham 2011) so the substitution rate used for, say, baleen whales
would likely be too slow when applied toMuridae. Instead the molecular substitution rate
can be inferred jointly with the species tree topology and times by including fossil data and
applying an FBD prior to the species tree.
We reran our concatenation andMSC analyses of Caninae after including morphological
data with tip dates (fossils), and applied FBD with SA priors to the species trees. The place-
ment of fossil taxa was very uncertain, so to make the FBD results interpretable we pruned
the posterior distributions of species trees to include only extant taxa. This also enables direct
comparisons of the FBD and fixed clock results. TheMCC tree topology inferred by FBD-
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Figure 4.4: Branch length changes resulting from concatenation using the fossilized birth-death (FBD)model. The color
shows how branch length estimates differ when using the concentration rather than themultispecies coalescent (MSC).
The tree is a maximum clade credibility (MCC) summary tree withmean node ages, generated from theMSC posterior
distribution of species trees, inferred usingmolecular andmorphological data and fossil times. The difference in branch
lengths is themean among concatenation samples including that branch, less theMSCmean. Dashed lines represent
branches with less than 0.5% support using concatenation.
The differences in branch lengths observed for FBD-concatenation compared to FBD-MSC
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were very similar to those seen in the fixed clock scenario (Fig. 4.5). All branches with longer
estimated lengths using concatenation and a fixed clock also had longer estimates using FBD-
concatenation compared to the corresponding FBD-MSC estimates. The same applied to
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Figure 4.5: Consistency in how branch lengths change under concatenation rather than themultispecies coalescent
(MSC). Differences are when using a ﬁxed clock (y-axis) or when using the fossilized birth-death (FBD) process (x-axis). All
branches present inMSCmaximum clade credibility trees (Figs. 4.2, 4.4) with at least 0.5% support when using concatena-
tion are included. Branch lengths in the top-right quadrant are overestimated by concatenation using a ﬁxed clock or FBD,
those in the bottom are underestimated by concatenation using either method.
Similar estimates were made of macroevolutionary parameters using the MSC and concate-
nation models, as long as the same species tree prior was used (Table 4.2). When using the
FBD prior, the molecular clock rate highest posterior densities (HPDs) included the a priori
rate of 8×10-4 with either the MSC or concatenation. The only non-overlapping HPDs were
for the morphological clock rate, which was inferred to be slower when using the FBD com-
pared to a fixed clock. The lower bound for turnover (extinction relative to speciation) was
approximately zero when fossil data was not included, but was forced higher by the explicit
inclusion of extinct species for FBD analyses.
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Table 4.2: Macroevolutionary parameter estimates.
Multispecies coalescent
Clade MO FC FBD
Molecular clock rate (×10−4) 8 8 8.21 (6.16–9.81)
Morphological clock rate NA 0.13 (0.09–0.17) 0.05 (0.04–0.06)
MeanNeg 0.47 (0.37–0.58) 0.50 (0.40–0.62) 0.51 (0.37–0.67)
Diversification rate (λ− µ) 0.23 (0.11–0.35) 0.23 (0.10–0.36) 0.14 (0.03–0.25)
Turnover (µ÷ λ) 0.26 (0.00–0.64) 0.29 (0.00–0.66) 0.71 (0.49–0.95)
Sampling proportion (ψ ÷ (ψ + µ)) NA NA 0.31 (0.13–0.50)
Concatenation
Molecular clock rate (×10−4) 8 8 7.34 (5.84–8.60)
Morphological clock rate NA 0.09 (0.07–0.11) 0.05 (0.04–0.06)
Diversification rate (λ− µ) 0.19 (0.10–0.28) 0.19 (0.10–0.29) 0.12 (0.03–0.21)
Turnover (µ÷ λ) 0.20 (0.00–0.52) 0.20 (0.00–0.51) 0.62 (0.30–0.88)
Sampling proportion (ψ ÷ (ψ + µ)) NA NA 0.40 (0.18–0.67)
Values in brackets are 95% highest posterior densities.
Clock rates are in units of per-site or per-character per million years.
Diversification rate is in units of per million years.
MeanNeg refers to the mean of the effective population sizeNe distribution,
which is scaled by generation time g.
Clade Ages AndUncertainty
For all clades in the FBD-MSCMCC tree with at least 0.5% support, the divergence time for
the root node of that clade according to the FBD-MSC was younger than when estimated
using FBD-concatenation (Fig. 4.6). While the HPD intervals of the two estimates often over-
lapped substantially, those for the A node (the MRCA of extant sampled Canis, Cuon and
Lycaon) and the D node (nested within the A node and excluding Canis mesomelas and C.
adustus) did not, and the FBD-concatenation estimates of those species divergence times were
about 2MY older than FBD-MSC.
The TempoOf Caninae Evolution
If species divergence times are always overestimated using concatenation, even when using
fossil data and an FBD prior to calibrate the species trees, this is likely to affect macroevolu-
tionary analyses. As an example, we present LTT curves of Caninae diversification estimated
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Figure 4.6: Speciation times estimated by fossilized birth-death withmultispecies coalescent (FBD-MSC) andwith con-
catenation (FBD-concatenation) models. FBD-MSC node ages (solid circles) and 95% highest posterior density (HPD)
intervals (lines) are estimated from samples where that clade is present. FBD-concatenation ages and intervals are also
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Figure 4.7: Lineages-through-time (LTT) plot of Caninae diversiﬁcation. Mean estimates (solid lines) of LTT are calculated
for 1,001 evenly spaced time steps spanning 0 to 1, and include extant, fossil and ancestral taxa, and sampled ancestors
(which are both fossil and ancestral). 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals were also calculated for each step,
and are shown as translucent ribbons.
For both methods the LTT curves are convex, as expected for a birth-death model of evolu-
tion with good taxon sampling (Stadler 2008). However the diversification leading to extant
Caninae occurs earlier for the FBD-concatenation LTT curve compared to the FBD-MSC
curve. The FBD-concatenation estimate also suggests a diversification slowdown during the
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last≈ 2million years, which is not suggested by the FBD-MSC curve. Diversification slow-
down is a predicted spurious effect of concatenation (see Chapter 2).
Support For Specific Clades
We considered clade support contradictory between analyses if that clade was highly sup-
ported (> 95%) in any analysis and unsupported (< 5%) in any other analysis. Only the
R clade met this criterion, which is the clade that unites Cuon and Lycaon (Table 4.3).
The R clade was highly supported by the MSC regardless of whether a fixed clock or FBD
was used to calibrate the species tree. To understand whether this support was driven by co-
alescent processes alone or by interactions with morphological data, we reran our fixed clock
analyses with only molecular data. Without the morphological data there was no support for
this clade even when using the MSC, suggesting that unmodeled processes such as selection
for convergent morphological evolution might be increasing support for this clade.
4.4 Discussion
Concatenated LikelihoodMethods Are Inaccurate
Several recent studies have demonstrated that methods which use phylogenetic likelihood to
estimate species trees from concatenated loci – “concatenated likelihood” for short – are inac-
curate under realistic conditions. These studies have been based on simulation and analytical
results, and have covered both maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian concatenation.
Mendes and Hahn 2016 showed that ML concatenation is systematically biased when es-
timating the lengths of particular branches on an asymmetric species tree. This is due to sub-
stitutions produced by ILS (SPILS), which are artificial substitutions on discordant species
tree branches. Mendes and Hahn 2017 went on to show that SPILS is also responsible for the
statistical inconsistency of ML concatenation when estimating species tree topologies, even
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Table 4.3: Posterior probabilities of clades.
MSC Concatenation
Clade MO FC FBD MO FC FBD
2 61% 68% 97% 8% 11% 31%
3 77% 82% 95% 69% 77% 92%
4 33% 36% 47% 41% 43% 44%
5 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
6 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
7 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
8 59% 59% 58% 72% 72% 74%
9 100% 100% 99% 100% 100% 100%
A 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
B 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
C 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
D 39% 59% 88% 100% 100% 100%
E 89% 87% 90% 100% 100% 100%
F 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
G 82% 82% 80% 100% 100% 100%
H 93% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
I 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
J 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
K 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
L 50% 47% 51% 100% 100% 100%
M 98% 98% 98% 100% 100% 100%
N 40% 40% 43% 1% 1% 1%
O 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
P 91% 90% 90% 12% 10% 13%
Q 86% 87% 86% 8% 7% 7%
R 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0%
S 16% 73% 46% 0% 0% 1%
T 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Clades correspond to node labels used in Figure 4.2 and 4.4.
Probabilities were estimated using a fixed clock and molecular only
data (MO), a fixed clock with molecular and extant morphological
data (FC), or a fossilized birth-death process with molecular, extant
morphological and fossil data (FBD).
outside of the so-called “anomaly zone” of short branch lengths where the most probable gene
tree topology is discordant with the species tree.
Other studies have shown that Bayesian concatenation can be grossly inaccurate when esti-
mating species trees. Bayesian concatenation can overestimate the lengths of tip branches by
as much as 350%, and is less accurate than BayesianMSC using the same number of loci (see
Chapter 1). Bayesian concatenation is also less accurate at estimating the lengths of internal
branches, and reports overly precise credible intervals and support values which can exclude
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the true values and topologies a majority of the time (see Chapter 2).
We have built on previous results by studying the effect of concatenation on an empirical
data set of Caninae. Using posterior predictive simulations, we have shown that the observed
differences in species tree branch lengths between the MSC and concatenation are expected
and caused by a failure to account for coalescent processes. Consistent with previous studies,
tip branch lengths were always overestimated, and internal branch lengths were sometimes
inaccurate in either direction (Figs. 4.2,4.3).
FBD-MSC Results AreMore Plausible
Researchers may wonder if the known problems of concatenation are relevant to dated trees
inferred using an FBD process. Our study showed that for Caninae, dated species trees in-
ferred using a fixed clock are very similar to dated species trees inferred using an FBD process.
We further demonstrated that the differences betweenMSC and concatenation estimates
made under a birth-death process without fossil data are very similar to those made under a
FBD process with fossil data (Fig. 4.5).
Considering coalescent theory and the totality of our results, the FBD-MSC results are
more plausible than the FBD-concatenation results. The posterior predictive simulations
show that the observed differences in branch lengths between the MSC and concatenation are
expected due to a failure to account for coalescent processes.
This has important implications for downstream analyses, as seen in the LTT plots (Fig. 4.7)
where the FBD-concatenation LTT curve suggests a slowdown in Caninae diversification dur-
ing the past≈ 2million years. In contrast, the FBD-MSC LTT curve shows a burst of diversi-
fication in the same time frame.
In this study the estimated clock rate of Caninae using the FBD was consistent with the
rate inferred by Hugall et al. 2007. Despite this consistency, FBDmodels are still necessary to
account for the correct amount of uncertainty in clock rates, and because the a priori clock
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rate will not always be accurate. If we had studied a different mammalian clade, it would not
necessarily have a mean substitution rate consistent with Hugall et al. 2007.
Some unexplored possibilities are that FBD-concatenation would approach FBD-MSC
given a morphological matrix covering more taxa and/or when using a relaxed clock. These
are hypothetically interesting questions but in practice morphological data sets are usually
quite limited in the number of taxa and characters. Concatenation with a relaxed clock is
much slower than StarBEAST2 with a strict clock, without any evidence of improved error
rates (see Chapter 2).
Morphological AndMolecular Discordance
We observed that the inclusion or omission of morphological data completely changes the
support of the Lycaon+Cuon clade from 100% to 0% respectively when using MSCmodels
(Table 4.3). Support for this clade is ubiquitous in morphological phylogenetic studies of Can-
inae (Tedford et al. 2009; Prevosti 2010) and probably is due to their specialized dentitions. A
previous study of Caninae which combined morphological characters and mitochondrial se-
quence alignments found that support for this clade came only from the morphological data,
and proposed that the responsible characters are likely convergent due to the hypercarnivory
of these two species (Zrzavý and Řičánková 2004).
Molecular phylogeneticists should be aware of the potential for morphological model viola-
tions when conducting total-evidence studies, and be appropriately cautious when interpret-
ing results. A potential avenue for future research is the development of improved models of
morphological evolution, which allow for convergence across many characters at once due to
selection. Newmodels could either rule in or out support for Lycaon+Cuon by ascribing their
similar morphology to convergent evolution. Alternatively, support for this putative clade
could be further scrutinized through expanded sampling of fossil representatives of these lin-
eages.
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The molecular signal could also be potentially misleading due to unmodeled processes, for
example introgression. This could be addressed by integrating the FBD with the multispecies
network coalescent, which unlike the MSC does allow for introgression and hybridization
(Wen and Nakhleh 2017, see also Chapter 3).
IntegrativeModels Are The Future
The development and implementation of the integrative FBD-MSCmodel demonstrates
how integrative models are made possible within a Bayesian framework. Unlike previous
Bayesian implementations of the MSC which are ultrametric and hence limited to contem-
porary sources of data, using the FBD-MSC we can incorporate morphological and timing in-
formation from excavated fossils. The FBD-MSC is a first step, and the future will see further
development of integrative models in theory, and the development and use of new implemen-
tations in practice.
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The results and newmethods described in my thesis make an original contribution to the
field of phylogenetic inference. By evaluating the multispecies coalescent (MSC) model, we
have informed researchers of the circumstances where the MSC should be used instead of
concatenation. It is clear that estimates of branch lengths and divergence times made within
eukaryotic genera or families should be based on fully Bayesian methods like StarBEAST2
(Chapter 1,2,4).
Because we developed StarBEAST2 and accelerated the MSC, it is now practical to use
about twice as many loci as *BEAST when inferring species trees, leading to more accurate in-
ferences of taxonomic relationships and divergence times (Chapter 2). By extending the MSC
to support fossil data, species trees can be dated using a process-based model of fossilisation
rather than informally derived node priors, also benefiting accuracy (Chapter 4).
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Some research questions were previously unanswerable using the MSC. The evolution of
molecular clock rates (Thorne et al., 1998) has been previously studied using mitochondrial
DNA (e.g. Nabholz et al. 2009), a single nuclear locus (e.g. Hugall et al. 2007), and concate-
nation (e.g. Dornburg et al. 2012). However concatenation has systematic biases leading to
apparent variation in substitution rates where none exists (Mendes and Hahn, 2016, 2017). By
developing and implementing species tree relaxed clocks in StarBEAST2, we have enabled the
accurate and precise reconstruction of past and present molecular clock rates frommultiple
nuclear loci (Chapter 2).
By developing a fully Bayesian implementation of the multispecies-network coalescent
(MSNC), we have enabled the discovery and characterisation of introgression and hybrid
species (Chapter 3), the prevalence of which is becoming increasingly obvious from genomic
data. Because our method “SpeciesNetwork” is fully Bayesian, it can be used to infer the tim-
ing, direction, and proportion of introgression in a joint analysis.
Like any study, the results of my thesis raise additional questions, and suggest pathways
for future research. To conclude my thesis, I will discuss two of what I believe are the most
promising directions.
5.1 BeyondMarkov chainMonte Carlo
Starting about ten years ago, most of the increase in computer power has come from increas-
ing the number of CPU and GPU cores (Geer, 2005). To take advantage of more than one
core, algorithms must be able to execute operations simultaneously on different cores. The re-
sult of one of these operations cannot depend on the result of another, otherwise they cannot
run in parallel.
StarBEAST2 and SpeciesNetwork are bothMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) algo-
rithms. MCMC is inherently serial because the results of one step of the chain is needed be-
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fore the next step can execute. ConcatenationMCMC algorithms can still run effectively in
parallel because the large concatenatedMSA can be split into several segments, and the phylo-
genetic likelihood of each segment is computed on a separate core.
However for most MCMC steps when running StarBEAST2, only one gene tree will be
changed, so the phylogenetic andMSC/MSNC likelihood only needs to be computed for a
single MSA and gene tree. These methods are typically used with short nucleotide sequences,
making the phylogenetic likelihood calculation even faster.
The very short time taken by eachMCMC step leaves little room to accelerate those calcu-
lations, and the overhead of parallelization will typically be larger than the performance gain,
resulting in worse performance than running StarBEAST2 on a single core.
Besides MCMC, there are other types of algorithms for Bayesian inference that naturally
run in parallel on many cores. These include sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), also known as
particle filtering, which has been applied to phylogenetic inference with promising results
(Bouchard-Côté et al., 2012). Even if SMC turns out to be less efficient thanMCMC, because
it is naturally parallel it can still be faster if run on many cores. An SMC implementation of
the MSC that could run on a supercomputer would be useful to many researchers.
Another algorithm for Bayesian inference is variational Bayes (VB), which is many times
faster thanMCMC (Kucukelbir et al., 2015). VB works with continuous parameters as op-
posed to phylogenetic trees which are discrete, but one possibility is to pursue a hybrid ap-
proach using MCMC for species and gene tree topologies, and VB for branch lengths.
5.2 Modelling morphological evolution
In Chapter 4 we found disagreement between morphological characters and molecular se-
quences in a dataset of the dog and fox subfamily Caninae. The morphological data sup-
ported a clade containing Cuon alpinus and Lycaon pictus, which are both hypercarnivores.
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When using both sources of data with our combined fossilized birth-death (FBD)MSCmodel,
the species tree reflected the signal in the morphological characters. However this signal is
likely misleading, as many of the identical morphological characters of Cuon and Lyacon are
probably convergent due to selection for hypercarnivory, rather than identical through com-
mon descent (Zrzavý and Řičánková, 2004).
TheMkv model of morphological evolution assumes that different characters are evolving
independently on a common tree (Lewis, 2001), but in cases like Caninae this assumption
appears to be violated. Future morphological models that relax this assumption would more
accurately gauge the uncertainty in morphological data sets.
Another idea is to couple character evolution with the ecological niche of each species. The
state frequencies of a discrete character could be estimated separately for each ecological niche,
so for a given niche particular states would be more favoured. Such a model would naturally
fit convergent morphological evolution. Unlike common substitution models it would violate
the assumption of state frequency stationarity, but non-stationary models have been devel-
oped for nucleotide data (Galtier and Gouy, 1998; Kaehler, 2017).
5.3 Final remarks
New integrative models like the FBD-MSC, and new probabilistic methods like StarBEAST2
and SpeciesNetwork, and are a step towards full consideration of the complexity present in bi-
ological systems, and of the uncertainty inherent to most scientific study. With more capable
implementations of accurate models, future phylogenetic research will be both more accurate
and more precise, without the false precision of estimates made using bad approximations. I
hope to continue developing better phylogenetic methods and models, and to make new dis-
coveries with StarBEAST2, SpeciesNetwork, and future methods.
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A
Algorithms used in Chapter 3
A.0.1 Representation of phylogenetic networks
Species networks are outputted in extended Newick format (Cardona et al., 2008), which is
also used in the software PhyloNet (Than et al., 2008).
For example, the species network in Figure 3.1a is written as
((A:0.02,(B:0.01)#H1[&gamma=0.3]:0.01)S1:0.03,
(#H1:0.02,C:0.03)S2:0.02)R:0.03;
where the hash sign indicates a reticulation node, and the inheritance probability is in the
brackets as metadata. Such extended Newick string can be read into IcyTree (Vaughan, 2017)1
and be displayed nicely.
1https://icytree.org/—accessed 15th December 2017
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A.0.2 Numbering and labeling subnetworks across a sample
We describe an algorithm by pseudocode to enumerate all unique subnetwork topologies
within a sample of phylogenetic networks. Apart from subnetwork topologies consisting of a
single node (i.e. leaf nodes), each topology label has a corresponding set of child subnetwork
topology numbers. The algorithm works by recursively constructing the mapping of parent
to child subnetwork topology numbers, beginning at the root or origin node of each phyloge-
netic network.
Initialize the counter i to 0
Initialize the (node label set to node label) map m
For each taxon t:
Assign i as the label of t
Increment i
For each phylogenetic network s:
Begin Recursion from the oldest node of s
Recursion:
Input: A network node n
Output: A label l to identify the subnetwork topology of n
If n is a leaf node:
Get the label l of the taxon t of n
Else:
Initialize the node label set d
For each child node nc of n:
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Get lc by continuing Recursion from nc
Add lc to d
If d is in m:
Get the label l of d
Else:
Set l to the value of i
Link d to l in m
Increment i
Return l
A.0.3 Proposing embeddings proportional to their likelihoods
We describe an algorithm by pseudocode to propose compatible gene tree embeddings, given
a species network and a set of gene trees, in proportion to their embedding likelihoods. The
algorithm works by stochastically constructing an embedding during a depth-first search of
a gene tree. When a gene tree lineage traverses a bifurcation node, there is a set of compati-
ble embedding histories (for the subtree defined by the gene tree lineage) where the lineage
descends through the left child branch of the bifurcation node, and another set for the right
child branch. A left or right embedding is chosen at random weighted by the sum total of em-
bedding likelihoods for each child branch of the bifurcation node, to ensure that embeddings
are proposed in proportion to their likelihoods.
The likelihood for the proposed embedding is also computed during the depth-first search;
when a gene tree lineage traverses a reticulation node, its likelihood is multiplied by the γh or
the (alternative) 1 − γh probability. When a coalescent event occurs, the likelihoods of the
left and right subtrees are multiplied. Because embeddings are proposed in proportion to their
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likelihoods, the MCMC proposal probability is the embedding likelihood normalized by the
sum total of compatible embedding likelihoods.
Given the species network s:
For each gene tree g:
Get the root gene tree node gtnr from g
Get the root species network branch snbr from s
Try to get e, l, and t by Recursion from gtnr and snbr
If there is no compatible embedding:
Reject the proposal
Else:
Propose e as the new embedding
Multiply the proposal probability by (l ÷ t)
Recursion:
Input 1: A gene tree node gtn
Input 2: A species network branch snb
Output 1: An embedding e
Output 2: Its likelihood l
Output 3: The total likelihood t
If gtn traverses through the tipward node of snb:
For each child branch snbc of snb:
If there is any compatible embedding of gtn through snbc:
Get ec, lc, and tc by Recursion from gtn and snbc
Add the traversal of gtn through snbc to ec
If the tipward node of snb is a reticulation:
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Multiply lc by γh or 1− γh
Multiply tc by γh or 1− γh
Pick one snbc at random weighted by tc
Set the embedding e to the value of ec for the chosen snbc
Set the likelihood l to the value of lc for the chosen snbc
Calculate the total likelihood t as the sum of all tc
Else:
If gtn is a leaf:
Initialize an embedding e
Initialize the likelihood l to 1
Initialize the total likelihood t to 1
Else:
For each child node gtnc of gtn:
Get ec, lc, and tc by Recursion from gtnc and snb
Construct the embedding e by merging both ec
Calculate the likelihood l as the product of both lc
Calculate the total likelihood t as the product of both tc




Supplementary figures for Chapter 4
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Figure B.1: Marginal distribution of species divergence times in three taxon sampled ancestor species trees. Heights are
plotted for each divergence time; the ﬁrst divergence time is red and the second is cyan. Solid lines are for trees sampled
from the prior without StarBEAST2, dashed lines are for species trees sampled from the prior jointly with an embedded
gene tree using StarBEAST2.
Figure B.2: Marginal distribution of species divergence times in four taxon sampled ancestor species trees. Heights are
plotted for each divergence time; the ﬁrst divergence time is red, then green, then blue. Solid lines are for trees sampled
from the prior without StarBEAST2, dashed lines are for species trees sampled from the prior jointly with an embedded
gene tree using StarBEAST2.
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Figure B.3: Marginal distribution of three taxon sampled ancestor species tree topologies. Red points and error bars are
for trees sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, cyan is for species trees sampled from the prior jointly with an
embedded gene tree using StarBEAST2.
Figure B.4: Marginal distribution of four taxon sampled ancestor species tree topologies. Red points and error bars are
for trees sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, cyan is for species trees sampled from the prior jointly with an
embedded gene tree using StarBEAST2.
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Figure B.5: Marginal distribution of gene coalescence times in three taxon/four sample gene trees. Heights are plotted for
each coalescence time; the ﬁrst coalescence time is red, then green, then blue. Solid lines are for trees simulated within
a sampled ancestor tree sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, dashed lines are for gene trees sampled from the
prior jointly and embeddedwithin a sampled ancestor species tree using StarBEAST2.
Figure B.6: Marginal distribution of gene coalescence times in four taxon/ﬁve sample gene trees. Heights are plotted
for each coalescence time; the ﬁrst coalescence time is red, then green, then cyan, then purple. Solid lines are for trees
simulatedwithin a sampled ancestor tree sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, dashed lines are for gene trees
sampled from the prior jointly and embeddedwithin a sampled ancestor species tree using StarBEAST2.
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Figure B.7: Marginal distribution of three taxon/four sample gene tree topologies. Red points and error bars are for trees
simulatedwithin a sampled ancestor tree sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, cyan is for gene trees sampled
from the prior jointly and embeddedwithin a sampled ancestor species tree using StarBEAST2.
Figure B.8: Marginal distribution of four taxon/ﬁve sample gene tree topologies. Red points and error bars are for trees
simulatedwithin a sampled ancestor tree sampled from the prior without StarBEAST2, cyan is for gene trees sampled
from the prior jointly and embeddedwithin a sampled ancestor species tree using StarBEAST2. The topology newick
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